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I. INTRODUCTION 
SOME LAMANI SENTENCE TYPES: 
AN EXPERIMENT IN PEDAGOGICAL RESEARCH 
RONALD L .  TRA I L 
with 
HAR I S I NGH T .  RATHOD 
GEETA CHAND 
CHAUDHARY ROY 
I ND I RA SHRESTHA 
N I RMAL MAN TULADHAR 
There seem to be two near polar phi losophies about educat ion . Both 
are aimed at eventual independent creat ive work on the part of the 
student . Both give thorough theoretical orientat ion prior to practica l  
field work . They d iffer however , in the means u s e d  t o  trans fer the 
student from dependence to independenc e . The one expe c t s  the student 
to begin work immediately after theory with litt le , if  any , orient ation 
as to method or heuri st i c .  The other not only gives a thorough orienta­
t ion on method , but requires the student t o  work s ide by s ide with the 
instructor on prac t i cal field prob lems before being asked to do inde­
pendent work . It i s  thi s  latter technique which has been used in the 
work reported in this paper . Our purpose i s  t o  report on our experiment 
by recording our procedures and results with the hope that others doing 
s imilar research will find i t  useful . 
In early 1974 I was asked t o  teach a course in sentence analy s i s  
t o  a c lass  of student s in the Linguistic Training Course of t he Inst i ­
tute of Nepal and A s i a t i c  Studies and the Summer Ins t i tute of Linguis­
tics  of Tribhuvan University , Kathmandu , Nepal . A s  I had other work t o  
do besides the teaching , i t  was nece s s ary t o  find a way of t eaching 
that would require a minimum of t ime of outs ide class  preparation on 
1 
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the part of the instruct or . It oc curred to me that if we could use 
class  t ime for re search and write-up as well as instruction,  we could 
ac comp li sh thi s goal . I had been want ing to do some work on the sen­
tence structure of Lamani
1
, and saw that i t  would be instructive for 
the s tudent s to watch and parti c ipate in actual sentence-level proce­
dures in action . If the s tudent s could not only be oriented as to 
theory and method , but could also watch and part ic ipate in actual lan­
guage analysi s , their learning would be much more complete and I could 
finish s ome much needed analysis as we ll as t each the c ourse . 
The following then were the ground rules used in the course .  Class 
was held for two hours dai ly and cons i sted of four student s ,  one Lamani 
language as si stant , and the instructor . All six have been l is ted as 
co-authors of this paper . Our c lass  room research procedure i s  given 
in e leven steps listed be low . Our purpose was t o  familiarise ourselve s 
with sentence as a semant ico-grammatical leve l ,  and then to research 
and write up In el�44 as many sentence types  in Lamani as course t ime 
would permi t . It was understood that ini t i al ly the instructor would 
carry the main load of re search unti l  the class felt suffic iently 
fami liar with the me thod t o  assist , but that from the beginning class  
would be informal and open to suggestions , comment s ,  and que stions by  
the s tudents . 
Class was begun with pre sentation of a survey of sentence types to b e  
expected in any language and instruction in a means of formulaic d i sp lay 
for each type via a four-box tagmeme system ( see Trai l  1 9 7 3b . Not e s  on 
sentence structure ) .  Time allowed us to cover four sentence types 
using the following research procedures on each : 
1 )  Dec ide on t he sentence type to be inve st igat ed . 
2) Read in the literature about any theoreti cal d iscuss ions of that 
type and any pract ical work done on that type in related lan­
guages . 
3 )  Look for examples of the sentence type in text and/or ask the 
language assistant to give examples . ( If the a s s i stant lacks the 
sophi stication required to do thi s , other methods of elicitat ion 
will be necessary such as asking the a s s i stant to translate ex­
amples  of t he sentence type from nat ional language examples , or 
making up hypothetical s ituations which would naturally involve 
the use of that sentence typ e ,  and asking him to retell it in his  
language . )  
4 )  After sufficient examp les have been collec ted (five t o  ten for a 
beginning ) , d ivide each sentence into i t s  const ituent parts and 
arrange the examples with translation in a systemati c  manner so 
as t o  fac i l itate observat ions . That i s , if  the sentence has three 
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constituent s , arrange the examples so that s imilar const ituent s 
from examp le t o  examp le fall into the same column . 
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5 )  Make observat ions about the sentence recorded , meticulously 
writ ing out these observat ions . The se will later provide material 
for further inve st igat ion and final write-up . Typical observa­
t ions have to do with number of constituent s ,  form of verbs ,  dele­
t ion patterns , form of l inks or relators , mood restrictions , 
tense-aspect pairing pat terns acro s s  t he base s ,  and so on . 
6) From the observat ions and the dat a ,  form hypotheses  about the 
structure of the type and then proceed to confirm or d isprove 
these by chec king with other data and asking que stions of the 
language assistant . 
7 )  After all observat ions have been made about the data , the follow­
ing check l i st of quest ions was found useful to make sure we had 
covered all important areas of p o s s ible fruitful investigat ion . 
( Some of these will overlap with observations already made . )  
a )  Can we permute ( change the order of ) the const ituent part s ?  
Doe s the meaning c hange or remain the same ? Are other struc ­
tural change s neces sary in order to permute ?  
b )  Mus t  we have same Subj ect or Actor i n  both bas e s ?  Must we 
have the same Predicat e  or same terms in both base s ?  
c )  What happens i f  we add negative to one bas e ?  
d )  Can we make the sentence interrogat ive ? 
e )  Can we make the sentence imperative ? 
f )  Can the verb forms of the bas es change ? If so , what restric-
tions are there on whic h  forms can oc cur? 
g )  Are t here any cross-referencing part icles  occurring acros s  
the bases  l ike ' if . . . then ' ,  or ' a Z though . . . y e t ' .  
h )  Are there any discernible delet ion patterns ? 
i )  Are there any restrictions on the clause type which may fi l l  
either of the bas e s ?  
j )  Are there other ways of expre s s ing the same relationship be­
tween the base s ?  
8) Make a workchart of one o r  two examples according to the pattern 
given in Notes on Sentence Structure p .  7 . ( This step may b e  
merged with 9 )  i f  i t  i s  not found neces sary as a separate step . ) 
9 )  From t he work chart or data make a formula or formu lae whi ch ade­
quately repre sent the data covered . 
1 0 )  Writ e  up the results drawing on your ob servat ions and examples . 
( For the write-up format that we found useful , see the four Lamani 
sentence types given below . ) 
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1 1 )  Pas s  out a draft copy of your write-up to interested s cholars 
for their comment s before proceeding to make poli shed c op ies . 
Using this procedure we examined in c lass four Lamani sentence 
types : Conditional , Antitheti cal , Alternat ive , and Conjunctive . We 
present them be low largely as they were written up in c lass and lat er 
d i scussed and poli shed . 
One further note should be made . In this paper we are viewing a 
sentence as a d i s t inct ive semantic re lat ionship which exi s t s  between 
two propositions or group s of propositions , correlated with a grammat­
i cal relationship - coordinate or subordinate - which exi s t s  between 
two c lauses  or group s of c lause s ,  and which has definite phonologi cal 
boundarie s of aperture and c losure . This means that the traditional 
s imp le sentence c onsisting of only one proposition or c lause i s  beyond 
the scope of our stud y .  
II. SOME LAMANI SENTENCE TYPES 
A. C ONVITIONA L SENTEN C E  
1 .  C o n t r a s t  
a. F04mula 
DB 
Cond 
Prop 
AR Cl -to 
��* 
P---> 
+ 
IB 
Conseq 
Prop 
I CL 
* This notation refers to the deep structure only and there fore to the 
value system of the language . Underlying i t  i s  the assumption that 
p o s i t ive cause s give only positive results and vice versa . For the 
surface structure rules regarding the positi ve and negat ive interp lay 
between the base s ,  see the last paragraph under this type below .  
I n  Lamani the conditional sentence i s  c omposed o f  just two bases 
t he first of whi ch is dependent and the second independent . The first 
base is made dependent by the obligatory presence of the relator to 
'if '. For the pairing of aspect and tense across the bases see 
Figure 1 b e low . Semant ically the first proposition stands as a condi­
tional cause of the hypothetical result or consequent proposition.  The 
whole sentence i s  therefore hypothetical or unreal and in thi s area i t  
SOME LAMAN! SENTENCE TYPES 
contrasts sharply with the temporal sequence sentence which implies  
certainty or reality . 
2 .  V ari a t i o n  
THE ASPECT-TENSE PAIRINGS ACROSS THE BASES. In general contingent 
5 
or subj unct ive-like aspe c t s  characterise the pairings e special ly in the 
consequent proposit ion . One exc ept ion to this is  when perfect is paired 
with perfe c t  in the putative c ontrafactual sentence yet to be inve sti­
gated . 
Conditional Proposition Consequent Proposition Exa.mple 
AlJpec.1:-!TenH AlJpect/Ten/,e. 
future future 1 
future vb-e-waaL 2 
future potential 
future pre sent 
pot ential imperative 5 
potential future 
potential potential 
potential vb-er cha 6 
pre sent pre sent 
perfect future 7 
perfect future perfect 8 
Figure 1. Some typ i c al aspect/tens e p a i r ings in the con­
d i t i onal s entence . 
Although the chart i s  not exhaustive , it i s  repre sentat ive of the 
kind of pairing whi ch frequent ly oc curs in the language . As has been 
pointed out , most of the aspects are of the contingent or unverifiable 
clas s .  Perhap s the most eas i ly underst ood of these  i s  the pairing of 
future with future . 
1) ye katraa-n rnaar-i-s to , rna ghar r-i-yu 
thi8 dog-obj ki l l-wi l l-you if, I home 8 tay-w i l l-I 
If you k i l l  the dog I wi l l  8 tay home . 
Another pairing with future i s  the -e-waaL aspect which i s  trans-
lated either , 'about to ' or 'wi l l  The examp le below followed 
example 1 in a text and can be considered a fair trans form of it with 
perhap s a bit of emphasi s added . 
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2) ye ka t r a a - n  ma a r - i a a - i - s to , ma g h a r r e -wa aL  c h - u  
this dog- obj k i l l - ing come-w i l l-you if, I home s tay - er am-I 
If y o u  ki l l  the dog and r e turn I wi l l  s tay home . 
A note s hould be added that the morpheme j a r  ' if ' ,  can be inserted 
in the conditional proposition of any conditional sentence . Its  func­
tion seems to be to emphasi s e  the to ' if ' .  It also serve s to make a 
conditional sentenc e unamb iguous wi th an ident i cal temporal sequence 
sentence . ( Since this analy si s , we now have reason t o  beli eve that j a r  
i s  not Lamani but Marathi. If s o ,  though it would have no emphatic 
funct i on in a pure Lamani sentence , it could still be used to di sambi ­
guate a que st ionab le sentence . )  Note the following English pair: 
3 )  Whe n  I come s he wi l l  b e  happy . 
4 )  If I come she  wi l l  be happy . 
These two could have the same surface s tructure in Lamani , but j a r  
could only be added to the second meaning . 
Not unexpected i s  the pairing of potential and imperat ive - both un­
realised aspec t s .  
5 )  e k  d a n  t a a r  ka n aaTo  na r a  to , ma a r  k a n - t i  l e - n  kho  
o n e  day your near flour no t is if, m y  near-from tak-ing eat! 
If one day y o u  do no t have enough flour, take from me and eat! 
Potential also pairs with obligatory aspect which i s  semant ically 
related t o  imperative . 
6 )  n a a N ky a a  b h a a i - n  k - u  to , a a d  g aTh D I  d e - r  cha  ma - na 
y o unger bro ther-obj say-I i� � bund l e  giv - ing is m e - to 
If I t e l l  my y o unger bro ther, I w i l l  have to give him half of the 
treasure . 
Unexpectedly the perfect aspect pairs with the future . At firs t  i t  
seemed that there must b e  some mi stake unt i l  it was reali sed that the 
future needed to be trans lated 'would ' rather than ' wi l l ' in thi s con­
text . Future t hen doub les for both ' wi l l ' and 'would ' in Lamani . 
7 )  j a r  wo g aTh D i  ha a t  l a g a a D - i to , g a a n j yaa  wo-na c u n D  j a a - i- y a  
i f  tha t b und l e  hand p laced- s he if, wasps her-to s ting go -wi l l-they 
If she p laced her hand on that bundl e ,  the wasps would s ting her . 
It helps in translating thi s sentence to preface t he sentence with 
' s uppo s ing ' rather than ' if ' .  
S) j a r d a a L  k h aa r we g - I to , k h a a r  we g - i  w - I - y a  
i f  d a l  s a l ty w e  went - i t  if, s a l ty b e  went- i t  be-wi l l- i t  
If the lenti ls were s a l ty ,  they wou ld/wi l l  hav e been s a l ty . 
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The c onditional idea i s  c losely re lated to the temporal sequence 
idea.  Because of thi s ,  there c an be amb i guity when both sentence typ e s  
u s e  the same re lator to  ' if/whe n ' .  We therefore felt i t  important t o  
show how these two contrast s o  that given a n  example whi ch i s  ambiguous ,  
we could by app lying certain test s ,  determine whi ch one was intended . 
Figure 2 l i s t s  six ways in which the two are distinct . 
Co nditio n�l Temp o��l S e q ue nc e  
1 )  The conditional re lator 1 )  The temporal relators are: 
i s  to ' if ' .  to  ' if ' ,  j a n a a  'when ' ,  - e r  
p aca  'after ' ,  e t c . 
2) Aspect/tense pairings are 2) Aspe ct/tense pairings are 
mos t ly hypothetical . mostly dec larative . 
3 )  Sentence can be trans- 3 )  Sentence can be transformed 
formed to interrogat ive to interrogative but a 
without structural change . structural change i s  re­
quired . 
4 )  Bases may be permuted 4) Bases may be permuted with-
without loss  of meaning out loss of meaning , but to  
o r  structural change . must be replaced by j a n a a  
and oc cur between the base s . 
5 )  Accepts j a r  ' if ' .  
6 )  The condition can be ex­
pres sed negat ively by the 
formula n a  to ' if no t ' ,  
following the sentenc e .  
5 )  Re j e c t s j a r  ' if ' . 
6 ) The prior proposition 
cannot be expre ssed nega­
t ive ly by n a  to following 
the sentence . 
F i gure 2 .  Condi t i on a l - Temporal contrast chart . 
SURFACE POSITIVE-NEGATIVE PAIRINGS. By surface struc ture negative 
we ins i s t  on the pre sence of a negative morpheme like 'no ' or ' no t ' .  
If one of these i s  absent from the c lause we wi ll labe l that proposition 
a positive propositi on . Keeping this in mind , the following rule ap­
plie s : If the consequence proposition is in the declarati ve mood , then 
the surfac e pairing s  of posit ive-negative , negative-posit ive , posit ive­
posi tive , and negative-negat ive acros s  the base s ,  require that if a change 
is made in one base a reciprocal change be made in the other . That i s ,  
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with the positive in the first base and a negative in the second , t he 
changing of positive t o  negat ive in the first base requires a corre­
sponding change of negative to po sitive in the second if the truth 
value of the sentence i s  t o  remain unchanged . Simi larly , negative­
positive becomes posit ive-negative ; and posit ive-positive becomes 
negat ive-negative and vice versa . Thi s was noted in our attempt t o  add 
negative to one base of the conditional sent ence ,  Example 9 below . The 
informant insisted that negative be added to both bases as in Example 10 . 
9 )  j a r  tu  a a - i s  to , rna a a - i -yu 
if y o u  aome-wi � �  if I aome-w i � �-I  
If y o u  aome then  I w i � �  aome . 
10) j a r  tu kon i  a a - i s  to , rna kon i  a a - i - yu  
if y o u  no t aome-wi � �  if, I no t aome-wi � �-I 
If you do no t aome then nei ther wi � �  I .  
B .  ANTITHETICA L S ENTEN C E  
1. C o nt r a st 
a. Fo�mula 
IB I CL 
Thesis 
Prop 
P 
b. Ve� e�ipti o n  
+ 
LINK 
Adver­
sative 
Conn 
Cj pa N  
+ 
'but ' 
IB 
Anti­
thesis 
Prop 
I CL 
Q 
The ant ithetical sentence in Lamani i s  composed of three grammatical 
consti tuent s - an independent base , a l ink , and a second independent 
base . Semant ically these funct ion respect ively as thesi s ,  adversative 
connector ,  and antithe s i s . Opposition characterises this sentence type . 
The adversative connector in each case signals either contrast , frus­
trated expectancy , a counterbalanc ing cons iderat ion , or a thwart ing 
reason to the concept of the thesis proposit ion . The se semant ic areas 
of opposition are i l lustrated be low . Although they contrast semant ic­
ally , there has been insuffic ient grammat ical d ifference t o  warrant 
separate type s .  
2 .  V a r i ati o n  
CONTRAST. This domain requires a two-fold opposition acros s  the 
base s . That i s ,  two c lause constituent s of one base must contrast with 
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two corresponding constituent s of the other . The three types of con­
trast may be symbolised as follows : 
a ) Pa A Pb 
b ) Pa A P"b 
c ) Pax A Pby 
In whic h  A = ' but ' ;  P = predicate ; a , b  = terms of predicates ; x , y = 
terms of predicate s with spatial or temporal func t ions ; P = negat ion 
9 
of P; and P" = antonym or s ituati onal opposite of pred icate P. Note 
that either two terms of one propos ition contrast with two terms of t he 
other , or the predicate p lus a term of one contrasts with the predicate 
plus a term of the other . The se are i l lustrated in Examp les 1 ,  2 ,  3 
be low corre spond ing t o  a ,  b ,  c above . 
1 )  yaa D i  s e  k e s  p a N  waa t ma t ka 
woman aLL teLL! but this matter don ' t  teLL! 
Tel l  every thing, woman, but don ' t  te l l  ab out this one thing! 
Note the doub le contrast: a versus b ,  that i s , ' aLL ' versus ' this 
matter ' ;  and P versus P , that i s ,  ' te L L! ' versus ' don ' t  te L L! ' .  
2 )  p reme r j yo t  s a d a a  b aL  c h a p a N  b e k a a r e r  j yo t  J a l d i  
love ' s  flame a lways burns but ev i l ' s  flame qui a k ly 
k h a t am  wa c h a  
finished i s  
Lov e ' s  flame never goes out but evi l ' s  flame i s  qui a k ly extinguished.  
Here ' love ' s  flame ' i s  opposed to ' ev i l ' s  flame ' ,  and ' a lways burns ' to 
'is q ui a k ly finished ' .  
3 )  tu  to ma a re goDe  p a r  s o  go  p a N  ma k e r  goDe  pa r s ou 
you then my knee on s lept but I whose knee on may s le ep 
You have s Zept on my knee, but on whose knee s ha l l  I s Z eep? 
Now our predicates remain the same , so the doub le contrast is between 
' y ou ' and ' I ' ,  and between ' on my kne e ' and 'on whose knee ? ' .  
There remains the d istinct possibility that a Q proposition could 
sub stitute for either P or P" , and thereby c ontrast with P. If so , it 
would add a further category to the above three . 
FRUSTRATED EXPECTANCY. As Longacre ( 1972:68) has pointed out , thi s  
type o f  antithe s i s  i s  built on the concept o f  expe ctancy chains such as 
' s tart out . . .  arrive ' ,  and ' s eraah for . . .  find ' .  In the anti thet i cal sen­
tenc e , the expectancy chain i s  broken . In Example 4 the expectancy 
chain which is broken i s , 'spend money . . .  ob tain an audienae ' .  Whereas 
Contrast required a two-fold di fference between the proposit ions , this 
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and the following two domains require only a single contrast ing or 
oppos ing i de a .  
4) l a a ko si  r a p lya a  m a  ka r a c  k i d o p a N  ma a re d a r s a n  d in - I konl 
100, 000 rupees I squander d i d  but m y  audi ence gave-s he n o t  
I s quandered 100, 000 rupees but  she d i d  not  give me an audience . 
COUNTERBALANCING CONSIDERATION. In thi s type , the first proposition 
presents an idea whose s ituational value i s  either posit ive or negat ive . 
That i s , i t  either rai ses or lowers the expectancy of the audience . 
The second proposition then serve s to counterbalance thi s  expec tancy 
by pre sent ing an opposite or mitigat ing c onsiderat ion which has an op ­
posite e ffec t  on the expectancy of the audienc e .  In Examp le 5 the nega­
t ive value of 'smaLL ' of the first proposi tion is opposed by the posi­
t ive value of ' v ery wise ' of the se cond . 
5 )  s a s y a a  j a a t  naa Nkyaa  c h a paN p h a a r  capaL  c ha 
rabbi t  cLass smaLL is but v ery wise  is  
The rabbi t  is  smaLL but v ery wise.  
Note the deletion of the subj ect from the second proposit ion be cause 
it is s hared by bot h .  
THWARTING REASON. I n  this type the reason which thwarts o r  obstruc t s  
the ac comp l i shment of the logical outcome of the the s i s  proposition i s  
presented as the ant ithe s i s  proposit ion . The logical out come i s  not 
exp l i c i t ly s tated but is left to the audience to supply . Note the fol­
lowing extended example in which the logical out come is put in paren­
these s ,  
6)  I wan ted t o  go t o  the cinema but ( I  didn ' t  because)  I didn ' t  hav e 
any money . 
We have symbolised thi s  by P A (�) pH', in which pH' 
ob s tructing predi cate to predicate P .  
a thwarting or 
7 )  h o l i r ame n j a a ro to p a N  b a a pe r p a rwa a N g i koni  mali  
HoLi to pLay go  -ing was  but fa ther ' s  permission not  go t ten 
I was going to pLay HoLi but my father didn ' t  giv e permission .  
Notice  how the proposition 'I didn ' t  go ' i s  left implicit  and how the 
prohibit ion of the father thwarted the original intention . 
8)  ma  M.A. p a dw i r pa rlk s h a  d e n  j a aewaaLo ru p a N  weLe p a r  
I M.A. degree exam to giv e  going was but time on 
b i maa r p a D  go 
s i c k  feLL 
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I was about t o  take my exam for my M.A. degree but jus t then I go t 
sick . 
MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS 
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a )  Unlike the imperative and declarative moods , interrogati ve can 
only be added to the second base where i t  serves t o  make only that base 
interrogative . 
b )  No stateable patterns emerged in the s tudy of aspect/tense pair­
ings acro s s  the base s . There were three instances of p airing of the 
same aspect in one base with the same in the other - perfe c t  with per­
fect , imperat ive with imperati ve ,  and pre sent with pre sent . 
C .  A L TERNAT I V E  SENTENCE 
1 .  Con tra s t  
a .  FOJtmu.tae 
Exclus ive Al ternat ive Sentence: 
IB 
Alter 
Prop 
I CL 
+ 
P 
LINK Cj 
Alter t Conn 
ka IB I Cl 
+ 
'02' ' Alter 
Q Prop 
Inclus ive Alternat ive Sent ence: 
IB I CL LINK Cj 
------r---- + ----�r--
Alter 
Prop 
P Alter 
Conn y 
+ 
c Alter Prop 
I CL 
Q 
+ 
_
L
_
I
_
N
_
K
--ir--
C
y
_
j) 
+ 
IB 
Alter Alter 
Conn Prop 
I CL 
N 
The exc lus ive alternati ve sentence turns on an '02" whi ch permit s  no 
third choi ce . The conceptual universe of the sentence i s  divided into 
two polar i sed choices typically posit ive versus negat ive of the s ame 
predi cate , or the use of antonyms between predi cat es or corresponding 
terms in opposing proposit ions . Inc lusive alternation on the other 
hand , permit s a third choic e .  Here the a lternation turns on di fferent 
predicates  or di fferent main participant s of the proposit ions . ( We use 
the term ' main part icipant ' as meaning the participant most closely as­
sociated with the act ion of the verb whether that participant i s  Actor 
or Under goer ) . 
Grammat i cally the se sentences are coordinate structures with obli­
gatory l inks between the base s .  The final base , although potent i al ly 
independent , often undergoes heavy delet ion leaving it dependent b oth 
semanti cally and grammatically on the first . 
----�------------�. ----�---
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2 .  V aria tion 
a .  E x elu4 iv e Alte�natio n 
We have ob served five subtype s  of exclusive alt ernat ion whi ch are a s  
follows : 
a) Pa � Pa ( Examples 1 & 2) 
b) Pa � Pb ( Example 3 )  
c) Pa � P"a ( Examp le 4) 
d) Pa � Pa" ( Examp le 5 )  
e) Pa � Qa ( Examp le 6) 
( � = exclusive alt ernat ion - no other choi ce permitted . )  
1) c ho r i - n d a  c h a ka d e - n l  
gir l- obj give or give-no t 
wi l l  they give the gir l or not? 
2) se j i wa n s u r u s t i ,  ma N ky a a , p r a a N I - t l  b u dlwa a n  c h a  ka c h e n i 
a l l  created l ife man anima l8-than wi8e  i8  or i8  not  
In  a l l  of created life i8  man wi8er than the anima l8 or  not?  
Note in these  two examples  the complete deletion of everything except 
the negative form of the verb in the second base . 
3 )  y a a D i - b a a pe r s a ama LNo  a a co c ha ka d u s r e l o k u r  
parent8 ' teaching good i 8  o r  o ther p e op le ' 8  
Wha t i8  b e s t ,  y o ur paren t8 ' in8 truc tion or that of o ther8? 
Not e  the deletion in the s econd base leaving it both s emantically and 
grammat ically dependent . Note also that the alternation i s  between the 
two terms - 'parent8 ' teaching ' and ' the teaching of o ther8 ' - the pre­
dicate remaining the same in both base s .  
4) j i wa N e  ma a i  ke t l  p r em ka r No a a co c h a  ka b e ka a r  
life i n  anyone love t o  do good i 8  or evi l  
In l ife i s  i t  good or e v i l  to love 80meone? 
Here the alternat ion i s  between antonymi cal predicates - 'i8 goo d ' and 
' i8 e v i l ' .  
5 )  c ho rir j a a t  ma a - b a a pe  pa r j e r e r  p u D i ka  ij a t e r  
gir l ' 8  c la88 parent8 on poi80n ' 8  packe t or pre 8 t i ge ' 8  
Are gir l 8  a n  a88e t o r  a deficit  t o  their parents?  
p u Di  c h a  
packet i 8  
Depending o n  how we analyse this sentence , thi s alternation can either 
be alternation between antonymical t erms or full propositi ons . The 
surface structure s eems to i l lustrat e the former . However , both terms 
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can be expanded to full propositions and the s entenc e will remain well­
formed . 
6) a b - e r  d u niya a , kala a preml ka s a hltyaa  p r emi 
now ' s  world art lover or l i terature lover 
Is today ' s  wor ld a lover of art or l i terature? 
b .  Inclu4 �v e Al�e�na��on 
The two subtypes of inc lus ive alternation are symbolised as follows : 
a ) Pa v Qa v Na ( Example 7 ) 
b ) Pa v Pb v Pn ( Example 8 )  
In each formula , n or N indicates the last i n  a series; v indicates in­
c lusive alternation , that i s ,  a third choice is permitted . 
7 )  ma a r  b a a p n a a g a r h a n g ka a l  ro  c h a  ka h a aTe -m  go  c h a  ka s i ka a r  
my father p low driving i s  or market-in gone has or hunt 
r amen  go c h a  
to d o  gone has 
My fa ther is e i ther p lo ughing the fie lds, or he ' s  gone t o  market,  or 
he ' s  gone hunting. 
8) m a  j a a u , ka tu j a awa c h i , ka u j a awa c h a , b h a gwaa ne r d a r s a n  ka ren  
I go or y o u  go or he goes God ' s  audience to do 
Sha l l  I or y o u  or he go to pray to God? 
EVENT-STATE RESTRICTIONS. There seemed to be s ome kind of re stric­
t ions on the pairing of bases in thi s sentence type . Thi s  was not a 
restriction in c lause types since we found transitive c lause paired 
with intrans itive . We did notice however , that Event c laus e s  were al­
ways paired with Event c lauses and State c laus e s  with State c lause s .  
Unti l  further data d isprove s thi s , we present it as one of the restric­
t ions of the alternat ive sentenc e .  
Another pattern noti ced was the t endency t o  mat ch tense with tense , 
aspect with aspect , and mood with mood acros s  t he bases . 
PERMUTATION. Permutat ion of the bases i s  allowed , but a change of 
order of the consti tuent s was frequent ly required to bring together 
contrast ing consti tuent s . 
CONTRASTING TERMS. Alternati on in the Lamani sentence i s  built on 
e ither oppos ing predicate s ,  Actors , or Undergoers . Our hunch i s  that 
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whenever temporal or other peripheral terms are alternated , they are 
alternated within the phrase only . To expand these terms to full pro­
posit ions is exceedingly awkward if allowed at all . 
V .  C ONJUN CTIVE S ENTENCE 
1. Con t r a s t  
a .  FOlLmuia 
DB 
Initial 
Conj 
Prop 
Cj D Cl ± (DB 
A 
Conj 
Prop 
Cj D Cl) • • •  + 
_
IB 
__ +-
I
_
C
_
l 
B Fin"71 N Con) 
Prop 
b. Ve.6 c.lLip.U.o n 
Grammati c ally the conj unc t ive sentence in Lamani is a series of at 
least two base s ,  the first of which i s  dependent and the second of whi ch 
i s  independent . If more than two bases occur , only the final base i s  
independent . Semant ically i t  i s  a series of proposit ions linked to­
gether in a conjunct ive relat ionship to each other with a p o s s ible se­
quenti al re lationship some time s inc luded as well . Though this i s  not 
neces sarily true , some s ituat ional contexts require stricter sequence 
among the bases than others . For an example of strict sequenc e see 
Examp le 6 be low . 
2 .  V a ria tion 
SINGLE MAIN PARTICIPANT REQUIREMENT. One of the most d i s t inct 
characteristics  of this type is the requirement that the main parti ­
c ipant remain the same throughout the serie s . The main parti c ipant may 
switch roles from base to base but it cannot change to another person . 
Not e  in Examp le 1 the change in role of the main parti cipant ' he ' ,  from 
Actor of the dependent c lause to Undergoer of the independent c lause . 
Note also the strict sequence requirement of the s ituational context , 
that i s ,  that the 'running ' precede hi s 'dizziness ' .  
1 )  u d h a a s a n, wo- na c a k a r aa - i  
he r unning, him- to dizz iness came 
Having run he b ecame diz zy . 
2 )  to s h a n g k a r  s h a ng kar ke - t a a N i n ,  d ha a s - a n , a a- t a a N i n ,  
then Shankar Shankar say- ing run-ning come-ing 
r a D  b a D - a n , wo r mu n D i y a a n g a  a a - n  p a D  g - i 
trip-ping his  face b efore com- ing fe l l-she  
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Then saying Shankar, Shankar, she  ran, tripp ing as she  came and 
fe l l  before him . 
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Note that in this examp le ,  ' she ' i s  the main part i cipant and she re­
mains the Actor of e ach c lause t hroughout the seri e s . The sequence of 
the bases is  not s trict in that we could conceivably switch  s ome of the 
bases within the seri e s  without c hange of meaning . In addition , s ome 
of the bas e s  s eem to be s imultaneous with others . However , there i s  a 
definite sequence between the dependent base s as a group and the final 
base , as there is between the first four dependent bases and the fifth . 
The amount that sequence i s  involved then seems t o  be determined by the 
si tuational c ontext and not by the surface structure . 
MOOD OF SENTENCE. It was also noted that the mood of t he sentence 
could be dec larative , imperat ive , or interrogat ive , and that mood was 
determined ent irely by the final independent base . The dependent bases 
are neutral as to mood and t ake their mood from t he final bas e . 
3 )  Raame - n  I e  jaa- n .  wata jo 
Ram- obj tak-i ng there go! 
Take Ram and go there! 
Note that Raame n Ie j aan ' ta ki ng Ram ' by i tself is not imp erative . 
Howeve r ,  be cause it i s  linked with an imperative independent base , i t  
a l s o  becomes imperative in mood as wel l .  The same i s  true of t h e  d e ­
pendent b a s e s  in Example 4 which become interrogative be cause of the 
final interrogati ve base . 
4) waaT j hal- taaN i n .  aang ga  male maa i  j aa- taaN i n. kaa i  ka cha u 
road go- ing ahead garden in go- i ng what says he  
After go ing a long the road and entering the garden, what doe s  he  say ? 
NUMBER OF BASES. The s e c ond base in the formula i s  open-ended . The 
exact number of time s  it c an be repeated is unknown but Examp le 5 is a 
natural sentence t aken from text in which the sec ond base i s  repeated 
five t ime s . The se p lus the first and final bases give a total of seven 
different verb s in the one sent ence . 
5) gad daa man g gaa- n .  maato sam raa- n ,  cuno copar -an ,  raaj aar g o l N i- n 
donkey s e nd-ing for, head s hav- ing, lime rub- bing, king ' s  wife - obj 
hang kaal de - n , wo r beT i - n l e - n , raaj e k i  kar -an . k haad - o  
dri v - i ng away, her gir l - obj tak-ing,  king ly rule do-ing,. a t e - h e  
He s e n t  for a donkey, h a d  the que en ' s  head s haved, rubbed on lime, 
drove her away , married ano ther one's daugh ter, ruled his  kingdom and 
ate his  food. 
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VERB FORMS. The form of the independent verb i s  static in that i t  
take s either of two part i c ipial affixe s ,  -an  o r  - t a a N i n. Whi ch one i s  
used s eems t o  b e  comp letely opt ional or determined by the speaker ' s  
style . In Example 5 both forms are used with the same verb - a a - n  
( a a  + - a n ) , and a a - t a a N i n .  Both forms have the same meaning . I n  con­
trast to thi s , the form of the verb of the independent c lause is dynamic ,  
depending only on the cho i ce of the speaker . 
DELETION PATTERNS. The main parti cipant i s  typ i cally deleted from 
all but one base and may not oc cur at all except in the verb morphology 
of the final base . Example 5 does not name the main part i c ipant . Ex­
ample 6 names the main participant in the first base only . 
6 )  Son a a  wa t a  be s - a n , l oTaa - n  a a co g h a s - a n ,  a a co 
Sona there 8 i t - ti ng ,  water jug -obj we l l  rub- bing, good 
p a a N i l a a - i 
water brought- 8he 
Sona 8 a t  there, gave the jug a good poli8hing, and broug h t  back 
fre 8 h  water . 
ORDER OF THE BASES. The preferred order of the bases i s  dependent­
independent but this can be reversed without loss of meaning or struc­
tural c hange . Note Examp le 7 .  
n paa N i  p i , d ha a p - a n  
water drink, fi l l- ing 
Drink unt i l  you are ful l! 
EVENT-STATE PAIRING. In the maj ority of examp le s  studied there was a 
dec ided pre ference for Event c laus e s  as against State c lauses . However , 
State and Event c laus e s  were found in the same serie s together but 
se ldom more than one State c lause in any one serie s .  The number of 
Event c laus e s  in a given series  on the other hand is open-ended . 
III. CLOSING REMARKS 
My personal enthusiasm for thi s experiment is great . We all enj oyed 
the cours e  immensely and felt that much was learned by the student s ,  
language assistant , and instructor alike . What was a rather sket chy , 
inde finite re search procedure at the beginning deve loped into a more 
definite , detailed procedure as the course progre ssed . Student part i­
c ipat ion and confidence increased as familiarity with the procedure in­
creased . Another p lus for this type of re search i s  that i t  keep s the 
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instructor on hi s t oe s  and t o  the point of the research being done . 
The meti culous writing out of all observat ions s erved three useful pur­
pose s : it preserved thought s in a form which could be recalled; i t  
bui lt confidence in the student s in that every ob servat ion was con­
s idered a definite c ontribut ion; and it formed the basis  on which 
hypothe ses could be made and further res earch carried out . 
P--->Q 
P t Q 
P v Q 
P " Q 
N 
n 
a,b 
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
If P ,  then Q ( where P and Q are different 
proposit ions ) . 
Either P or Q but no third choice allowed . 
E ither P or Q with the possibility of a third 
choice . 
P and /but Q .  
The last predicate in a series of predicates . 
The last term in a series of terms . 
Terms of propositions which may be e ither 
Actor or Undergoer . 
x,y Terms of propositions which have temporal or 
spat ial reference . 
+ 
± 
P" 
pu. 
a" 
-) 
Alter 
AR 
Cond 
Obligatory . 
Optiona l .  
Negation o f  predicate P .  
Antonym or s ituational opposite o f  predicate P .  
Thwarting or obstructing predicate t o  the 
logical outcome of predicate P. 
Antonym of term a . .  
Constituent enclosed in parenthese may be 
repeated indefinitely . 
Alternative 
Axis-Relator 
Conditional 
18 
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS - CONT. 
Conj/Cj Conj unctive /Conj unction 
Conn Connector 
Conseq Consequence 
D Cl Dependent Clause 
DB Dependent Base 
IB Independent Base 
Prop Propos ition 
neg negative 
pos positive 
obj obj e<.:t marker 
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NOTE 
1. The Lamani language is spoken by over one million speakers in 
s everal States of Central India . The particular dialect described in 
this paper is  spoken in eastern Maharashtra State near Yeotmal . The 
language has s everal other names by which it is known , the chief ones 
of which are : Ban j ari , Lambadi and Lambani .  It is a dialect of 
Raj asthani closely related to Marwari and Guj arati . Our language 
a s s istant , Harisingh Tarasingh Rathod , comes from Umri , Maharashtra . 
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INTRODUCTION 
A PALATOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT 
TO SHOW THE CONTRAST BETWEEN DENTAL AND 
POST-ALVEOLAR STOPS IN PUNJABI 
PETER J. GRAINGER 
Thi s  experiment was carried out in the Department of Linguistic 
Science at the University of Reading in October 1974 . It was part of 
an M . A .  Course at this University whi ch inc luded a series of lectures 
in Experiment al Phone t i c s  given by Mr P.J . R .  Roach and Dr W .  Hardcas t le . 
This part icular experiment was part of an introduct ion to palato­
graphy and was a preliminary att empt to use standard palatography 
equipment . 
The palatograms used in the experiment are from photographs taken 
of the mouth of Mr Vas ant Mahandru , an adult male whose mother t ongue 
i s  Punj abi . Mr Mahandru b elongs t o  an Indian cpmmunity res ident in 
East Afric a .  
PROCE DURE 
The upper teeth,  alveolar ridge and palate of the subj ect  were 
sprayed with a mixture of c harcoal and chocolate . The subj ect then 
art i culat ed the rel evant utterance six t ime s . Without further tongue 
movement or swallowing , he placed hi s mouth over a mirror situated in 
front of a camera-lens so that the back p art of the mirror lodged be­
hind his back upper teeth . A flash photograph was then t aken of the 
upper mouth in the mirror and developed immediately aft erwards ( the 
camera used was Po laroid) . The developed photograph showed the area of 
"wipe-off" made by the art iculation of the utteranc e .  
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The whole proce s s  was repeated for each utterance and the results 
transferred on t o  graph paper to show accurately the measurement of 
wipe-off for each utterance ( see appended photographs and palato­
graphs) . 
EXPERIMENT 
The subj e c t  arti culated the following utterance s: 
( 1) An unaspirated , voicele s s , dental stop followed by a close , 
front , spread vowel [�I] 
(2) An unaspirated , vOi cele s s ,  dental stop followed by an ope n ,  
central , spread vowel [� a] 
( 3 )  An unaspirate d ,  voi c e le s s , dental stop followed by a clos e , 
back , rounded vowe l [�u] 
(4) An unaspirated , vOicele s s , post -alveolar stop followed by a 
close , front , spread vowel [ti] 
( 5) An unaspirated , vOicele s s , post-alveolar s t op followed by an 
ope n ,  central , spread vowel et a] 
( 6) An unaspirated , voi cele s s , post-alveolar stop followed by a 
c lose , back , rounded vowel [tu] 
The s e  particular utterance s  were used because the dental/post­
alveolar contrast i s  one which i s  found in the speaker ' s  mother t ongue 
( Punj abi) . The vowe ls used are also found in Punj abi . 
RESULTS 
When the palatograms are charted according to the zones sugges t ed by 
Firth (1948), the following general observat ions can be made : 
1 .  The distinction between the dental and post-alveolar stop can be 
clear ly seen -
DENTAL STOP: There i s  a wipe-off only in the dental z one in the three 
palatograms of [�]. There is s ome lateral contact with the sides of the 
t ongue in the r ight and the left of the alveolar zone varying according 
to the following vowe l .  
POST-ALVEOLAR STOP: The wipe-off i n  the three palatograms for [t] i s  
i n  the dental and alveolar zones although the wipe-off s eems only par­
t ial . There is lateral wipe-off in both the right and left alveolar 
zone s . 
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2 .  The influence of the vowel following the stop can c learly be seen 
in the three palatograms for [�] but not in those for [t]. It is s een 
in those of the dental stop by considerab le lateral cont act for the 
front vowe l ,  somewhat le s s  for the central vowe l , and by only s light 
sipe-off in the left alveolar zone for the back vowe l .  The contact for 
the three post-alveolar palat ograms shows little c hange , i . e .  the wipe­
off i s  approximately the s ame for each vowel in the lateral dire c t i on 
( with s lightly more wipe-off for the front vowe l than the back in the 
horizontal p lane) . 
LIMITATIONS 
Thi s  experiment i s  obviously very l imited in that i t  deals with the 
speech of only one subject and i s  tested for only two s tops wi th three 
different vowels following in a CV s equence . It could be that di fferent 
speakers , other vowe l s , different sequenc e s , or voicing or aspirat ion 
of the stops could make a di fference to the amount of wipe-off . 
However , the experiment doe s show what can be achieved with st andard 
palatography equipment and little expert i s e  in their use . It also 
points to possible other areas of investigation . 
FURTHER AREAS FOR INVESTIGATION 
1. The p artial wipe-off for the post-alveolar stops merits further 
investigation to see  whether it is caused by t ongue-curling or some 
other factor ( po s s ib ly bad experimentation although thi s i s  doubtful as 
the other arti culations made a c lean wipe-off) . 
2 .  Linked with the previous point , Firth ' s  e xp eriment for Marathi 
indicat e s  quite  different results from the se for Punjabi .  Firth himself 
points out ( in reference to Marathi) that " articulat ions of this type 
do not oc cur in Hindustani " .  However , all the stops in the post-alveolar 
region are usually referred to as "retroflexed "  ( or " cerebral ") by lin­
gui s t s  working in the se Indo-Aryan language s .  Perhap s s ome sort of 
d i s t inction should be made between retroflexed and post-a lveolar stops 
in thi s group of language s .  For thi s we need t o  obtain palatograms of 
other language s ,  for example , Nepali . 
3 .  It might be us eful to make s imilar palat ograms for the English 
alveolar s t op as a means of demonstrating the d i fferent point of c ontact 
for those trying t o  learn Punj ab i ( or other IA language s) and vice­
versa . 
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POSTSCRIPT 
Standard palatography i s  a useful device for e stabl ishing a pre c i s e  
point of art iculation for sounds - p arti cularly those b ehind t he d ental 
posit ion which are di fficult to observe, However , recent experiments 
in electro-palatography ( at Edinburgh and Reading Univers ities ) offer 
much more excit ing prospect s . In thes e  experiment s a plastic palate 
embedded with up t o  64 ele ctrodes is fitted and inserted in the subj ect ' s  
mouth . The se electrodes are located in regular posit ions around the 
palate and are connected t o  a disp lay board palate where a l ight cor­
responds to a p arti cular electrode and l ight s up when this is touched . 
With the aid of a cine-camera , a whole sequence of arti culations can be 
filmed and seen in much more detai l than with standard palatography 
procedure . Thi s  may also have useful prac t ical app licat ions such as 
t eaching deaf persons to speak . 
* * * 
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GURUNG DIALECTS 
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1 .  Local opinion 
2 .  Word l is t s  
3 .  I s o g l o s s e s  
4 .  Sound shifts  
5 .  I nt e l l i g ib i l ity t e s t ing 
5 . 1 . Method 
5 . 2 .  Resul t s  
5 . 3 .  Sources of error ; r e l i ab i l ity 
6 .  Conclus ion s  
Every natural language shows dialectal variat ion , and the study of 
such variation contribut e s  t o  our knowledge of the language as a l iv ing 
medium of communicat ion . Thi s study is e specially important when ap­
proaching the task of communication across dialect s ,  and i t  i s  in this 
context that the o lder " st at i c "  methods of lexical compari s on are power­
fully supplemented by " dynamic "  studies of interdialectal inte lligib il­
ity . The present s tudy c onsiders various kinds of evidence in defining 
dialects of Gurung , and compares t he conclusions suggested by them . l 
The Gurung language i s  spoken chiefly in the s even j il las ( di strict s )  
of Gandaki anchal ( zone ) o f  Nepal ( Map 1) . Tab le 1 give s latitude 
and longitude of the district centre s and of the 14 village s chose n ,  in 
the cours e  of the int el ligibi lity survey , as reference and t e st point s ,  
t ogether with their arb i trarily assigned index numbers , 1 t o  14 , which 
will be used on  map s and tables throughout . The 1971 Census of Nepal 
report s 171 , 609 people as c laiming Gurung as the ir mother tongue , of 
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whom 1 3 5 , 1 1 8  live in Gandaki anchal - 2 0 , 78 1  in Gorkha j i lla , 13 , 0 3 1  in 
Tanahun, 3 6 , 7 4 2  in Lamj ung , 3699 in Manang , 25 , 4 6 6  in Kaski , 9779 in 
Parbat , and 25 , 6 2 0  in Syangj a .  However not all Nepali c i t i z ens o f  the 
Gurung e thnic group speak the Gurung language . Those living in s outh­
eastern Gorkha district and in much of Tanahun , and those  who have 
grown up out s ide west Nepal , in general have never learnt Gurung and 
u s e  only Nepali . Further , Gurungs in Gorkha j i l la east of the Darondi 
2 
Khola ( rive r )  speak the Ghale language , even though they regard them-
s e lves as speaking Gurung . Even the most cursory examination of 
vocabulary shows thi s Ghale language ( so called after the Ghale people 
of Barpak and Uiya , the main Ghale centre s in northeast Gorkha ) , with 
4 4 %  probab le cognate s with Ghachok Gurung ( No . 2  on maps ) ,  t o  be  a 
radically more different form of speech from Gurung than either Tamang 
or Thakali , which share respective ly 6 6 %  and 7 2 %  probab le cognate s with 
Gurung ( Glover 1 9 7 4 : 1 3 ) . ( Conversely , the Ghale of Lamj ung di s tri c t , 
Villag e Vi�tltict 1 ndex. Latitude I N ) L o ng itude I E )  
Besishahar Lamj ung 28°  1 4 ' 8 4 °  2 3 ' 
Damauli Tanahun 27°  5 9 '  84°  16 ' 
Gorkha Gorkha 28°  0 0 '  84°  3 8 ' 
Kusma Parbat 2 8° 13 ' 8 3 °  4 0 ' 
Pokhara Kaski 28° 14 ' 83°  5 9 ' 
Syangj a Syangj a 2 8° 05 ' 83°  5 3 ' 
Bhangeri Tanahun 1 27°  5 4 ' 8 4 °  2 9 ' 
Ghachok Taski 2 28°  2 0 ' 8 3 °  5 7 '  
SikHs Kaski 3 28°  2 2 ' 8 4 °  06 ' 
Yangj akot Lamj ung 4 28°  1 6 ' 84°  06 ' 
Ghandruk Parbat 5 28°  2 3 '  8 3 °  4 8 ' 
Sirubari Syangj a 6 28°  08 ' 83°  4 5 '  
Chip lag Lamj ung 7 28°  2 5 '  84°  2 6  ' 
Daduwa Lamj ung 8 28°  1 3 '  84°  15 ' 
Nepani Gorkha 9 2 8° 06 ' 8 4 °  3 5 ' 
Badhagaon Lamj ung 1 0  2 8 °  1 6 ' 8 4 °  2 3 '  
Ghanpokhara Lamj ung 11  28°  17 ' 8 4 °  2 0 '  
Ribang Kaski 12 28° 1 9 ' 8 3 °  5 5 '  
Torke Syangj a 13  28°  11 ' 8 3 °  5 3 ' 
Ghurung Khang Syangj a 1 4  2 8 °  0 1 ' 8 3 °  4 2 ' 
Tab l e  1 .  L a t i tude and longitude of d i s tr i ct centres 
and test point s . 
Source :  HMG Survey Dept . map ( 1974 ) ,  drawn to 1 : 500 ,000 scale . 
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i n  villages such a s  Ghalegaon,  speak Gurung , not Ghale . )  A s  both 
groups - those Gurungs speaking Nepali as mother t ongue and those speak­
ing Ghale - may have been at least in part recorded in the c ensus as 
Gurungs the figures cited are likely to be somewhat inflated , espe cially 
for Gorkha j i lla . 
1 .  L O C A L  O P I N I ON 
The most easily ac c e s s ible and obvious evidence on dialect divis ions 
is  the opinion of native speakers of a language as to whether other 
native speakers use the same form of the language , or even the same lan­
guage . Thus Gurungs around Pokhara,  in Kaski j illa,  reported that the 
bxa a s i 3  ( pronunciat ion or intonation )  of Gurung varies from village t o  
village , and more part icularly from river valley to river valley , but 
that it  is the one language ( b xa a s a )  throughout . However , they say that 
Lamj ung Gurung is not intelligib le to them , and a few reported the same 
for the Gurung spoken in the Andhi ( AA d h i )  Khola basin , which includes 
most of Syangj a j i lla . Gurungs of Lamj ung and , further east , Gorkha and 
Tanahun districts reciprocat e : they fee l  they cannot understand Kaski 
Gurung ( they d id not mention Andhi Khola spec ifically ) and the villagers 
of southern Syangj a regard both Kaski and Lamj ung Gurung as unint e lli­
gible . Local opinion , then , sugge sts  a maj or dialect divi sion between 
East ( Lamj ung , we st Gorkha , and east Tanahun ) and We st ( Kaski and 
Parbat ) ,  with the exist ence of a South ( Syangj a )  dialect  l e s s  strongly 
asserted . 
Within thes e  broad divis ions the Gurungs of the We st area c laim t hat 
4 they can understand speakers from all over the West , while those in the 
East confe ss greater diversity . Thus the headman of Bhangeri village in 
east Tanahun ( No . 1  on map s )  said that the Gurung in Lamj ung district was 
hard to understand , and the headmaster of the s chool in Ghanpokhara ( 1 1 )  
described six village s i n  Manang j i lla a s  represent ing three or four 
dist inct dialect s ,  each not understood by the people of Ghanpokhara . He 
felt that the village of Chip lag (7 ) in northern Lamj ung was di fferent 
in dialect from Ghanpokhara ( in ,  roughly , c entral Lamj ung ) but t ended 
t oward Lamj ung speech rather than t oward Manang . On this evidence one 
should perhap s postulate a North Gurung dialect , or group of diale c t s . 5 
Ghanpokhara i t s e lf was regarded by other villages in Lamj ung district , 
such as Daduwa ( 8 ) ,  Gilung , and Yangj akot ( 4 ) , as being difficult to 
understand - but it  was clearly a pre stigious dialect as  a number of 
people we met on the road in , Lamj ung j i lla directed us  to Ghanpokhara 
as the proper place to study the Gurung language . As noted b elow 
( Section 4 . 2 . )  Ghanpokhara s.hows some idiosyncrati c  sound shift s which 
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may contribute to the difficulty experienced by Gurungs from other 
p laces in understanding Ghanpokhara speech , and the relative absence of 
Nepali loanwords in Ghanpokhara speech ( Don Mes serschmidt , personal 
communicat ion) also contribut e s  to the difficulty , as the use of Nepali 
loanwords bridges dialectal di sparity . 
2 .  W O R D  L I ST S  
A second type of e vidence o n  dialects i s  the comparison of word 
l i s t s  supplied by different speakers . Lexicostat i st i cal examination 
of t he Swadesh 100-word list s ,  using part icularly stringent criteria 
for count ing likene s s e s , show percentages of like forms between l i s t s  
obtaine d  over t h e  Gurung area ranging from 5 8 %  to 91% . ( These figures 
compare with 5 7 %  between Thakali and Ghachok Gurung and 5 1 %  between 
Tamang and Ghachok Gurung us ing s imilar crit eria . )  One reason for the 
more stringent criteria is  that in studying dialect variat ion one note s  
di fferences , such a s  n a g i and n a ky u  ' dog ' ,  which are diagnostic  of geo­
graphical diale cts and re levant for Gurung literature , but which prob­
ably repre sent reflexes of a common root form and so would not be  scored 
as noncognate s  in a lexicostat istical survey of language relat ionships .  
A second reason is  the desire to relate the lexicostat i s t ical measures 
to mutual int elligb i lity scores ( Sect ion 5 . 3 . 3 ) . Thus phonetic  change s ,  
as between t I  and d x I ' hous e ' ,  were observed t o  impede comprehens ion of 
t he taped speech samples and s o  such changes were s cored as difference s  
i n  the lexical comparisons , though they would not be  so treated i n  a 
count of probable cognate s . Further , where two lists  give t he same loan 
word from Nepali for an i t em the item i s  counted as a likene s s  for com­
munic ation purpose s , but in normal lexic ostatistics  it is either counted 
as noncognate ( Gudsc hinsky 1 96 4 )  or exc luded ( Glover 1 97 4 : 8 ) . 
Table  2 shows the likene ss p erc entages of pairs of 13 s e lected vil­
lages ( the indexed 14 , le s s  Badhagaon where we neglected t o  record a 
word list ! ) .  The highest perc entage recorded was 91%  between Ribang ( 12 )  
and Ghalel ( not in the indexed li st ) . Inasmuch as the se village s both 
lie in the Mardi Khola Val ley this supports  the view of local people 
that Gurungs living in the one river valley tend to speak s imilarly . 
However the "river valley hypothe s i s "  fails  to account for the re lat iv­
e ly low l ikenes s  percentage ( 7 5 % )  between Siklis ( 3 )  and Yangjakot ( 4 ) , 
six hours ' walk apart on opposite s ides of the Madi river . Both vil­
lages show higher percentages with Ghachok ( 2 )  and Ribang ( 12 ) , which 
are 7 to 10 hours ' walk away , acros s  hills and rivers , in each case . 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Bhangeri 1 
Ghachok 
Siklis 
Yangjakot 
Ghandruk 
Sirubari 
Chip lag 
Daduwa 
Nepani 
2 60 
3 59 82
1 6  
4 6434 791 7  7518 
5 59 8015 7621 74 
6 
7 
76 75 80
20 
64
30 
66
30 
66 67 
8 73
26 
68
25 
69
22 7124 63 66 67
30 
9 79
21 
60 62 63 58 67 74
27 75
21 
Badhagaon 10 
Ghanpokhara 
Ribang 
Torke 
11 65 66 71
22 
69
28 
68 70 71
25 7423 73 
12 64 85
11  
84
12 76
20 
85
15  
83
19 
67 70 63 
13 63 82
15  79 78
20 
84
1 7  
84
16  
69 67 63 
Ghurung Khang 14 70
32 75
25 75 74 78
25 
86
15 
64 66 65 
72 
68 86
15 
68 82
18 
81
1 7  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Number of 
Nepali loans 
in 100-word 
list 14 3 3 9 2 7 4 8 8 2 4 
Tab l e  2 .  L ikenes s  p ercentages for reference and test  p o ints . 
( Isog1oss counts are italicised - Bee p. 35 and Map 2 . )  
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It should be recognised that the proc e s s  of lexicostat i st ical count ing 
has s everal sources of error . Some of the maj or ones are : 
a )  One item on the list , such as ' woman ' or ' s tand ' ,  can elicit  
several different re sponse s  in the  one dialect and the  choice as  to which 
one is  supp lied and recorded for the purposes of c ompari son i s  e s s en­
t ially arbitrary . Different people from the same village , and the same 
person on different occasions , may randomly volunteer different forms . 
Some e ffort was made t o  reduce such random variat i on by narrowing the 
s emantic field - thus ' s tand ' was spec ified as 'be  s tanding ' not ' s tand 
up ' ,  and ' know ' is taken as ' know a person ' (N c l n nu )  not ' know a faa t ' 
( N  j a a n nu ) .  
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b )  Re cording of forms may be inaccurate in hurried or di fficult 
c ircumstanc e s , but this i s  minimi sed i f  the inve st igator i s  fluent in a 
dialect of the language under study . 
c )  Cert ain people will be influenced by the medium of e lic itation , 
Nepali , t o  give Nepali loans . Thi s occurred somet ime s with ' h i t t '  
( N  pa r ba t ,  p a h a a D ) , but for thi s  i tem there i s  apparent ly no native 
Gurung term in wide use today in any case . One interest ing instance of 
systemat ic bias , �g�in�t loan word s ,  was a senior school boy who had 
learnt Gurung only on return from a Nepali-speaking military c amp over­
seas . He left many b lanks in the li st , s crupulously avoiding any Nepali 
loans , even though the other li sts  all contain some , usually 4 %  or more . 
d )  It i s  difficult t o  be consi s tent in scoring likene s s e s  and d i f­
ferences . I f ,  by criteria such as given by Guds chinsky ( 19 6 4 : 6 16-17 ) ,  
one count s forms on lists  A and B as same , and forms on l i s t s  B and C 
for the same i t em as same , the same criteria may yet show the forms on 
l i s t s  A and C as di fferent . Large ly for simp licity , thi s state was re­
garded as impermis s ible  and the criteria re laxed sufficient ly in indi­
v idual cases to count the forms on lists  A and C in such a case as same . 
Gudschinsky ( 196 4 : 6 19 ) provides a formula for the standard error of 
the percentage figure s ,  and the formula yields standard errors for the 
figures in Tab le 2 ranging from 3 %  ( for a 90%  figure ) through 4 %  ( on 
8 0 % )  t o  a maximum of 5% ( on a 50%  figure ) .  
From the 44  l i s t s  taken 12 were sele cted as covering the maj or dia­
lectal variation encountered , and these are inc luded in Appendix 1 .  
Whi le there are many errat ic di stributions of forms evident in the lists  
a number of forms show a s imilar pattern , with divisions of South// 
We st/lEast .  Sikli s ( 3 ) , Yangj akot ( 4 ,  normally included with 2 ,  12 , 
and 1 3  as representing a Kask1 dialect ) ,  and Daduwa ( 8 )  fall sometimes 
with the East and sometime s with the We st . Table 3 gives a few example s . 
Inspe ction of the lists  support s ,  the n ,  the South//We st//East tri chot omy 
of local opinion . 
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South ( 14 )  West (2 , 5 , 12 , 13 )  East ( 1 , 7 , 9 , 11)  
2 .  you k i  kxi (+3 ,4 ) kyo/kyO ( +8 )  
3 .  we (eza. ) ngyo ngxyo (+4 ) ngyo/ngyO (+3 , 8 )  
6 .  whiah? khae khab (+3 ,4 , 8 )  su 
10. muah sogo l xe/l xE/l xEde (+3 , 4 ,9 ) l e , l E , l Ende (+8 ,  -9 )  
21 . dog nak i (+5 ) nag i (+4 , -5 ) nagyu/nakyu (+8)  
24.  seed p l u  p l xu (+4 ) p l u  ( +3 , 8 )  
31 . bone xr i p  x r i ba (+3 , 4 ) nug r i  (+8 ,  -1 ) 
57 . 'look ngxyo- ngxyo- (+3 ,4 ,8 )  cyo- ( -11 ) 
74.  stClI' saar musaara (+4 ) saara (+3 , -7 1 
Tab l e  3 .  Examp l e s  from Swadesh l i s t  i t ems showing three dialects . 
Note : The dialects are identified by the villages whose numbers are shown in 
parentheses ,  at the head of the column . If on a particular item a village shows 
a different form this is noted with a minus sign ( e . g .  -9 ) under East for item 
10,  as the forms in Nepali were the breathy l xe and lxEde ) .  Also in parentheses 
after a particular item it is noted if the form occurs in Siklis ( 3 ) ,  Yangj akot 
( 4 ) ,  or Daduwa (8 ) ,  which lie on the border between East and West Gurung . 
3 .  I SO G L O S S E S  
Local diale c t s  are defined by isoglos s e s ,  an i soglos s  being the l ine 
on a map defining the boundary of areas which differ in s ome feature 
of the language ( Bloomfield 1 9 3 3 : 5 1) . Lists of 1 0 8  items t aken in thir­
t een vil lage s were plotted on maps and i soglosses drawn . ( For some 3 0  
of t h e  i tems there was n o  apprec iable variation across the whole thir­
t een lists . Thes e  items thus represent a lexical core which can be 
t aken as defining the Gurung language . )  The result was rather bewi lder­
ing . There was evident no sharp d ivide between dialects marked by a 
large number of isoglosses between any two adj acent villages - large , 
that i s ,  in comparison with the number of isoglos s e s  falling between 
other pairs of adj acent village s . 6 Map 2 shows the thirteen village s in 
geographical location and the numbers of items which differ signifi­
cant ly ( not j ust a minor phonetic  difference )  between s e lected pairs of 
village s . The s e  numbers represent i soglos s e s  that fall between the 
parti cular pairs of village s .  The map shows that while  no two vi llage s 
in the East dialect ( east of Siklis ( 3) and Yangj akot ( 4 ) )  are s eparated 
by fewer than 21 isoglos se s , no two village s in the We st dialect , in­
c luding Siklis and Yangj akot , are s eparated by more than 2 1 .  Further , 
the South ( Ghurung Khang ( 1 4) and Sirubari ( 6 ) ) can be inc luded with the 
West without exceeding this figure for reasonably close village s ,  al­
though Ghurung Khang ( 14 )  has an i sogloss count of 25 with each of 
Ghandruk ( 5 )  and Ghachok ( 2) . Thus the counting of i soglo s s e s  confirms 
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the impre s sion that the East dialect i s  more d iverse than the We st , and 
that We st and South are le s s  sharply divided than We st and East . 
4 .  S O U N D  SH I FT S  
Whereas the previous sec t ion was concerned wi th items which d i ffer 
significant ly ( by the use of a different root , or sub stitution of a loan 
word ) between village s ,  this one deals with various phonetic  differences , 
or sound shift s ,  that can b e  noted in reflexes of the one root in dif­
ferent areas . Awarenes s  of such sound shifts may help in the devi s ing 
of a common form for written Gurung for use in literature . 7 
4 . 1 . Siklis and the neighbouring village s of Tangting and , to a le s ser 
extent , Thak , s ituated in the upper Madi ( maa d i )  River valley , generally 
insert a homorganic voiced stop following a word init ial nasal ( b  after 
m ,  d aft er n ,  9 aft er ng) before an oral vowel ( m bx i ( mx i ) 8 'person ' ,  
n g g a  ( ng a )  ' I ' ,  n da i ( n a g i )  ' dog ' ,  mbw i ( mw l )  ' body hair ' ,  n g g xyoba 
( n gxyoba)  ' Look ' ,  n d u r  (7 n u r) 'weariness ' ) , but not be fore a nasal 
vowel ( m I  ' name ' ,  mxwIs ' night ' ,  nxAAms yo ' c Loud ' ,  n g y O  'we ( inc L us i v e )  ' ) . 
nxemE  ' ear ' ,  nemaa ' b ird ' ,  3 me u ro 'ash ' ,  and Tn/Tk mbI  ' ey e ' are ap­
parent counterexamp les to the rule . 9 The postnasal stop is more frequent 
in s ome villages than others ( Tn mb l u ro Tk me b ro 3 me u ro ' ash ' ) . It has 
not been ob served at all word medially ( ro i namu  ' i s  Lying down ' ,  c a i mu 
' has eaten ' ) .  Whi le the data were being recorded phonetically a Gurung 
a s s i st ant ( from Ghachok ) prote sted at the writing of the stop - to him 
the nasal-plus-stop combination sounded , in isolated words , indi st in­
gui shab le from a nasal alone . Since t he stop is of doubtful phonemicity 
even in Sikli s ,  being almost predictable from word posit ion ( initial ) 
and quality of the following vowel ( oral ) ,  i t  i s  a reasonable gues s  that 
Siklis readers would accept words written with j ust a nasal , without the 
orthographically complicated combinat ion .
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4 . 2 .  Ghanpokhara dialect shows almost comp lete loss of breath ines s  on 
vowe l s : I e  ( l xe )  ' many ' ,  nge  ( n gxI)  ' two ' ,  n g y u ba ( n gxyoba)  ' Look ' .  
When the vowe l fol lows a voiceless stop the bre athine s s  i s  replaced by 
aspirati on :  p h y a a  ( pxyaa)  'feather ' ,  p ha l i ( pxa l i ) ' foot ' ,  c h e ba (7 
cxeba)  ' b i t e ' ,  t h i na (7 tx i n i ) ' s un ' .  Three words where breathine s s  i s  
retained are mx l 'person ' ,  nxa b i ' ear ' ,  and Tx l /Th l ( 7  Tx i )  ' s kin ' .  
4 . 3 .  Breathine s s  seems to be part icularly a feature of the We st dialect , 
a number of words breathy in We st Gurung being c lear in other diale c t s  
without , except in the case of Ghanpokhara , any compensating asp irat ion : 
'one ' 
'many ' 
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gx r i  ( 2 , 5 , 12 , 13 )  k h r i ( 3 )  k r i  ( 4 , 11 , 14 )  k l  ( 7 )  g r i  ( 8 )  
I xe ( 2 , 3 , 5 , 9 , 1 2 , 13 )  I x E ( 4 )  - I E n d e  ( 1 )  I e  ( 7 , 11 )  I E  ( 8 )  
' two ' ngx1 ( 2 , 4 , 5 , 12 , 1 3 )  ngxyAU I O  ( 7 )  - n g 1  ( 3 )  nge  ( 11 )  n g y a ka l O  ( 1 ) 
n g y O I O  ( 8 )  ngya u g l o  ( 9 )  ngya k i  ( 14 )  n g y a k h rA ( 6 )  
' no t ' a x - ( 2 )  - a a - ( e lsewhere ) 
4 . 4 .  In a few words Chip lag ( 7 )  dialect records shortened forms : y U  
( y uma ) ' s tone ' ,  Tx i ( 3  Tx i b i ) ' s kin ' ,  s a a  ( m u s a a ra 3 s a a r a )  ' s tar ' ,  px l ­
( px i r i - )  ' fty ' .  Ghanpokhara shares the s ame forms for ' s tone ' and 
' s kin ' ,  an? Daduwa the s ame form for ' s kin ' ,  but otherwise the abbrevi­
ated forms are unique t o  Chip lag in the data . Counter examples to any 
" Chip lag chop s "  rule inc lude tx i n i  ( 3  t x 1 )  ' sun ' and l a n g 1  ( 3  I E )  'moon ' .  
4 . 5 .  In the word s kxU- ( k U - ) ' s i t ' and px i - ( b i - )  ' s ay ' Siklis dialect 
( and , for ' s i t ' ,  Chip lag also) records breathine s s  where other diale c t s  
lack i t . 
4 . 6 .  In the southeast of the dialect area - ya replaces - e  word final in 
a few words : my a ( me )  ' tai t ' ,  I ya ( I e )  ' tongue ' ,  sya ( s e )  'ftesh ' ,  n g y a /  
n g x y a  ( n gxe ) ' breas t ' .  The se examples were all recorded for Daduwa ( 8 )  
and s ome of them for Bhangeri ( 1 ) , Nepani ( 9 ) , and Yangj akot ( 4 )  also . 
4 . 7 .  One of the most obvious problems in preparing literature for 
readers from various different vi llage s is that many words vary , without 
any apparent pattern , in the use of the vowe l s  i and e .  Thus , a far 
we st grouping of vi llages ( 5 , 6 , 12 , 13 , 14 )  uses me ' fire ' and me k h u  
' smoke ' whi le all other o f  the indexed villages use i vowe l in these 
word s ;  but a northeast grouping ( 7 , 9 , 1 1 )  uses cxe - /c he - ' bi t e ' whi le the 
far west grouping , and all others , uses i .  Both groupings split for 
pxa l l / pa l i /p h a l i  ( 5 , 6 , 7 , 11 , 13 , 14 )  versus pxa l e /pa l e  ( 9 , 12 )  ' fo o t ' .  For 
' tai t ' there is a different di stribution : me/mE  ( 5 , 6 , 7 , 9 , 1 1 , 12 )  versus 
m1 ( 1 4 ) , with both forms alternat ing m i /me in Torke ( 1 3 )  and Ghachok ( 2 ) . 
The Gurung evidence here of irregular d i s tribution of innovated forms 
points t o  a lexi cal and geographical di ffusion of changes in individual 
word s ,  not t o  regular s ound c hange s throughout the language .
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That i s , 
a change may occur in a certain phoneme in a certain word in one vi llage 
( such as , pos sibly - e  changing t o  -ya word final in I ya ' tongu e ' in 
Daduwa ( 8 ) ) ,  spread to other words with the same phoneme in the s ame 
environment ( s y a  'meat ' ,  my  a ' tai t ' ,  ngya  ' breas t ' )  and to other vi l lage s 
( Bhangeri ( 1 ) , Nepani ( 9 ) , Yangj akot ( 4 ) ) .  The change has not s o  far 
occurred in Daduwa in I E  ( I xe ) ' many ' .  
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There i s  no evi dence that thi s change actually t ook place first in 
Daduwa , nor first with l ya .  The se are c ited j ust as a possible se­
quence of event s .  The point i s  that the errati c  distribut ion of the - y a  
forms , or the - I and - e  words menti oned i n  4 . 7 . ,  c annot b e  explained 
by a rule , even one l imited to some part of t he diale ct area , without 
stat ing many local except ions . 
5. I NT E L L I G I B I L I T Y  T E S T I N G  
The purpose o f  the intelligibility test ing phase of the survey was to 
cover the whole of the Gurung-speaking area in Gandaki anchal as com­
p letely as t ime allowed , but more espec ially to concentrate on the We st 
dialect and in particular to inve stigate which p arti cular village speech 
of the western area would be best understood by people from all over the 
western dialect area ,  or what would be the best communicat ive centre in 
that area . 
5 . 1. M ETHOV 
The basic method followed was that de s cribed by Casad ( 19 7 4 ) ,  a 
method developed by the Summer Inst itute of Linguist i c s  for use in 
diale c t  test ing i n  Mexico , itself adapted from the work of others dating 
back to Voegelin & Harri s  ( 19 51 ) . Casad de scribes in detail the test 
procedure used , from both practical and theoretical viewpoint s ,  and 
only a brief summary of the e s sential points will be given here . The 
method used for the Gurung survey is a modification of Casad ' s  sentence 
test ( 1 9 7 4 : ch . 5 ) ,  which he did not de s cribe in such detail as he had 
used it only in an experimental way . Hi s basic me thod is to t aperecord 
speech samp les in various dialect s  of the area to be surveyed , one t ape 
per d ialect ,  and then t o  p lay each t ape t o  sets of subj e c t s  in a re­
presentative selection of vi llage s and t o  record their understanding of 
the samp les by means of questions , thus measuring the inte lligibi l ity 
of the dialect of the s ample in the parti cular vil lage s of the test . 
Casad describes a preliminary trip whi ch i s  neces s ary in order to 
record the s amples and to gain as much information as possib le on the 
dialect s ituation by way of people ' s  opinions and other sociol ingu i s t i c  
observati ons before attempt ing to do the ac tual intelligibility testing .  
From the preliminary trip a general picture i s  bui lt up o f  the dialect 
S ituation , though thi s remains very tentative and i s  used only t o  plan 
the actual inte lligi b i lity test ing trip . In part i cular , it i s  dec ided 
at this stage whi ch vi llages will be visited t o  do the testing .  Basic­
ally , it is  desirable t o  vis i t  as many p laces as pos sible and to test as  
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many tapes in each p lace as possible , but inevitab ly limitations of t ime 
mean that compromi ses  have to be made . 
In most surveys in Mexico the speech samples were short narrati ve 
text s ,  and comprehension was checked by interspersing ten quest ions at 
various points in the text t o  test understanding of the preceding p or­
tion . The interspersing of quest ions reduced the memory load on the 
subj ect , but inevitably also impaired the d i s c ourse continuity of the 
text s . In the sentence test , on t he other hand , the samples are ten un­
related sentences , with one que st ion asked on each . Each of ten subj ects  
in  each village l i stens t o  a selec tion of six sentence sets  in  different 
dialects and is scored out of ten on each set - one point for each cor­
rect answer and half a point for each answer deemed to show partial 
understanding of the test sentenc e . The sum of the ten subj ect s ' 
s core s ,  out of one hundred possible maximum , i s  defined as the percen­
tage intel ligibility of the dialect in which the samp le was rec orded at 
the vi llage where the test was carried out . 
The que st ions vary as to the response required - a p lace which i s  
referred t o  i n  the test sentence , o r  a t ime , a cause , an adj ectival word 
or construct ion , an event . Thus different types  of grammati cal c onstruc­
tion , but nothing complicated , and di fferent types of words are inc luded 
in the test in a systemat ic way , held const ant for each set of ten sen­
tences . So an attempt i s  made at uni formity in the intrinsic  difficulty 
in understanding the sets of sentences , and purely lingui s t i c  d ifferences 
should therefore be the main factor in people ' s  understanding . 
Casad used ree l-t o-reel t aperecorders , dubbing or splicing the que s­
tions into the right places on the previou s ly rec orded sentence tapes 
where appropriate gaps had been left at the re cording stage . Bec ause 
travel and transport ing of equipment was much more d ifficult in Nepal 
than in Mexico , and had to be done mostly on foot , it was dec ided t o  use 
cassette recorders to economi se on we ight . A system was thus devi sed 
whereby the sentence sets from the various village s chosen as reference 
point s were recorded on one cassette and the questions , trans lated into 
the local dialect of the test point ( the village of the t e st ) , were re­
corded on another cas sette , played on a second recorder . A device was 
constructed whereby a switch  c ould be made very easily between the sen­
tence t ape and the que st ion t ape . In the test the two taperecorders 
were played alternate ly \ the output p layed through headphones for the 
sub j e c t  and an earphone for the inve stigator ) t o  give sentence followed 
by que stion - or , if nec e s s ary , que st ion followed by s entence . Thi s  
flexib i lity o f  order was extreme ly useful for some subj e c t s  who found i t  
d iffi cult t o  answer a que stion about 'a  previous sentence but could 
answer the que stion provided it was p layed first . In add i tion t o  thus 
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allowing the testing of le s s  sophi sticated subj e ct s ,  the two re corder 
method greatly s aved t ime in making up test tape s at each test point 
it t ook le s s  t han one hour , compared with 3-4 hours stated by Casad 
for an experienced team ( 19 7 4 : 2 3 ) . Further , having all test sets  on the 
one cassette avoided the los s of t ime and confus ion ( which we experienced 
in early trial test s )  of selecting and changing t ape s .  I t  did , however , 
involve a little more running of the recorders ,  and use of batterie s ,  in 
winding forward or back t o  the des ired test set . 
In the Gurung survey the preliminary trip to construct the sentence 
t ape could be done mostly within Pokhara t own itself sinc e ,  as noted by 
Doherty ( 197 4 ) , Gurungs from many village s of the we stern part of the 
anchal have migrated to Pokhara in the last few years . Thus to record a 
sentence set in the dialect of a desired vi llage i t  was only ne cessary 
to visit  the Pokhara house of a person from that village who still  spoke 
hi s v i l lage dialect .  Recording s amples with people who had lived away 
from the ir home village ( several years in the case of Daduwa ) may have 
given rise to slightly inferior understanding by subj ects  of the sen­
t ences recorded in their own dialect . ( The first sentence set played t o  
any subj ect was always the one recorded in his  own dialect , t o  famil­
i arise him with the test procedure . Occas ionally a subj ect was exc luded 
from proceed ing with the test if  he did not score highly enough on hi s 
" home t own" tape . )  However , the result s show that this was not a serious 
effect except in one or two places . 
5 . 2 .  R ES U LTS 
In all , sentence sets were recorded for 12 reference points and these 
were tested in 1 3  village s ,  though in all except Ghachok and Daduwa only 
five sentence sets in addit ion to the " home t own" set were tested , being 
as many as a subj ect could reasonably be expected to cope with . Chip lag 
( 7 )  was not visited at all , and Torke ( 13 )  and Ghurung Khang ( 14 )  were 
test points only . Because Ghachok was the village of cons iderable pre­
vious linguistic work , and be cause Daduwa appeared from early t e s t s  ( in 
the eastern area )  t o  be a " c entre " of the East dialect , more extens ive 
testing ( 1 0  sentence set s )  was done at these villages and the Ghachok 
and Daduwa sets te sted at most test point s . 
The results are summari sed in Table 4 ,  along with the " l ikene s s "  
count s . I n  each c e l l  of the matrix the " likene s s "  count ( from Tab le 2) 
is entered in the top half ; the intelligib ility score in the bottom half 
i s  parenthesi sed if a reciprocal score i s  also available , recorded in 
the other half of the matrix . It may be seen that the " home town" scores , 
recorded on the diagonal , are greater than 89%  except at Daduwa ( 8 4 % )  
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SENTENCE SETS , j 
TEST POINTS , 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 1 3  1 4  
Bhangeri 1 
60 59 64 67 73 
94 ( 36 )  4 4  7 6  ( 7 1 )  ( 95 )  
Ghachok 2 
60'\ 82 79 80 78 66 68 60 66 
( 82 )  92 ( 96 )  ( 8 6 )  ( 89 )  ( 9 5 )  62 (76)  ( 68 )  ( 7 3 )  ( 6 8 )  
Siklis 3 
82'\ 76 69 71 84 
( 7 4 )  96 77 ( 7 8 )  ( 50 )  ( 7 1 )  
Yangj akot 4 
79 75'\ 71 69 76 
( 82 ) 92 97 ( 90 )  ( 7 1 )  ( 82 ) 
Ghandruk 5 
80 76 '\ 80 63 85 
(88)  81 90 ( 92 ) ( 8 4 )  ( 8 9 )  
Sirubari 6 
67 78 80'\. 66 83 
( 88 ) ( 58 )  ( 91 )  98 ( 7 0 )  ( 68 )  
Chip1ag 7 
Daduwa 8 
73 68 69 71 63 66 67 75 74 
( 8 6 )  ( 46 )  ( 82 )  ( 8 3 )  ( 67 )  (84 ) 75  84 (78)  ( 8 4 )  ( 6 6 )  
Nepani 9 
79 60 63 74 75'\ 
96 ( 44 )  7 3  5 3  ( 9 0 )  80 
Badhagaon 10 '" 
( 40 )  63 76 ( 98 )  84 99,\ 
Ghanpokhara 11 
66 71 69 74 73 
( 64 )  ( 82 ) ( 7 4 )  ( 93 )  80 98 
Ribang 12 
84 76 85 83 70 '\ 
( 7 4 )  ( 6 6 )  ( 92 )  (88)  74  96 
Torke 13 
82 78 84 67 86'" 
70 65 93 78 74 96 
Ghurung 14 
70 75 86 66 82 \6 
Khang 
85 54 90 80 63 
Tab l e  4 .  Inte l l i g ib i l ity t e s t  re sults  w ith l ikenes s  count s .  
and Nepani ( 80 % ) . In both the se cases the test point did not exact ly 
coincide with the vi l lage of the speaker who had recorded the sentence 
set ( in Pokhara and Gorkha bazaars , respec t ively ) but the d i st ances in­
volved were only some one or two hours ' walk and the places were in the 
s ame or a neighbouring panchayat . The low score at Daduwa i s  part i cu­
larly surpri sing s ince at five other places where the set was tested it 
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scored higher than the " home town" figure . No exp lanation has been 
found for thi s . At Nepani the low score may have been due t o  insuffi­
cient introduct ion to the test ; it was our second test point only , and 
in the course of the survey the introductory exp lanation of the test , 
played before the "home town" t ape , was improved . 
Signi ficant nonrec iprocal intelli gibility i s  seen t o  exist , the most 
extreme case being the 82% versus 36% results  for Ghachok and Bhangeri .  
Those te sted at Ghachok , a large village c lose to Pokhara , seemed to 
have above average understanding of other dialects in general , and t hose 
at Bhangeri , an i solated hamlet , below average . The Bhangeri result i s  
based o n  a sample of only five sub j ec t s ,  be cause of shortage of t ime and 
technical difficulties , so that the reliab i l ity of these scores i s  a 
little more doubt ful than others . Even allowing for some random errors , 
however ,  there remains a sub stant ial nonreciprocal effect and this may b e  
put down t o  fact ors such as pre stige of certain dialects , patterns o f  
trave l ( and hence learning of other diale c t s  leading t o  a certain bi­
dialectalism ) , and di achronic differences in dialect development . 
Systemati c  effects  of varied intrins ic di fficulty of the sentence sets  
are di scussed in Section 5 . 3 . 1 .  
In order to display the intelligibility re sult s in a way that shows 
the natural grouping of dialect s  on a geographi cal basis a method of 
analys i s  developed by Grimes (1974) and des cribed in detail by Casad 
(19 74 : 29-45) was followed . The dialect grouping prob lem is likened t o  
that of a c ommuni cations network where it i s  de s ired t o  communicate as 
effect ively as pos sible to all point s of the network from the least 
number of communication centres . For the purpose of the present ana­
ly s i s  the point s of the network were t aken to be the test point s of the 
survey ( thus exclud ing Chiplag (7)) and the possib le communicat ion 
c entres were t aken to be those reference point s from which sentenc e set s 
were test ed at more than four test points . This limitat ion was intro­
duced t o  avoid exce s s ively large random-error effe c t s  from the smallne s s  
of t h e  data base . Thus p o s s ible communi cation centre s were Bhangeri ( 1 ) , 
Ghachok ( 2) , Siklis ( 3 ) ,  Yangj akot (4) , Sirubari ( 6 ) , Daduwa ( 8 ) , and 
Ribang ( 12 ) . C learly it would have improved the result i f  the data were 
complete ( that i s , if all sent ence sets  had been tested at all test 
point s )  but t ime did not permit thi s . 
The grouping of the test point s around centres i s  based on the reduc­
t ion of t he total "cost of communication" for the network t o  a minimum , 
s ince certain groupings result in a lower " c o s t "  than others . The rela­
t ionship between the cost e l J  of communicating 6�om point j zo point I 
( note the direction here ) and the intelligibi lity X . .  % of the j sentence I J 
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set when tested a t  point is defined by the equation 
Thus as the inte lli gibi lity falls from 100%  to zero the cost of com­
munication increases from zero ( perfect communi cat ion equals no cost ) t o  
100 . Thi s  i s  only one p o s s ible way of relating C o  0 to X .  0 , but i s  easy 1 J 1 J 
t o  use and shows no obvious di sadvantages for this survey where the 
minimum value of X o  0 ( with i = 1 ,  j = 2 )  was 3 6 . I J  
The contour map ( Map 3 )  i s  drawn by p lott ing each numbered test point 
in geographical relation and circling all point s ,  first , which can be 
reached with a cost of 1 0  or less  by a communication centre . In cases 
where a test point can be reached with this cost by more than one centre 
the lower cost is chosen . The total ac ceptable increase in cost incur­
red by merging two subgroup s of the network is then gradually increased 
unti l  one subgroup can be placed with another subgroup . A new grouping 
is made , and the cont our establi shing the group marked with the increase 
in total cost caused by this saving of a communication centre . The new 
communicat ion centre is chosen from the two former centres and i s  that 
from which communication is most easily made to the ent ire new group . 
This process cont inue s unti l  all t he pOints can be comprehended in one 
cont our . Thus opt imum groupings at various thresholds emerge and main 
dialects appear , with centre s . The arrows indicate the direct ion in 
which communicat ion must be made for minimum cost . 
Thi s  method of d i sp lay i s  felt t o  be the best availab le , but it 
must be emphas i sed that i t  does not fully show all the results and does 
tend to magnify the effects  of random ( or other ) errors . For instance , 
the decision to group Ghachok ( 2) with Siklis ( 3 )  rather than Sirubari 
( 6 )  on Map 3 rest s on the fact that the intel l igibility of the Siklis 
tape at Ghachok was 96%  whi le that of the Sirubari t ape was 9 5 % , an in­
s ignificant difference .  If the scores had been the other way round then 
Ghachok would have been grouped initially with Sirubari and only j oined 
with the Siklis group by the " 4 6 "  cont our . Nevertheless the main pic­
ture i s  c lear : an east-west division with a fairly well sub stant iated 
further divi s ion ( NE-SW ) of the western area . Note that the whole 
eastern area i s  encir�led by the " 1 1 "  contour , whereas the west is only 
enc losed by the " 4 6 "  contour . 
Comparison with the lexicostat i stical data i s  made in Section 5 . 3 . 3 .  
5 . 3 .  S O U R C ES O F  E R R O R ;  R E L I AB I L I T Y 
There are many sources bf poss·ible error in determining dialect dif­
ferences , even if the parameter being measured i s  indeed a good approxi­
mat ion to the theoretical and somewhat abstract quant ity which it i s  
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de sired to know . Casad ( 1 97 4 : ch . 4 )  d i scus ses the concepts  of reliab i l­
ity and validity in a general context and his  d i scussion makes salutary 
reading . The wise research worker does not allow himse lf to be carried 
away by the latest methodological nove lty , however impre s s ive it may 
seem .  
Some errors may be categorised as "random" i n  the sense that natural 
phenomena ( and people in parti cular ) are not easy to measure and many 
samp les must be taken to reduce the likely error in the averaged result . 
Other errors ,  usually more ins idious , are systemati c  and result from in­
adequacies in methodology . Certain features built into the methodology , 
and checks built int o  the analys i s  of the dat a ,  can be helpful in re­
duc ing , or at least revealing , errors . 
In this survey , the methodology was scarcely changed from that of 
Casad , but may not have been quite up to his standard because of the more 
exact ing circumstance s .  A certain amount o f  data analy s i s , which Casad 
does not describe as having been done in hi s work , was performed after 
completion of the fie ldwork . In part icular , a rather more detailed 
comparison was made with the lexicostat istical data than has been seen 
in previous literature . Several d ifferent pos sible sources of error are 
considered in the following sub sect ions . 
5 . 3 . 1 .  S e n t e n c e  a nd q u es t i o n s e t s  
I n  construc ting test tape s the greatest care needs t o  b e  taken i n  en­
suring t hat the recording is of high quality . Taking the technical side 
for granted in the se days of sophist icated electronic s  ( though in prac­
t ic e  it is still  pos s ible to make mistake s )  there are problems of 
speaker ' s  voice quality and speed , interference by background sources 
( people , chi ckens , et c . ) ,  and trans lation . One or two speakers were 
exceptionally fast and it was difficult to s low them down ; one man 
stuttered a little ; some did not give the exact translation of the de­
s ired sentence or que stion ( which gave rise t o  occas ional mismat ches 
between sentences and questions , to the sub sequent confus ion of the 
subj e c t s ) .  The only proper way of estimat ing the effect s  of the se would 
be to conduct an independent test using di fferent speakers ; there has 
not been opportunity to do thi s , except in the case of the sentence set 
with a s light stut ter where a second recording was made halfway through 
the survey and the sets  used alt ernately thereafter for compari son . 
Results from the two set s ,  when averaged , were surprisingly s imilar , 
with barely a s ignificant d ifference . This was encouraging since it 
emphasised that actual linguist ic differences ,  not extraneous effects 
from the speakers , were causing differential comprehens ion of the test 
sets  from different dialect s .  
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Another source o f  error cons idered was the intrins ic d i fficulty o f  
the sentence and question se t s ,  listed in Appendix 2 .  Though sentence 
and question type s were controlled it was not always easy t o  ensure 
s imilar intrinsic c omp l ic at ion , especially through translation first 
into Nepali and then into the local Gurung dialect . A basic e s t imate of 
" difficulty" , D ,  was made for each sentence a s  the sum of two factors . 
One factor was whether the quest ion itself  sugge sted t he required answer , 
so that an intelligent gue ss might obviate the nec e s s ity to understand 
the sentence . Thus 
9 . 3 .  s .  Be ing thirsty I asked for wat er . 
Q . Why did I ask for water? 
is much more likely to be guessed corre ctly than i s  
10 . 9 .  S .  He put the naam l o  round his che st . 
Q .  Where did he put the naam l o ?  
since a naam l o  ' carrying 8 trap ' i s  normally worn round the forehead . 
This part of the difficulty rating was on a s cale from 1 ( e . g .  examp le 
9 . 3 . ) t o  4 ( e . g .  example 1 0 . 9 . ) ,  with a rating of 2 for a que stion 
mildly sugge st ing the answer and 3 for the ( most common) neutral re la­
t ion of que st ion t o  answer . 
The second part of the "difficulty" rating was the number of part s 
( content words ) required for the correct answer . Thus 9 . 3 .  essentially 
requires ' thir8ty ' as the answer and 10 . 9 .  ' che 8 t ' ,  so are both rated 
as 1 .  However 
7 . 5 .  S .  During the evening the goat ate all the radishes . 
Q .  What happened during the evening? 
requires ' goat ' ,  ' a t e ' ,  ' a Z Z ' ,  and 'radi8 he8 ' for a complete answer , so 
was rated as 4 .  
For each que stion of the whole test the average score obtained was 
calculated and plotted against i t s  "di fficulty" D .  Re sults  for the 12 
tape s are shown in Figure 1 ,  and show a very random scatter , indicat ing 
little corre lat ion between the average s core on a que st ion and its "dif­
fi culty" .  Figure 2 shows the average scores for all quest ions with a 
given D ,  comb ining all 12 tape s for this purpose , plotted against D .  A 
slight corre lation i s  evident , of about -3 . 9 % per unit of D .  The aver­
age values of D for each of the 12 que st ion sets  fe ll in t he range 4 . 1-
4 . 9 ,  which would suggest a maximum di screpancy between question sets  of 
about 3 %  in average expected score , so it appears that variation in " in­
trins i c  d ifficulty" of the sentences is not a primary s ource of d i ffi­
culty in comprehension . An analy s i s  of sentences by types ( Locat ive , 
Caus e ,  Event , et c . ) also showed only small fluctuat ions between average 
scores for the different type s .  The lowe st group mean was 68 . 5 % for 
Body Part que stions , and the highe st 8 1 . 1% for Kin questions , with the 
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maj or group s ( having two questions in each set of ten ) of Adj ectival 
( 7 7 . 2 % ) , Cause ( 7 9 . 9% ) , and Event ( 7 3 . 3% )  being closer to the overall 
mean of 7 6 . 5 % .  ( The se figure s are calculated exc luding the subj ect s ' 
" home t own" t ape score s . )  
5 . 3 . 2 .  T e s t i n g  p r o c e d u r e  a n d  c o n d i t i o n s  
Choi ce of test subj e c t s  presents problems which have been d i scus sed 
by other authors ( e . g .  Casad 1974 : 110-13 ) . In p articular , those who are 
wi l ling to t ake the test are normally the more outgoing , better travelled 
men who could be expected to show above average comprehension of other 
dialect s .  Women,  who normally hardly travel ,  might be expected to show 
less  ab ility to understand dialects of neighbouring distr ic t s . An age 
factor might also be expected . In prac t i ce , women do not seem t o  have 
been tested much by others in dialect surveys .  
The present survey tested a total of 1 4 1  people , of whom a sub stan­
tial minority ( 3 3 ,  or 2 3 % ) were women . Average scores ( calculated in­
c luding " home t own" tape score s )  for men and women were 7 9 . 1% and 79 . 6 % 
respect ively , the women thus scoring better , contrary t o  expectation , 
but the di fference i s  nons ignificant stati s t ically . A breakdown by age 
i s  given in Figure 3 ,  showing a rather larger number under 3 0  years of 
age than over , and the analys i s  of scores by age ( men and women combine d )  
in Figure 4 shows a s light fall in average score in the 10-19 and 50+ 
age bracke t s  with very consi s tent results for the middle ranges .  ( The 
youngest te sted was 11 years old and the oldest 69 . )  
Another source of interference hard to eliminat e was that due to by­
standers learning the test . Some who were about to t ake the test tried 
to l i sten to the previous answers and one or two had to be eliminated 
when it became c lear that they were trying to imitate the previous sub­
j ec t  without listening to the sentences at all . Thi s  was rare , however . 
Headphone s were used , after the first two test point s of Bhangeri ( 1 )  
and Nepani ( 9 ) , so that bystanders would not hear the sentences or the 
que s t ions and so would s t i l l  be eligible subj e ct s ,  but since a subj ect 
frequent ly re sponded to the test by repeat ing aloud the whole sentence 
in his dialect (a tendency difficult to stop ) it was difficult to avoid 
some p o s s ible "pre-learning" by bystanders . Cyclic permutat ion of the 
order in which the tapes were played he lped t o  reduce this effect . 
To test whether subj ects scored higher on t apes played later in the 
serie s  of five , perhaps through becoming more at ease during the test , 
an analysis  was performed of the average scores for t he test tapes ac­
cording to their posit ion in the order played . ( The actual sentence 
set s ,  other than the "home t own" set , were permuted in the test so that 
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for each group of 10 subj e c t s  each sentence set in a part i cular dialect 
oc curred in each of the five chrono logical positions exactly twic e . )  
Figure 5 shows a small improvement from position 1 ( immediately follow­
ing the "home town" t ape ) to posit ion 2 ,  and then a less  well marked 
trend . The standard error in the se result s was d i fficult to e s t imate 
but some check was made by working out the results separate ly for tapes 
1 t o  6 and tapes  7 t o  1 2 . The two sets  of result s ,  t ogether with the 
comb ined result s ,  are shown in Figure 5 .  
Thi s learning effec t ,  though of interest in itself , did not affect 
average inte lligibility scores s ince it was averaged out by the cyclic 
permutation of t ape s from subj ect to subj ect . It does indicate that the 
introduction t o  the test was reasonably sati sfactory in that performance 
sett led down to a nearly uni form leve l after the " home t own" t ape . 
Because the two-recorder test procedure allows a que st ion to be asked 
before the corre sponding sentence was p laye d ,  lack of suc c e s s  with a 
sub j e c t  in the normal mode ( sent ence followed by que stion ) was thought 
to j ust ify swapping the order . It is difficult to tell how this in­
fluenced results ,  but it i s  unlikely that any errors were introduced in 
this way . 
In the scoring of answers i t  was hard , espe cially with the more d i ­
vergent d ialect s ,  to dist inguish between good mimi cking of the sentence 
and true understanding of i t . Thi s  could have yielded scores which were 
too high ( if a mimicked sentence was s cored as a correctly underst ood 
one ) but s ince most subj ects  knew Nepali to some extent , a request for 
trans lat ion of the sentence into Nepali revealed whether there had been 
true understanding . Homonyms and semantic shifts caused special prob­
lems . For instance s y O  means both ' river ' and ' b e t t ' in most We st vil­
lage s but only ' be t t ' in most East vi llage s ( where the loan word k ho l a a  
i s  used for 'river ' ) . Thus if 
2 . 4 .  s .  The old women went t o  the river ( s y O) . 
Q . Where did the old women go? 
was answered in Gurung as s y O  ( meaning ' be t t ' to eastern sub j e c t s  but , 
in the context , ' river ' t o  the invest igator ) it was s cored as correct 
unt i l  the fact of the semantic shift , and lack of understand ing , came to 
l ight , as through trans lation . There seems no way of avoiding occasional 
trouble of this sort without d i scouraging unsophis t icated sub j e c t s  by 
continual request s for trans lation int o Nepali , but the prob lem can be 
minimised as the investigator , fluent in one dialect , learns the par­
t i culars in whic h  other dialec t s  di ffer - relevant t o  the vocabulary of 
the test sentences . 
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5 . 3 . 3 .  C o m pa r i s o n  w i t h  l ex i c o s ta t i s t i c a l  r e s u l t s 
Both the intelligibility re sults and the lexicostat i s t i cal resul ts 
are sub j e c t  t o  random errors and comparison of the two in Figure 6 
shows a fair degre e of scatter . If the inte lligibi lity data are limited 
to those where rec iprocal results were obtained , and these averaged ,  a 
slight ly better correlation i s  apparent ( Figure 7 )  but s t i l l  a consider­
ab le s catter . 
It i s  pos sible t o  use the " communicat ions network" analy s i s  on the 
lex icostat i s t i cal data and the resultant Map 4 i s  inc luded for compari son . 
In Map 4 the re stri ction on p o s s ib le communicat ion centres has been made 
the same as that app lied to the intel ligibi lity data in Map 3 .  The con­
tour numbers are not strictly comparab le , but it is evident that the 
same general patt ern emerges of a maj or divi s ion between east and we st . 
There is a little more uncertainty in the subdivis ions of the we stern 
region , with Yangj akot ( 4 )  and the South group of Sirubari ( 6 )  and 
Ghurung Khang ( 1 4 )  be ing separate from the remainder of the we stern area 
up to a threshold of 2 1 .  This picture i s  actually more i n  accord with 
local opinion on dialects  ( Sect ion 1 above ) than the subdivision of 
diale c t s  between Ghachok ( 2) and Ribang ( 12 )  shown in Map 3 .  As was 
pointed out in Sect ion 5 . 2 . ,  Ghachok ( 2 )  could we ll have been grouped 
init ially with Sirubari ( 6 )  instead of Siklis ( 3 ) , in which case the 
groupings based on intel ligibility would resemble the lexicostat i stical 
groupings , and local opinion , even more c lo sely . 
6 .  C ON C L U S I ON S  
To the quest ions "how many diale cts o f  Gurung are there ? "  and "what 
are their communicat ive centres ? " ,  the answer from the inte lligibi l ity 
survey ( Map 3 ,  taking 75-85%  intell igibi lity as the cruc ial thre shold 
range ( Casad 1 9 7 4 : 4 6 ) ) is three , c entred on Daduwa ( East ) ,  Siklis 
( Central ) ,  and Sirubari (West ) .  ( The que st ion of one or more northern 
dialects in Manang was not dealt with in the intell igibi lity survey . )  
Local opinion does not speak of the Central dialect ( Siklis-Yangj akot ) ,  
and in this part icular we did learn something unexpected from the survey . 
But the general resemb lance between the conc lusions of the intelligib il­
ity and the lexicostat i stical studies  provides the best sub stantiat ing 
evidence for the dialect p icture yi elded and should be an encouragement 
to those attempt ing s imilar surveys in the future . 
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F i gure 2 .  Average s core versus que s t i on intrins i c  d i fficulty . 
NOTE : Numbers on graph (ND) give number of sentences with difficulty D . Line is broken where ND is less than 4 .  
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APPENDIX 1 
SWADESH LIST IN GURUNG DIALECTS 
Nine forms , ident ified by the following abbreviations , are cited for 
each item on the list to cover the maj or dialectal variation encountered 
in the over 40 lists taken : 
S S  South Syangj a  district ( Ghurung Khang village - 14  on 
maps ) . 
NP North Parbat district ( Ghandruk village ( 5 » . 
K Kaski district ( Ghachok village ( 2 ) , also Ribang ( 1 2 ) ,  
Torke ( Syang j a  distric t )  ( 1 3 ) , and Yangj akot ( Lamjung 
district ) ( 4 » . 
EK East Kaski district ( Siklis village ( 3 » . 
C L  Central Lamj ung district ( Ghanpokhara village ( 11 » . 
NL North Lamj ung district ( Chiplag village ( 7 » . 
S L  South Lamj ung district ( Daduwa village ( 8 » . 
WG West Gorkha district ( Thalaj ung and Nepani villages ( 9 » . 
ET East Tanahun district ( Bhangeri village ( 1 » . 
1 .  I 
SS n g a  
NP n g a  
K n g a  
E K  n g g a  
CL n g a  
N L  n g a  
S L  n g a  
WG n g a  
E T  nga  
4 .  this 
SS cu 
NP cu  
K cu 
EK cu 
CL cu 
NL cu 
8 L  cu 
WG cu 
ET cu 
2 .  you 
SS k l  
NP kx i 
K kx l 
EK kx l 
C L  kyO  
NL kyO  
S L  kyo  
WG kyO  
E T  kyO  
5 .  that 
8S ca 
NP ca  
K ca  
EK ca 
CL ca 
NL ca  
8L ca 
WG ca 
ET ca 
3 .  we (inaL ) 
SS ngyo 
NP ngxyO  
K ngxyo 
EK n g yO  
CL n g y O  
NL ngyo 
8L n g yO  
WG n g y O  
ET n g y O  
6 .  whiah ? 
8S k h ae 
NP k h a a ba 
K k h a b  
EK k h a a u  
CL s u  
NL s u  
8 L  k h a ba 
WG k h a l b a / s u  
ET s u  
5 8  
we ( exa L ) 
8S n g l 
NP n g i 
K n g l 
EK n g g l 
CL n g l 
NL n g l 
SL ng l 
WG n g l 
ET n g yO  
7 .  wha t ?  
8 8  to  
N P  to  
K to 
EK to 
CL to 
NL to 
S L  to 
WG t a  
ET to 
8 .  not 
88 a a ­
N P  a a -
K ax/a a - l 
EK a a -
CL a a -
N L  a a -
8L a a -
WG a a -
ET a a -
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9 .  a l.Z.  
8 8  J amma n 
NP tAAn u n  2 K tAAn / J a mma l 
EK tAAn 2 CL d a a y O /j amma l 
NL swa a t t a I  2 
8 L  j amma i / tAA i 
WG t AA I  
E T  J amma 
10 . muah, many 
88 s ag o  
NP I xe 
K I xe / l x E 3 
EK I xe 
CL I e  
NL I e  
8 L  I E  
WG I x E d e / l  xe 
ET I E n de  
�e breathy negative prefix ax- occurs only i n  Ghachok . 
1 1 .  one 
88 k r  I 
NP g x r  I 
K g x r  i 
EK kh  r I 
CL k r  I 
NL k i  
8 L  g r  i 
WG k a kh r a e /  
k a k h a E  
E T  ka a k h r a E  
5 9  
2
The Nepali loan j anma i ( or variants of it ) was given in Yangjakot and Torke , and 
as an alternate form in Ghanpokhara and Daduwa . 
3The nasalised form IxE was given in Yangj akot . 
1 2 . 
8 8  
NP 
K 
EK 
CL 
NL 
8L 
WG 
ET 
two 1 3 . big 
n g ya k l 88 t hewa i 
n gxI NP t h e b a  
n gxI  K t h e b a a  
n g I  E K  t h e b a a  
n g e  C L  t h e b a  
ngxyAU I O  NL t h e b a  
n g y O I O  8 L  aJaara/theyaa le  
n g y a u g l o  WG t h a ba a l e  
n g y a k a l O  ET t ha b l ya a  
l
Yangjakot xrIba ' Zong ', rIba 'short ' .  
15 . smal.Z. 
8 8  c y Owa l 
NP c y O ba 
K c y O b a /  
c y u g u t h i r l  
EK cyOba  
CL c a j  
N L  c y O b a  
8 L  c E n a /  
c y u u t h l r l  
WG c y u ne 
ET c y a U n y a  
1 6 .  woman 
88 m rI s yo 
NP cxam l r l  
K c am l r i { 
m r I s yo 
EK r Ima E 
CL rIma E 
NL m r Ima E 
8L r i ma E !  
n a i ma E  
WG r Ima E /  
m r Ima E  
E T  mrIca  
14 . Zong 
88 x r Ingyo  
NP x rI b a  1 
K x rIgyo  
EK x r I b a  
C L  x rI b a  
N L  x r I ba 
8 L  x r E y a a l e  
WG x r I ba a l e  
ET x r Im l y a a  
17 . man 
88 pyUma E 
NP a amy uy U  
K aamuyU/  2 ma r d am a E  
E K  mwIma E 
CL pyUma E /  
ma l ma E  
NL pyUma E 
8 L  d a l ma E /  
p h r E s Ima E 
WG pyUca/  
mu l ma E  
ET pyUca  
short 
88 I UThe  
NP r I n c h Il 
K r a nTh l 
EK r I ba 
CL T h U De 
NL r l n T h E  
8 L  
WG r I nThe  
E T  r I nThya  
1 8 . p erson 
88 mx l 
NP mx i 
K mx i 
EK mbx l 
CL mx l 
NL m i  
8L mx l /mxI 
WG mx l 
ET mx i 
l
The two forms both occur in Ghachok and Ribang , but mrIsyo is less polite . The 
Torke form is cxam i r l  and Yangjakot rImaE . 
2mardamaE is the Ribang form . 
6 0  
19 . 
8 8  
NP 
K 
EK 
CL 
8 L  
WG 
ET 
2 3 .  
88  
NP 
K 
EK 
CL 
NL 
8L 
WG 
ET 
fish 
t a n g  
tAAnga  
tAAga  
tAAga  
tAAga  
tAAga  
tAAga  
tAAga  
l
Ghachok nEma , 
tree 
5 1  d x U  
5 1  
5 1  
d u  
1 d x U /d u  
5 1  d u  
5 1  d u  
5 1  d u  
5 1  d u  
5 1  d u  
5 11 d u  
20 . 
8 8  
NP 
K 
EK 
C L  
8 L  
WG 
ET 
Ribang 
2 4 .  
88 
NP 
K 
EK 
CL 
NL 
8L 
WG 
ET 
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bird 2 l .  dog 
namE  88 n a k l  
nemE  
1 NP n a  I k I n Ema/nemya K n a g l 
nemaa  E K  n d a l 
n am l CL n a g y u  
n Em E  8 L  nagyu  
namye , nemya WG n a y u / n a g y u /  
n a k y u  
namya  E T  n a k y u  
nemya , Torke nemE , Yangjakot n l mI .  
seed 2 5. Zeaf 
p l u  88 l a  
p l x u NP pxo 2 p l x u K pxo/ l a  
p l u  EK I a 
p l u  CL l a  
p l u  NL l a bo 
p i  u 8L I a l l  a pxo 
p l u  WG I a 
p l u  ET l a pya  
ldxU occurs in Ghachok . 
2 2 . 
88 
NP 
K 
EK 
C L  
8L 
WG 
ET 
2 6 .  
8 8  
NP 
K 
EK 
CL 
NL 
8L 
WG 
ET 
Zous e  
s e  
s e  
s e  
s e  
s e  
s e  
s e  
s e  
root 
j a ra a  
a nc h a  
j a r a  
J a r  
j a r a a  
j a r a  
j a ra 
j a ra a  
j a ra a  
2
Both forms occur separately and in combination ( cf .  NL and ET forms ) and there 
is in Ribang a semantic distinction: pxo I Zeaf on tree I, l a  'pZucked leaf' .  
2 7 .  bark 2 8 .  s kin 2 9 . fZesh 30 . bZood 
88 p h i 88 Tx l b l  88 se 8 8  ko  
NP p h i NP Tx l p l  NP s e  
1 NP ko K p h i K Txu b l K s e / s y a  K ko 
EK ph I EK Tx l b l  EK s e  EK ko 
CL p h i CL Th i /Tx l CL s e  C L  ko 
NL ph i b i NL Tx i NL s e  NL ko 
8L b o k ro/ p h i b i  8L Tx l /Tx i b l l 8L s y a  8 L  ko  
WG p h l b i  WG Tx i b I I  WG s y a  WG ko 
ET bok ro  ET Tx i p I I  ET s y a  ET ko 
1 
in Yangjakot . sya occurs 
3 l .  bone 3 2 . fa t, grease 3 3 .  egg 3 4 . horn 
88 xr I p 88 c h i  88 p h U  8 8  r u  
NP x r i p a NP ch  I j I NP p h U  NP r u  
K x r i b a { K c h i K p h U  K r u  
x r u b i 
EK xr I ba EK ch i EK p h U  EK r u  
CL n u g  r I CL c h i  CL p h U  C L  r u  
NL n ug r i  NL c h i NL p h U  NL r u  
8 L  n ug r i  8 L  c h i  8L p h U  8 L  r U  
WG n a u r i  WG ch i WG p h U  WG r u  
ET h a a D ET c h  I ET p h U  ET r u  
1 xrub l  occurs only in Yangj akot . 
3 5 . tai Z 
8 8  mI 
NP me 1 
K m i /me 
EK mb i 
CL me 
NL me 
8 L  my  a 
WG me/me r a  
ET me 
3 6 .  feather 
8 8  pxyaa  
N P  k O  pxy a a  
K pxyaa  
E K  pxyaa  
C L  p h y a a  
NL pxy a a  
8 L  pxyaa  
W G  kAApy a a  
E T  kAApy a a  
GURUNG DIALECTS 
3 7 . hair (of 
head) 
88 k r a  mw l 
NP k r a2 Px O  
K k r a  
E K  k r a 
CL k r a  
NL k r a  
8 L  k r a  
WG k r a  
ET k r a  
hair (body ) 
8 8  mw l 
NP mw i 
K mw l 
EK mbw l 
CL mw l 
NL mw l 
8 L  mw i 
WG mw l 
ET mw i 
lOnlY me is recorded for Ribang and Yangjakot , but both forms occur in Ghachok 
and Torke . 
2
Yangjakot records kra pxO , and Ribang kra mwl . 
3 8 .  head 
88 k r a  
NP k r a  
K k ra 
EK k r a  
C L  k ra 
NL k r a  
8L k r a  
WG k r a  
ET k r a a p l a a 
3 9 . ear 
88 nxa p E  
NP nxa 
K nxa /nxemE  
EK nxemE  
C L  nxa b i  
NL nxa p E  
8 L  nxape  
WG nxa b e  
E T  n a a p y E  
1 mxI occurs in Yangjakot . 
4 0 . eye 
88 mI p h u  
NP m I  
1 K mI/mxI 
2 EK mb l /mbI  
CL mI 
NL m l  
8 L  mI p h U  
WG mI/mxI 
ET mxI p h U  
4 1 .  n08e 
88 n a k h U  
NP na  
K n a / n a k h U  
E K  na . U  
C L  n a k h U  
NL na  
8 L  n a k h U  
WG n a a  k h U  
ET n a a k h U  
2
Siklis records mb l ,  but the neighbouring Tangting and Thak record the expected 
nasal form , mbI . 
4 2 . mouth 
88 s U  
NP s U  
K s U  
EK s U  
C L  s U  
NL s U  
8 L  s U  
WG s U  
ET s U  
4 3 . tooth 
88 sa 
NP s a  
K s a  
EK s a  
C L  s a  
NL s a  
8 L  s a  
WG s a  
ET s a  
l
Torke records yo chI . 
44 . tongue 
88 I e  
NP I e  
K I e  
EK I e  
C L  I e  
NL I e  
8 L  I ya  
W G  I y a  
ET I y a 
2
Siklis records yo 5 1 ,  but Tangting and Thak yo 51 .  
4 6 .  foo t  
88 pa I I  
NP pxa l i  
1 K pxa l l /pxa l e  
EK pxa l a  
CL p h a l l 
NL pxa I I  
8L pxa l e  
WG pxa l e  
ET pa l e  
4 7 . knee 
88 cx i 
NP c x l  
K cx l 
EK c x i d u 
CL ch l g a 
NL c x i  
8 L  cx l g l AA 
WG cxIp hu  
E T  ghUDo  
4 8 .  hand 
8 8  yo 
NP yo 
K y o  
E K  y o  
C L  yo  
N L  y a  
8 L  yo  
WG yo  
E T  y o  
l
Ghachok and Torke pxa l i ,  Ribang and Yangjakot pxa l e .  
4 5 . fingerna i Z 
8 8  yo c h I  
N P  yo c h I  
K yo S I / C h�l 
EK yo 5 1 / 5 1  
C L  y o  5 1  
NL y a  e c h I  
8 L  yo 5 1  
WG yo  c h I  
E T  yo c hI 
4 9 . b e Hy 
88 p h o  
NP pho  
K p ho 
EK p h a  
C L  p h o  
NL pho  
8 L  pho  
WG pho  
ET bxUd l 
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50 . neak throat 5 1 - breas t 5 2 . heart 
55 kh a r j i 55 m l Og u  55 ngxe  5S t I  
NP ga r d a n  NP n gxe NP t I  
K ga  r d a n  K kha  r i K ngxe  K t I  
EK k ha r i EK k h a r l EK ng gxe EK t I  
C L  k h a r e  CL ngxe CL tI 
NL k h a r j e  NL m l x O k u  NL ngxe NL tI 
5 L  k h a r i  5L n g y a  5 L  tI 
WG k h a r j i WG k h a  r J I WG ngxyaa  WG t I  
ET k h a  r I ET gxa a T I ET nya t h u n  ET c h aa t l  
5 3 .  "liver 5 4 . drink 5 5 .  eat 56 . bi te 
5S n g I  5 5  t h U - 5 5  ca - 5S cx i -
NP oeTa 1 NP t h U - NP ca - NP cx l -
K u i �a a /oe Da K t h U - K c a - K cx i -
EK t I  E K  t h U - EK c a - EK cx l -
CL oeDa  C L  t h U - CL c a - CL c he -
NL oeDa  N L  t h U - NL c a - NL cxe-
5L oeDa  5L t h U - 5 L  c a - S L  cx i -
WG oeTa WG t h U - WG c a - WG c hoe -/c he -
ET o i t a a  ET t h U - ET c a - ET ch i - / t hw i -
l
Ghachok u l Daa ,  Ribang oeDa , Torke and Yangjakot oeTa . 
2
Siklis and Tangting reported tI ( same as 'heart ' ) , but Thak reported ngge ( c f .  
S S  form) . 
5 7 . s e e  took 5 8 .  hear 5 9 . know a person 
55 m r O - 5 5  n gxyo- 55 t h l - 5S ngo s e -
NP m r O - NP ngxyo- N P  t h ee - NP s e -
K m rO - K n gxyo- K t h ee - K ngo  s e -
EK m r O - EK n g gxyo- EK t h i - EK nggo  s e -
C L  m r O - CL n g y u - C L  n g e- CL s e -
NL m r O - NL cyo- N L  n g E - NL s e -
5 L  m rO - 5 L  n gxyo- 5L t h ee - 5 L  ngo  s e -
WG m r O - WG cyo- WG t h ee - / ng E - WG s e-
ET m r O - ET cyo- ET t he- ET ngo  s e -
6 0 . s teep 6 1 - die 6 2 . ki 7,7, 6 3 . swim 
55 nxa r y u - 5 5  5 1 - 55 s a e - 5 5  baTa -
NP nxa r u  y u - NP 5 1 - NP s a e - NP ngwa a l - 2 K nxa r u  Y U - /l K 5 i - K s a e - K kywa a l a -k h a - / c xw i -
EK n d u r  k h a - EK 5 1 - EK s a e - EK pa u r l  k l O -
CL nxa r u  y u - /  CL 5 1 - CL s a e - CL po l o -
cxw i -
NL n u r  k h a - N L  5 i - NL s a e- NL pokho r k l O-
5 L  nxa r k h a - 5 L  5 1 - 5L s a e- 5L pau r 1 k l O-
WG nxa r k h a - WG 5 1 - WG s a e- WG pa u D I  k l O-
ET ro- ET s y a - ET s e - / s a e - ET pod l k h y a -
1 'weariness ' occurs with either verb kha- 'aome ' or ' aome down ' to mean nxa ru yu-
'be tired ' .  nxaru cxw l - i s  specifically 'fan asteep ' .  
2
Ghachok kywaa l a- ,  Ribang pohord l - ,  Torke pokhor l  k l O- ,  Yangjakot pauD I k l O- .  
GURUNG DIALECTS 6 3  
64 . ny 65 . wal.k 66 . come down come ( other)  
88 px l r a - 88  p r a  88 y u - 8 8  k h a -
NP px i r - 1 NP p rxa- 2 NP y u - 2 NP k h a -K px I r i - K p rxa - / p r a - K y u - / kh a - K k h a -
EK pxu r - EK p r a - EK y u - EK k ha -
CL p h u r - CL p r a - CL y u - CL k ha -
NL px i - NL p r a - NL y u - NL k h a -
8L  pxy u r a - 8 L  p r a - 8L y u - 8 L  k h a -
WG pxu r a - /  WG p r x a - WG y u - / k h a - WG kha -
px i ra -
ET p e e r a - ET p r a - ET ET k h a -
l
Ghachok px i r l - ,  Ribang and Torke px l ra- , Yangjakot pxura . 
2 
in Yangjakot , as does kha- , come down ' .  pra- occurs 
67 . �ie down 6 8 . s i t  69 . be s tanding 7 0 .  give  
88 ro- 88 T I - 88 r a a - 88  bxl-
NP ro- NP k U - /T I - NP r a a - NP pl-
K ro- K kU - K r a a - K pl -
EK ro - EK kxU- EK r a a - EK pl-
CL  ro - CL  T I - CL r a a - CL p h i - / p l 
NL ro- NL kxU- NL r a a - NL pl-
8L  ro - 8L  T i - 8L  r a a - 8 L  pl-
WG ro- WG T i - WG r a a - WG pl-
ET ro - ET T i - ET r a a - ET pl-
7 l .  say 7 2 . s un 7 3 .  moon 7 4 .  s ta1' 
88 b l - 88 txl 88 l al 88 s a a r  
NP b 1 - NP tx I n I NP l i n I NP m u s a a r a  
K b 1 - K tx l yAA/ txl/  K I ayAAI l a ll K mu s a a ra 
txa yAA 
EK px i - EK txl EK I E  EK s a a ra 
CL b l - CL t h l na CL l a n g l CL s a a r a a  
NL b i - NL tx l n l  NL l a ngl NL s a a  
8 L  b l - 8L  txa . l  8L I a .  I 8L  t a a r a  
WG b i - WG tx l nx l  WG l a nx l WG s a a r / t a a r a a  
ET b l - ET tx i nx i  ET l a a n x l  ET s a a r a a  
7 5 . wate1' 7 6 .  1'ain 7 7 .  s tone 7 8 .  sand 
88 kyu  88  nAA 88 y u p  8 8  b a l u t a a  
NP kyu  NP nAA NP y uma NP b a l u  
K kyu  K nAA K y uma K b a l wa a / b a l o  
EK k y u  EK nAA EK y uma  EK s a b l 
CL kyu  CL nAA CL y U  CL s a b l 
NL kyu  NL nAA NL y U  NL ba l uwaa 
8L ky u 8L  nAA  8L y Uma 8L  b a l uwaa 
WG kyu  WG nAA WG yUma a /  WG b a l o D a /  
n g y umaa  ba l wa a  
ET ky u ET nAA ET ny l ma a  ET b a a l uwaa 
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7 9 . earth 
88 s a  
NP s a  
K s a  
EK s a  
C L  s a  
N L  s a b ro 
8L  s a  
WG s a  
ET s a  
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8 0 . c Loud 8 1 .  
8 8  mxa ce  88 
NP mog a E  NP 
K nxAAm j y o/ K 
mxa s y Ol 
EK nxAA s yo EK 
CL mxo/ n a u s yo CL 
NL nxamsyo  NL  
8L  b a ad a l /mxa a j e 8L  
WG naamsyo  WG 
ET b a a d a l / n a am s yo ET 
8moke 
mekhu  
mekhu  2 m l g u /mekhu  
mb i g u /m l . u 4 
m l g u 
m i g u 
m i  k hu  
m l k h u  
m i k hu  
8 2 . fire 
88 me 
NP me 
K m l /me3 
EK m l /mb l 5 
CL m l  
NL m i  
8 L  m l  
WG m l  
ET m l  
lGhachok nxAAmjyo; Torke mxase; Yangjakot mxasyO ; Ribang nxaamsyo 'cLoud ' , 
mxosyo 'mi8t ' .  
2Ghachok and Yangjakot m l gu ,  Torke and Ribang mekhu . 
3Ghachok and Yangjakot m l , Torke and Ribang me . 
4Siklis m i . u ,  Tangting mb l gu ,  Thak m l khu . 
5Siklis and Thak m i , Tangting mb l .  
8 3 .  a8h  
88 meb ro  
NP  meb ro  
K me b ro/l mya u ro 
EK me u ro/ 4 m b i u ro 
CL m l b ro 
NL meb ro 
8L m e b ro 
WG meb ro/me p ro 
ET m i i p r o  
8 4 . burn (8ing L e )  
88  k h r O -
NP k h r O -
K k h r O -
EK k h r O -
CL k h r O ­
NL k h r O -
8L k h r O ­
WG k h r O ­
ET k h ro-
8 5 .  road 
88 kyAA 
NP gxyAA 2 K gxyAA/kyAA 
EK gxyAA 
CL kyAA 
NL kyAA 
8L kyAA 
WG kyAA 
ET kyA 
lmyauro recorded only for Yangjakot . 
2 Ghachok and Ribang gxyAA , Torke and Yangjakot kyAA. 
8 6 .  mountain 
88 k l I  
NP ka t a a s U  
K ka d a a s U / k l I3 
EK k l I  
CL k I I  c u  I i  
NL k l I  c u i i 
8L k l I  DAA Da  
W G  k l i / h i U c u l l 
ET h i ma a l  
3Ghachok kadaasU ,  Ribang k I I/kadaasU ,  Torke h imcu l i ,  Yangjakot k l I  kAA. 
4Siklis meu ro ,  Tangting mb i uro , Thak mebro . 
8 7 .  red 
88 o l g y a a  
N P  o l g y a a  
K o l g y a a  
E K  o l gyaa  
CL  o l g y a a  
NL  o l khe  
8L  o l g y a a  
WG o l ke/o l g y a  
E T  o l kyaa  
8 8 .  gree n  
88 pIgyaa  
NP pl nggyaa  
K pl nggyaa  
EK plnggyaa  
CL pIgya  
NL  pln khya  
8L  plnggyaa  
WG ha r i yo/pIgya  
ET pllkyaa  
8 9 . y e L Low 
88 u r gyaa  
NP  u r gyaa  
K u r gyaa  
EK  u r g y a a  
CL  u r g y a a  
NL u r khe  
8L  u r g y a a  
WG u r ke/u r g y a /  
u r ge 
ET u r kyaa  
9 0 . white 
88 t a a r g y a a  
NP  t a a r gyaa  
K t a a r gyaa  
EK  t a a r g y a a  
CL  t a a rgya  
NL t a a r k he  
8L t a a r gy a a  
W G  t a a rke/  
t a a r gya  
ET  t a a r ky a a  
GURUNG DIALECTS 
9 l .  bZack 9 2 .  night (fa Z Zs )  9 3 .  hot (water) 
88 m l O n . g y a a  8 8  mxu l s  t a - 8 8  l a a kyu  
NP m l O n . g y a a1 NP mxwIs  t a - NP kyu  l a a 
K m l on g g y a a  K mxuIs  t a - K l a l a  ky u 
EK m l Ogya  E K  mxwIs  ta- E K  kyu  l a a 
CL m l Okya CL n a a  r i - I CL k y u  l a a 
mxu l s  t a -
NL m l Okhe  NL nxa  r 1 - NL kyu  l a a l a  
8L m l O n g g y a a  8 L  mxuI s a  8 L  t a a to 
WG m l Okel  WG mxu l s  t a - I  WG t a a t o  kyu  
m l Ogya  n a a  r i -
ET m l Okyaa  ET mwE s a r  ET t a a to 
I
Ghachok mlonggyaa , Torke , Ribang , and Yangjakot ml Ogyaa .  
2
Tangting and Thak kyu 51 . 
9 5 . fuZ Z  ( to be ) 9 6 .  new 
88 p l E - 8 8  n ayAA 
NP p I I- NP c haa r a  
K p I I - I  ne l e  mu- K c h a a r a  
EK p \ I- EK c h a a r a  
CL p \ I- CL c h a a r a  
NL Dyama i NL na yAA 
8L t i k ho/ne  8 L  chaa  ra  
WG tog y a E / t l ko WG c h a a r a  
ET P \ I - ET nayAA 
I
Ghachok ra l bu ,  Ribang Da l /phU , 
9 9 . d2'Y 10 0 .  name 
88 ka a r a u  8 8  m I  
N P  k a a r a b a  NP mI 
K kaa r i b a l  K mIl 
kaa r a b a  
EK ka a r i b a EK mI 
CL kaa r i b a C L  mI 
NL k rAAba NL mI 
8L ka a r a b a  8 L  mIl 
WG kaa r i b a WG mI 
ET kaa reyo J y a a  ET mI 
1 
Ghachok -ngngyU , Ribang - i myu , 
10 3 .  pres ent continuous 
88 - 5 i m 
NP - s yonmu 
K - i n amu/- r l mu  
E K  - i namu  
C L  - d i m U 
NL - s enmu 
8 L  
WG - r l s l m 
ET - m  
9 7 . good 
88 c hyAAu 
NP c hyAAba 
K chyAAba 
EK c h yAAba 
CL c h yAAba 
NL c hyAAba  
8 L  ch yAAba 
WG c hyAAba 
ET c h yAU l y a 
Torke and Yangjakot Da l l o .  
1 0 l . pas t  tense 
88 - I  
NP - j i 
K - I / - d i / - j i 
EK - I 
CL - j I 
NL - J a I 
8 L  
WG - I 
ET - I  
Torke -semu , Yangjakot - I a .  
65 
9 4 . oo Zd (water)  
88  n g y Uwa l kyu  
NP kyu  n g y U b a  
K n g y U b a  kyu2 EK n g y U ba k y u  
C L  k y u  5 1  
N L  kyu  5 1  
8 L  5 1  
WG c l so kyu  
ET c I s o  
9 8 .  round 
88 Da 1 1 0 
NP kyu1y u r t a  
K D a l  
EK Da  I I  a 
CL D a l 
NL Da  I I  a 
8 L  D a  I I  a 
WG D a  1 1 0 
ET Da l y a a  
1 0 2 . pe2'fe o t  tense 
88 - s i m 
NP - i m u  1 K - n g n g y U  
EK - i mu 
CL - j I 
NL - s yo . o  
8 L  
WG - s l m  
ET - s i m  
w.w. GLOVER & J .K. LANDON 
APPENDIX 2 
TEST SENTENCES 
ABBREVIATIONS : 
SS Sentence set 
SN Sentence number 
ASR Answer suggestion rating 
AP Answer parts 
A adj ectival 
B body part 
C cause 
E event 
K kinship term 
L locative 
T temporal 
SS . SN Sentence and question Type . AS R . AP 
1 1 Purna Bahadur went home . L 3 1 
Where did Purna go ? 
1 2 Hasta Lal ' s  back hurt all night . B 3 2 
What hurt all night ? 
1 3 That is a very fine buffalo . A 3 2 
What kind of a buffalo is it ? 
1 4 The old man fell ill and died . E 3 2 
What happened to the old man? 
1 5 My eldest brother killed a snake . K 3 1 
Who killed the snake ? 
1 6 Mainli went to Pokhara to buy salt . C 2 2 
Why did Mainli go to Pokhara? 
1 7 Sainla lost his knife in the fore st . E 3 3 
What did Sainla do ? 
1 8 While the man was returning home it began to rain . T 3 3 
When did it begin to rain ? 
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SS . SN 
1 9 
1 1 0  
2 1 
2 2 
2 3 
2 4 
2 5 
2 6 
2 7 
2 8 
2 9 
2 1 0  
3 1 
3 2 
3 3 
3 4 
3 5 
3 6 
3 7 
3 8 
3 9 
3 1 0  
4 1 
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Sentence and question Type . ASR . AP 
Because it was raining he stayed at home . 
Why did he stay at home ? 
C 2 1 
My wife has j ust bought an expensive sari . 
What kind of sari has she bought ? 
After Indra had cut the wood he sat down . 
When did Indra s it down? 
The man went to sleep because he was t ired . 
Why did the man go to sleep? 
Surj e ' s  plough is  broken . 
What has happened to Surj e ' s  plough? 
The old women went to the river . 
Where did the old women go? 
The cow kicked mother in the shoulder . 
Where did the cow kick mother? 
My friend arrived wearing a dirty shirt . 
What kind of shirt was my friend wearing ? 
My son fell into the river recently . 
What happened to my son recently? 
Her husband makes fine mats . 
Who makes fine mats ?  
I didn ' t  have an umbrella s o  I got wet . 
Why did I get wet ? 
Uncle found my axe in his house . 
What did Uncle do ? 
A 
T 
C 
A 
L 
B 
A 
E 
K 
C 
E 
Our dog bit Dil Maya our granddaughter . K 
Whom did our dog bite? 
S ince Indra ' s  stomach hurt she ate medicine . C 
Why did Indra eat medicine ? 
When the men left mother started cooking . E 
What happened when the men left ? 
Indra started work , ris ing in the night . T 
When did Indra start work? 
It was full moon so they did not plough the oxen . C 
Why did they not plough the oxen? 
Ye sterday Indra was eating an unripe suntala . A 
What kind of suntala was Indra eating? 
My friend went to the forest . L 
Where did my friend go? 
Ram cut his foot with a sickle . B 
What did Ram cut ? 
Yesterday I saw a yellow snake . A 
What colour was the snake ? 
There are two birds in that tree . 
What is 'in that tre e ?  
Father f e l l  down and bumped h i s  head . 
What did Father bump ? 
E 
B 
3 1 
3 3 
1 1 
2 1 
3 1 
3 1 
3 1 
3 2 
3 2 
2 1 
3 5 
3 2 
2 2 
3 2 
3 1 
2 1 
3 1 
3 1 
3 1 
3 1 
3 2 
2 1 
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4 2 
4 3 
4 4 
4 5 
4 6 
4 7 
4 8 
4 9 
4 1 0  
5 1 
5 2 
5 3 
5 4 
5 5 
5 6 
5 7 
5 8 
5 9 
5 1 0  
6 1 
6 2 
6 3 
6 4 
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Sentence and question Type . ASR . AP 
Last night Sainli saw a bright star . 
What kind of star did Sainli see? 
A 3 I 
The woman is sweeping the house . E 
What is the woman doing ? 
Grandmother has been ill for three years . K 
Who has been ill for three years ? 
Because his arm was broken he couldn ' t  enlist . C 
Why couldn ' t  he enlist ? 
It was cold so Father sat down by the fire . E 
What did Father do ? 
While my wife was away I fell ill . T 
When did I fall i l l ?  
Being hungry h e  returned home t o  eat . C 
Why did he return home ? 
Uncle ( Ka a n c h a  b a a )  does not like very sweet tea . A 
What kind of tea does uncle not like ? 
My son went to the ( unirrigated ) field ( b a a r i ) .  
Where did my son go ? 
The man became angry and shouted a lot . 
Why did the man shout a lot ? 
This chicken lays small eggs . 
What kind of eggs does the chicken lay ? 
The youths went to the next village . 
Where did the youths go ? 
He fell over the cliff and broke his ankle . 
What did he break? 
Because the wood was dry the fire burned well . 
How did the fire burn ? 
The chickens ate up all the rice . 
What did the chickens do ? 
Surj e ' s  mother made bread to go to her home . 
Who made bread? 
Because their buffalo died they had no milk . 
Why did they have no milk? 
L 
C 
A 
L 
B 
A 
E 
K 
C 
While I was working my sister was playing and ate . E 
What was my s ister doing? 
During Dasain Uncle ( T h u l o  b a a b u )  stayed with me . T 
When did uncle stay with me ? 
Hari Prasad bought a field to plant maize . 
Why did Hari Prasad buy the field? 
In the middle of the night the dog barked . 
What happened in the middle of the night ? 
While his (oldest ) sister was asleep Purna went 
out . 
When did Purna go out ? 
Because it was sunny he sat in the shade . 
Why did he sit in the shade? 
C 
E 
T 
C 
3 2 
3 I 
3 2 
2 2 
3 2 
2 I 
3 2 
3 I 
2 I 
3 I 
3 2 
3 1 
I I 
3 3 
3 I 
3 2 
3 2 
3 I 
3 2 
3 2 
3 3 
2 I 
SS . SN 
6 5 
6 6 
6 7 
6 8 
6 9 
6 10 
7 1 
7 2 
7 3 
7 4 
7 5 
7 6 
7 7 
7 8 
7 9 
7 1 0  
8 1 
8 2 
8 3 
8 4 
8 5 
8 6 
8 7 
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S entence and que stion Type . ASR . AP 
I need some strong rope . 
What kind of rope do I need? 
A 3 1 
The cat climbed on the roof . 
Where did the cat climb ? 
That girl washed her hands before eating . 
What did that girl wash? 
My mother-in- law is very talkat ive . 
What kind of person is my mother- in-law? 
Tomorrow there is  a large festival . 
What is happening tomorrow? 
Purna ' s  wife make s  good tarkari . 
Who makes good tarkari? 
L 
B 
A 
E 
K 
Jackals have sharp teeth . A 
What kind of teeth do j ackals have ? 
The young men are building a house . E 
What are the young men doing ? 
Ram ' s  aunt ( p h u p u )  has much gold . K 
Who has much gold ? 
They went to buy rice for the feast . C 
Why did they buy rice? 
During the evening the goat ate all the radishes .  E 
What happened during the evening ? 
Last month Nani ' s  father went to Pokhara . T 
When did Nani ' s  father go to Pokhara? 
Sita woke up because the dog barked . C 
Why did Sita wake up ? 
Nani picked a bunch of red flowers . A 
What colour were the flowers ?  
The chicken went under the house . 
Where did the chicken go? 
Grandfather has lost all his teeth . 
What has Grandfather lost? 
That veranda is supported by thick post s . 
What kind of veranda posts are they? 
The dog slept on the veranda . 
Where did the dog sleep? 
The doctor put medicine on my finger . 
Where did the doctor put medicine ? 
Purna was cutting rice with a blunt s ickle . 
What kind of s ickle was Purna u s ing ? 
Krishna bought five hens in the market . 
What did Krishna do in the market ?  
Indra gave the money t o  his uncle ( maama a ) .  
To whom did Indra give the money? 
S ince the rains have failed there will be no 
harvest this year . 
Why will there be no harvest ? 
L 
B 
A 
L 
B 
A 
E 
K 
C 
3 1 
1 1 
3 2 
3 2 
3 2 
2 1 
3 2 
3 2 
3 1 
3 4 
3 1 
3 2 
3 1 
3 2 
3 2 
3 1 
3 1 
3 2 
3 1 
3 3 
3 1 
2 2 
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8 8 
8 9 
8 1 0  
9 1 
9 2 
9 3 
9 4 
9 5 
9 6 
9 7 
9 8 
9 9 
9 10 
1 0  1 
1 0  2 
1 0  3 
1 0  4 
1 0  5 
1 0  6 
1 0  7 
1 0  8 
1 0  9 
10 1 0  
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Sentence and ques tion 
In the morning the cattle ate grass . 
What did the cattle do in the morning? 
While walking along the path the old woman fell 
over . 
When did the old woman fall over? 
It was Tihar so they gambled all n ight . 
Why did they gamble all night ? 
All day long Indra worked in his fields ( k he t ) .  
What did Indra do all day long? 
When Mainla runs his legs ache . 
When do Mainla ' s  legs ache?  
Being thirsty , I asked for water . 
Why did I ask for water? 
Father enjoys eating spicy food . 
What kind of food does Father like ? 
The j ackal came into the corn field . 
Where did the j ackal come? 
That woman wore gold in her ear . 
Where did she wear gold ? 
She arrived carrying a heavy water pot . 
What kind of water pot was she carrying ? 
The cat killed a mouse last night . 
What did the cat do last night ? 
S ita ' s  youngest son is very tall . 
Who is very tall?  
The sun has come out so we are drying millet . 
Why are we drying millet ? 
When they heard the news they started to cry . 
What did they do when they heard the news ? 
Uncle ( m aama a )  was killed in the war . 
Who was killed in the war? 
I didn ' t  have any money so I couldn ' t  buy a 
chicken . 
Why couldn ' t  I buy a chicken? 
My friend was chased by a bear . 
What happened to my friend? 
Grandfather sells eggs when the Tibetans come . 
When does Grandfather sell egg s ?  
The woman got f e d  u p  and went away . 
Why did the woman go away? 
Mother was cleaning pots vigorously . 
How was Mother cleaning pots ?  
S ita hid behind the tree . 
Where did Sita hide ? 
He put the namlo round his chest . 
Where did he put the namlo? 
Grandmother has become deaf recently . 
What has happened to Grandmother recentl y ?  
Type . ASR.AP 
E 3 2 
T 3 2 
c 2 1 
E 3 2 
T 3 1 
c 1 1 
A 3 1 
L 3 2 
B 2 1 
A 3 1 
E 3 2 
K 3 2 
c 3 1 
E 3 1 
E 3 1 
c 2 1 
E 3 2 
T 3 1 
c 3 1 
A 3 1 
L 3 2 
B 4 1 
A 3 1 
SS . SN 
11 1 
11 2 
11  3 
11  4 
11 5 
11 6 
11 7 
1 1  8 
11 9 
11 10  
12  1 
12  2 
1 2  3 
1 2  4 
12 5 
12 6 
12 7 
12 8 
12 9 
12 10  
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Sentence and question Type . AS R . AP 
Grandfather sat down in the middle of an ants ' 
nest . 
Where did Grandfather sit down? 
A small branch hit Krishna on the nose as he 
walked . 
Where did Krishna get hit ?  
The young man came carrying a brightly coloured 
umbrella . 
What kind of umbrella was he carrying ? 
Last night three guests ate at our house . 
What happened at our house ? 
My s ister-in-law ( b h a a u j u )  gave birth to a son . 
Who had a son? 
My mother went to her friend ' s  house to borrow 
oil . 
Why did my mother go to her friend ' s  hous e ?  
The cat dropped the bones h e  had stolen and ran 
away . 
What did the cat do ? 
After Nani gets married we will buy another cow . 
When will we buy another cow? 
Ram swam across the lake to meet his friend . 
Why did Ram swim across the lake ? 
That tree has poisonous leaves . 
What kind of leave s does that tree have ? 
L 
B 
A 
E 
K 
c 
E 
T 
c 
A 
While walking the men heard the sound of a stream . T 
When did the men hear the sound of the stream? 
Mother- in- law pretended to be deaf and didn ' t  
speak . C 
Why did mother-in-law not speak? 
The teashop manageress is  very st ingy . A 
What is the teashop manageress like ? 
The small children dropped stones into the cooking 
pot . L 
Where did the small children drop ston e s ?  
The lunatic cut off h i s  eyelashes with a khukuri . B 
What did the lunatic cut off? 
Butterflies have fragile wings . A 
What kind of wings do butterflie s have ? 
Early this morning the women got up and plastered 
the threshold . E 
What did the women do ? 
I went to my father-in-law and bought that ox . K 
From whom did I buy the ox? 
We are repairing our roof as it was damaged by a 
hailstorm recently . C 
Why are we repairing our roof?  
Younger brother Kancha caught e ight fish with his 
net . E 
What did Kancha do ? 
3 3 
3 I 
3 1 
3 3 
3 1 
3 2 
3 3 
3 2 
3 2 
3 I 
3 2 
3 1 
3 1 
3 1 
3 I 
3 1 
3 2 
3 1 
3 3 
3 4 
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NOTES 
1 .  The dialect survey was carried out in March and April 19 7 5 .  We wish 
to express gratitude to officials at both district and village level for 
their assistance in obtaining maps of the districts and in carrying out 
testing in each village visited , where we were normally guests  of the 
pradhan panch a or other leader in the village ; to Deu Bahadur Gurung , 
of Ghachok , for his assistance in gathering word lists ; to Miss Heather 
Kilgour for her work in plotting maps ; and to Mr Phil Mathieson for 
building test equipment . Glover is respons ible for the Gurung forms 
recorded and for the lexical analys is , and Landon for the design and 
analysis of the intelligibility tests . 
2 .  Information on Ghale was provided by Mr Larry Seaward for a number 
of villages in northeast Gorkha , including Barpak , Uiya , and Laprak , 
and we also obtained a list from a Gurung from Thodneri , cons iderably 
further south . 
3 .  Gurung t erms are spelt in Roman script according to the following 
transcription : p ,  t ,  T ,  c ,  k ,  and b ,  d ,  0 ,  j ,  g are respectively the 
vo iceless and voiced stops ( or affricates , in the case of c and j )  at 
the b ilabial , dental , retroflexed , apico-alveolar , and velar points of 
articulation . Before i and e ,  the consonants 5 ,  c ,  and j are lamino­
alveolar ( s y ,  c y , j y )  in pronunciation . h represents aspiration of the 
voiceless series or, when not following a stop , a voiceless glottal 
spirant ( occurring only in a few loanwords from Nepali ) .  In  Gurung 
aspiration of a voiced stop or affricate is phonemically breathine s s  on 
the following vowe l ,  and this latter is marked by x preceding the vowel .  
The departure from the traditional b h , d h ,  etc . , for voiced aspirated 
stops is necessitated by the contrast exist ing in Gurung between aspira­
tion and breathiness following voiceless stops : p x l  ' carry ing bas ket ' ,  
p h i 'bark. p e e Z ' .  Once x is used to mark breathiness thus following 
voiceless stops consistency dictates use of the same symbol for breathi­
ness in the environment following voiced stops . The remaining conso­
nants are m ,  n ,  ng , 1 ,  r ,  w, y, and s .  Vowels are I ,  e ,  a ,  0 ,  and u ,  
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which have their normal phonetic values except that the normally low 
central a has , in the speech of educated bilingual s ,  a mid central 
variant , probably due to the influence of Nepali . The a vowel is fre­
quently phonemically long , written a a ,  and is always low central in 
articulation when lengthened : l a b a a ' ' to do ' .  l a a ba a '  ' to heat ' ;  e h a ' ba 
' to be hot ' .  ehaa ' b a ' to pee Z ' .  Phonemic length has been observed ,  in 
Ghachok dialect , on other vowels in very few cases : t he ba a ' ' big ' .  
t h ee baa ' ' to hear ' .  The length contrast is very hard to hear in word­
final position ( although it does appear to mark different tone classes 
of verbs in this posit ion ) , and the phonemic contrast is  probably e ither 
neutralised or overridden phonetically by intonation patterns . Vowel 
nasalisation is represented by upper case I ,  E ,  A ,  0 ,  or U .  And accent , 
infrequently marked in this paper , is shown by apostrophe ( ' )  following 
the accented syllable . Further phonetic detail , but different transcrip­
t ion schemes , are given in Glover ( 19 6 9 , 19 7 4 ) . Where Nepali terms are 
cited as such a similar transcription , but without x or " is used ex­
cept that in the spelling of village names in English we have followed 
the traditional Roman Gurkhali conventions of ignoring the a llaa  and 
t i lT contrasts , and of writing the e as e h : Yangj akot ( y a a n g J a koT ) , 
Ghachok ( g h a a eok ) , Chiplag ( e l p l a a g ) , Pokhara ( pokha ra a ) , Ghurung Khang 
( g h u r u n g  khAA ) . 
4 .  There is diversity in West Gurung , as will be detailed below . 
Doherty ( 1 9 7 4 )  cites forms , including mum 'mother ' s  brother ' ( 2 8 5 )  and 
e �yo  ' younges t  (daughter) ' ( in contrast with eya  ' younge s t  (son) ' )  ( 2 9 5 )  
which are unknown in Ghachok and which we have not encountered any­
where . Likewise his use of h u r l  ' work party ' ( 2 9 1 ) : Pignede ' s  t erm 
noga r from Mohoriya ( Parbat j illa )  is the common term in Ghachok ( Kask i )  
and also , according t o  Brot Coburn ( personal communication ) ,  i n  Kolmo 
( east Syang j a ) . The phonological analys is implied by Dohert y ' s use of 
� ' for an aspiration which as sumes the character of a high tone in 
syllable- final pos ition ' ( 2 9 9 )  also appears to differ from Ghachok 
Gurung ( Glover 1 9 7 4 : xix-xxii i )  where the second element of compound 
words does not appear to control the tone-class of the compound . Thus 
Doherty ' s  a u  mo � ' father ' s  sis ter ' s  husband ' and p h a  n e �  ' fa ther ' s  
sister ' ( 2 8 5 )  are simply a umo and p h a a n e  i n  Ghachok . Doherty cites 
thes e  terms as Western Gurung , and it would be interest ing to know from 
what actual villages came the speakers who supplied these forms . 
5 .  The only direct evidence we were able to collect from Manang was a 
very short word l ist , which indeed showed some unusual forms : y uma a 
' b ird ' ( Ghale y a /yo  Ghachok n Emaa  Chiplag n gy amaa ) ;  I J u  t o  ' that ' 
( Ghachok/ Chiplag e a ) ; kya r ' this ' ( Ghachok/ Chiplag e u ) ; t U  ' tree ' 
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( Tamang ' to h n g po  Ghale t a n g bo  Ghachok dx U  Chiplag d u ) ;  tAA ' roo t ' 
( Tamang Ta : Ghachok/ Chiplag j a r a  ( from Nepali » . The list shows closest 
affinity among the other Gurung l ists with Chiplag , as would be expected 
from geographical proximity , as in s a a t O ' a � � ' ( Chiplag swaa t a aI Ghachok 
tAAn ) , and in general is more closely related to the other East Gurung 
lists than to West or South . 
6 .  Bloomfield described s imilar complexit ies as being usual . Even for 
the maj or High/ Low cleavage in German , where in many words p ,  t ,  k in 
Low ( north ) German correspond to f ,  5 ,  c h  in High ( south)  German , ' since 
the various isoglosses do not coincide , the distinction can be sharply 
drawn only if one resort s to an arbitrary definition ' ( 19 3 3 : 5 8 ) .  
7 .  Chandra Prasad Gurung , who comes from S iklis and has lived some 
years in Pokhara , spoke of a Pokhara dialect of Gurung used by students 
from different vil lages ( in the West Gurung area ) for communicat ion 
among themselves .  Chandra Prasad described a change in attitude to use 
of the Gurung language over recent years - that whereas previously 
Gurung educated young people were ashamed to use their own language they 
have recently begun to do so , partly emulating the Newar community in 
Pokhara which has a very definite linguistic independence . He described 
the " Pokhara dialect" as a compos ite of various village dialects ,  them­
selves mutually unintelligible ( personal communication ) .  It is diffi­
cult to predict the development of language use ,  but such a common 
educated dialect , if it gained increasing use in Pokhara town , would 
appear a strong candidate to become a standard form of Gurung used in 
literature . The present authors have unfortunately been so far unable 
to study samples of this Pokhara dialect . 
8 .  In this section parenthesised Gurung forms represent the Ghachok 
Gurung form unle s s  specified otherwis e . Forms from other villages are 
ident ified by Tk ( Thak ) , Tn ( Tangting ) ,  or the index numbers ,  e . g .  3 
( Siklis ) ,  7 ( Chiplag ) ,  8 ( Daduwa ) . 
9 .  nemaa  and nxe m E  are doubtful , as a vowel preceding a nasal in 
Gurung usually takes on a noncontrastive nasal quality . We are in­
debted to Dr Austin Hale who first suggested to us the correlation with 
vowel quality . The occurrence of a postnasal stop is caused by early 
clo s ing of the velic , and it would seem that the Siklis dialect gives 
increased phonetic difference to the nasal /oral contrast of vowels fol­
lowing nasal consonants ( normally a difficult contrast to hear ) by 
early timing of the velic closure in the case of oral vowels . 
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10. However , contrary to this guess , one g irl from Siklis rej ected the 
m in favour of b in writing mbx l 'person ' and mb i ' eye ' in the Deva­
nagari script ( Je s s ie Glover , personal communication ) .  
1 1 .  Chen & Wang ( 1 9 7 5 )  marshal evidence from Chinese , English , and 
Swedish to support the concept of lexical diffusion , arguing it to be 
incompatible in principle with accepted views of l inguistic change in 
both structuralist and generative frameworks .  
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CASE AND ROLE I N  NEWARI1 
AUST I N  HALE 
THAKURLAL MANANDHAR 
This brief paper represents an attempt to answer j ust one quest ion : 
What are the maj or pairings of semanti c  role and morphological case in 
the c lause structure of Newari ?  The same quest ion c ould be asked dif­
ferent ly . What deep structure relat ionships are s ignalled by each of 
the various case endings and in which context s do these oc cur ?  How are 
the roles of deep or conceptual structure mapped ont o  the morphological 
cases of surface s tructure in Newar i ?  
I n  Section 1 we introduce the six morphologi cal cases whi ch are of 
primary importance in the study of semanti c  role . In Section 2 we ex­
amine the p airings of case and role that oc cur within t he actor complex . 
In Section 3 we consider those of the site  complex and in Section 4 we 
look at those pairings which b elong to the undergoer complex . We pre­
suppose an acquaintance with the system of roles presented in Chapter 8 
of Grimes ( 19 7 5 )  and with the system of role complexes presented in 
Hale , 1 9 7 3 . 
1 .  Any analys i s  of c lause structure in Newari must deal in one way 
or another with six morphological cases . We use the t erm ,  cas e ,  t o  
refer to the morphological forms of noun phrases . 2 Following Grimes 
( 19 7 5 ) we reserve the term , role , for the deeper semant ic relations 
whi ch Fil lmore and others refer to as case relations . 
The cases of Newari which are central t o  the description of the 
clause are the following : t he nominativ e ( cons i sting o f  the uninflected 
stem ) , the e4g ative ( cons i sting either of the uninflected stem followed 
by " ? ?  or of the ob lique stem followed by or ending in a long nasal 
vowel ) ,  the dativ e ( consi s ting of the uninflected stem fol lowed by 
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yata ) ,  the eo m�����ve ( consist ing o f  the uninfle cted stem followed by 
yake ) , the lo e���v e ( consi s ting of the oblique stem followed by -e or 
of the ob lique stem with a lengthened final i ) ,  and t he g en��� v e  ( con­
s i s t ing of the uninflected stem followed by ya) . These case name s wi l l  
be used exclus ively with reference to spe c i fic morphological forms . A 
sample of the morphological forms t o  which these labels  refer i s  given 
in Figure 1 .  
The ergative and locat ive forms often pre serve stem final consonant s 
which have been lost in the nominative form , though even the se c onso­
nant s may s oon be lost . The ergat ive form , c e l � � ,  for example is on i t s  
way t o  ob soles cence and i s  being replaced by cyaa  " � � . The form m�� " � �  
now occurs alongside the ergati ve , mam�� . The all-purpose ergati ve , 
"� � ,  i s  paralle led by the locat ive , l ae ( or khae  in Bhaktapur ) for 
those speakers who have lost the oblique stem forms of various nouns . 
For further de tails on noun morphology see Hale , 1971 . 
chi Ld s Lave mother I he  
Nominative ma ca cyaa  mH j I w a  
Ergative macH cyaa  "H mamn J ! i wn 
Dative maca yata cyaa yata mH J a t a  j l t a a  wa l t a 
Comitative maca yake cyaa  yake mH yake j i ke wa l ke 
Locative 
Genitive maca  ya  cyaa  ya mH ya j i waya 
shop book lJater s hoe ins e c t  
Nominative p a s a a  s a p h u u  l a a l akn k I I  
Ergative p a s a l H s a p h u l l !  l a k h U  l akamu k i l n 
Dative p a s a a  yata s a p h u u  yat a  l a a  yata  l akn yata k l  i yata  
Comitative k I i  yake 
Locative p a s a l a e s a p h u l i I l a k h a e  l akamae 
Genitive p a s a a  ya s a p h u u  y a  l a a ya l akH ya k I i  ya 
F i gure 1 .  SAMPLES OF MORPHOLOG I CAL CASE FORMS IN NEWARI 
2 .  These six case forms operate within three funct i onal comp lexes 
in surface s tructure . We dist ingui sh an �e�o4 comp lex , a ���e complex , 
and an und e4g o e4 comp lex . Consi der first the actor complex . 
Within the actor comp lex we distinguish three d i s t inct role s ,  �g en� , 
�n��4um en� , and p���en� ( experiencer ) .  The only roles in Newari that 
have agreement pat terns with the verb are the agent and patient roles 
of the actor comp lex .
3 
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The form of t h e  agent i s  determined not only by i t s  underlying role 
but also by the c lause type in whic h  i t  occurs . Agent s are nominative 
in intransi tive and semitransitive c lauses .
4 
( 1 )  wa d a na He g o t  up . 
( 2 )  wa t h a n a  wa l a  He oame here . 
But are ergative in transitive and bitransi t ive c laus e s : 
( 3) � J a  n a l a  He ate rioe . 
( 4 )  � j i t a a  s a p h u u  b I I  a He gave me a boo k .  
Instrument s are relatively l imited in the ir occurrence but are ergative 
wherever they do oc cur . 5 
( 5 )  wH I haatj I n a l a  He ate with (his)  hands . 
( 6 )  wH � cu l a  He s tood on (his ) �. 
( 7)  wH m l khaa k h a n a  He s aw with (his)  eyes . 
Patient s within the actor complex are even more l imit ed than instru­
ment s ,  oc curring only with a relatively smal l  number of verbs of s ense 
or cognition in which the actor i s  an experiencer . Such pat i ent s are 
also ergat ive . A number of t hese  verb s are impersonal . 
( 8 ) III wa k h� s l l a 
( 9) III s a a  ta l a 
( 1 0 )  III ka rma k h a n a  
I oame t o  know that faot .  
I heard the sound . 
I underwent the r i tua ls inoumbent 
upon a man during his l ife time . 
Where an actor i s  s imultaneously cast as an experiencer or as one who 
chooses  to have the experience of performing a given act , the genit ive 
form rep laces the nominative or ergat ive form . 
( 1 1 )  � j l t a a  k h l ca ke n a  
waya J l t a a  k h l ca k e n a  
( 1 2 )  wa khwa l a  
waya khwa l a  
( 1 3 )  wa s l mae g a l a  
waya s l mae g a l a  
� s howed me the dog . 
He was qui te happy to s how me the 
dog . 
He wep t .  
He ohose t o  weep . 
He sat  up in the tree . 
He ohos e to have the ezperienoe of 
s i tting in a tre e .  
Agent s differ from both pat ient and instrument s within t he actor complex 
in that agents c an be cast as genit ive experiencers but patients and 
instrument s cannot . 
Agent s and patients of the actor comp lex , but not instrument s ,  can 
appear in t he dative form when t hey occur in embedded s truc ture s  which 
induce doub le function . 
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( 1 4 )  � j a  n a l a  
waya  mam��  wa l t a j a  
n a ka l a  
( 1 5 )  � n a g u  k h a n a  
wa l t a J I I  n a g u  k h a n ka 
( 16 )  w\l? j l g u  k h �  s l l a 
J l i wa l ta j l g u  k h �  s i l ka 
He ate pice . 
Bis mothep fed him with pice (caused 
h im to eat pice ) . 
He saw the e ta!' . 
I made him e e e  the e ta!' . 
He came to know my e e c!'e t .  
I made my e ec!'e t  known to him . 
In Example 1 4 , wa l t a i s  a dat i ve form in doub le function . It i s  both a 
site  with respect t o  the causat ive construction and an actor with re spect 
to t he verb , n a l a  ' eat ' .  
The choice of case forms within the actor comp lex may be summarised 
as in Figure 2 .  
Role 
Nominative 
Ergative 
Agent 
Genitive 
Dative 
<Ergative 
Patient 
Dative 
Instrument� Ergative 
C o ndition� o n  the choice 0 6  ca� e 
In intrans itive and semi transi­
tive clause types . 
In transitive and bitransi tive 
clause types . 
In choice-experiencer derivat­
ives . 
In certain embeddings . 
In transitive ( stative) clause 
types .  
I n  certain embedding s .  
F i gure 2 .  PAIRINGS OF ROLES AND CASES WITHIN THE NEWARI ACTOR 
COMPLEX 
3 .  Consider now the site  complex . The site complex consi s t s  of 
cons t ituent s which in other languages have been called indirect obj e c t s  
and inner locat ives . 6 We cons ider here only those sites  which are 
marked by the six primary morphological cases listed above . Though many 
other forms occur , the maj or kinds of site are represented by the 
primary morphological case s . 
Within the site complex we distinguish three kinds of roles . There 
are s ources to whi ch we assign the role , 6 0�m e� .  There are goals t o  
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which we ass ign the role , lazz e� .  There are locations or limi t s  o f  ex­
tent to whi ch we assign the role , �ang e .  Each o f  these roles i s  real­
i sed in terms of two morphological case s ,  one for sent i ent beings and 
the other for insentient b e ings . The site  comp lex differs from the 
actor complex in that the choice of case forms i s  d ictated mostly in 
terms of c lause funct ion and only t o  a l imited extent in terms of con­
struct ional constraint s whi ch stem from a choice of c lause types . 
Sentient latters ( goal s )  appear in the dat ive case in Newari . 
( 1 7) waa  � s a p h u u  b 1 1  a He gave a book to me . 
( 1 8 )  w a a  � c l t h i  cwa l a  He wro te a letter to me . 
( 1 9 )  wa i t a J wa r wa l a  He got a high fever (a high fever 
oame to him) . - --
Senti ent ranges ( limit of ext ent , effect ) likewis e  appear in the dative . 
( 2 0 )  j i t a a  l a a gaa The wqter is  s uffioient for �. 
( 2 1) wa i t a J ya d u  There i s  work for him . 
( 2 2 )  wa l t a t hwa s a p h u u  J y u u  The book is  suitab l e  for him . 
( 2 3) wa l t a t hwa s a p h u u  j h ya t u  The book is heavy for him . 
Sent·ient latters ( goals ) and ranges ( l1mi t of extent , effect ) appear in 
the genit ive case when they doub le as experiencers or possessors , but 
only in c lause types which lack actors . 
( 2 4  ) waya l a a gaa He has enough water . 
( 2 5 )  waya j ya d u  He has wor k .  
( 2 6 )  waya t hwa s a p h u u  J y u u  h \l  He says the book is  sui tab le . 
( 2 7) waya t hwa s a p h u u  j h y a t u  He says the book is  heavy . 
h \l  
( 2 8 ) waya jwa r wa l a  He suffered an attaok of fever . 
With certain verbs there are sent i ent ranges ( limit of effect ) whi ch 
appear in the genit ive ( and not in the dative ) due t o  their inherent 
experiencer or pos s e s sor relat ionship with the verb . 
( 2 9 )  M i ra � j ya t haku h \l 
( 3 0 )  M i ra � tyan h u l a  
( 3 1 )  waya kae c hamha  d u  
Mira says the work is  diffi ou l t . 
Mira beoame tired . 
He has a son . 
Ranges which are sentient locations and formers which are senti ent 
sources are both marked by the comitative case . 
( 3 2 )  wH � s a p h u u  nyata  He bought a book from �. 
( 3 3 )  wH � t hwa kh\l  n e n a  He asked me about this matter . 
( 3 4 )  wH � d heba p hwana  He begged money from �. 
( 3 5 )  wH � d heba ka l a He took money from me . 
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( 36 )  j i ke s a p h u u  d u  £ possess some books . 
( 3 7 )  W�y  j i ke d h e ba k h a n a  H e  saw money in � pos s e s s ion . 
Formers which are insent ient s ources are marked by ergative case forms . 
( 3 8 )  wH d hampu l a a t h  I I  a 
( 3 9 )  wH j i t aa � p l t l n a 
( 4 0 )  wa 5 i mH' kwa beata  
( 4 1 )  waya m i k hH khwa b i wa l a  
He 
He 
He 
got water 
chas ed me 
[rom the jar . 
out � the hous e .  
jumped down [rom the tre e .  -- ---
Tears came [rom his eyes . 
Ranges which are insent ient locations and latters which are insentient 
goals are both marked by t he locat ive case form . 
( 4 2 )  waya m i k hae p i ca a  wa l a  
( 4 3 )  Wyy  j i t a a  I haata e  da l a 
( 4 4 )  W�y  d a raJae  s a p h u u  t a l a  
( 4 5 )  ke b ae  kh l ca c hamha  d u  
A s ecre tion came into his  �. 
He s truck me on the �. 
He put the book on the s h e Z[. 
There is a dog in the garden .  
With certain verb s , ranges whi ch are insentient locat ions and latters 
whi ch are insentient goal s  are expres sed by the locat ive when physical 
locat i on i s  t o  be made prominent and by the nominative where the act ion 
as a whole i s  more prominent than the physical location involved . 
( 4 6 )  wa � wana  
wa � wa na  
H e  w e n t  home ( Zocativ e ) . 
He went home (nominativ e ) . 
Benefactives whi ch appear as sent ient goal sites with the benefact ive 
auxiliary , b l l a ,  are marked by the dative case form . 
( 4 7 )  Wyy  j i t a a  p a e n y y  b i ya 
b i I a .  
He did me the s ervice o[ financing 
my wedding . 
The choice of case forms within the site  comp lex i s  summari sed in 
Figure 3 .  An alternative representation in matrix form in which t he 
columns are headed by role names and the rows by the features , sentient 
effect , sentient location , and insent ient location is given in 
Figure 4 .  
4 .  Cons ider finally the undergoer comp lex . The undergoer complex 
cons i s t s  of constituents which have been grouped t ogether in other 
languages under the heading of direct obj ect . The undergoer c omplex 
inc ludes nominative patients whi ch are physi cally affected such as the 
following : 
( 4 8 )  Wyy  j l k e maca ka l a  
( 4 9 )  Wyy' j l t a a  s aph uu  b l l a  
( S O )  wu J i g u j h l r ka dH p u l a  
He took the ch i Z d  [rom me . 
He gave me the boo k .  
H e  paid m e  � ten rupees . 
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Role 
Dative 
Genitive 
Latter 
Locative 
Nominative 
Dative 
Genitive 
RangeE-----+ Comi ta ti ve 
Locative 
Nominative 
< comitative 
Former 
Ergative 
Benefactive---+ Dative 
C o nd���on� o n  �he cho�ce 0 6  ca� e 
Sentient goal s ites . 
Sentient goal s ites which are a l so 
experiencers or possessor s . 
Insentient goal site s .  
Insentient goal s ites with certain 
verb s ,  location not in focus . 
Sentient or insentient l imit of 
extent , effect . 7 
Sentient l imits of extent , effect 
which are also experiencers or 
possessors . 
Sentient location . 
Insentient location . 
Insentient location with certain 
verb s ,  location not in focus . 
Sentient sources . 
Insentient sources . 
Sentient goal s  with benefactive 
auxiliary . 
F i gure 3 .  PAIRINGS OF ROLES AND CASES WITH I N  THE NEWARI 
S ITE COMPLEX 
Latter I Range Former 
Sentient effect Genitive 
Sentient location Dative I Comitative 
Insentient location Locative / Nominative Ergative 
F igure 4 .  MATRIX REPRESENTATION OF THE RELAT ION BETWEEN CASE AND 
ROLE WITHIN THE NEWARI S I TE COMPLEX 
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( 5 1 )  w�� j i t a a  � t hu l a  She �oo ked me some ri�e . 
( 5 2 )  wH j l t a a  c i t h i  cwa l a  He wrote me a Z e t te r .  
The undergoer complex a l s o  includes pat ient s which are abnorlnal , and 
which thus cannot be physically affected , but rather are brought into 
force , or into exi s t ence in some sens e ,  and are therefore ab strac t ly or 
metaphorically affected . 
( 5 3) w��  j l t a a  � t a l a  He imposed � fine on me . 
( 5 4 ) w��  j i t a a  c h a g u u  � kana  He to Zd me something. 
The undergoer comp lex also inc ludes ranges whi ch contrast with the 
ranges of the s ite complex in not being locational and whi ch contrast 
with the patient s of the undergoer comp lex in that they are neither 
physical ly nor metaphorically affected . 
( 5 5 )  w��  j i ke d heba k h a n a  
( 5 6 )  w��  bakh�� nena  
H e  saw some money in my possession.  
He  Zis tened to the s tory. 
There is a contrast in surface form between patient and range of the 
undergoer comp lex whi ch relates t o  personal pronouns . In the abs ence 
of dative sites , personal pronouns which are pati ent s of transitive set 
c lauses  can occur only in the dative . 
( 5 7) wH � da l a  He b ea t  me . 
( 5 8 )  wH j i t a a  bwa a b I I  a He s�oZded me . 
( 5 9 )  wH � heeka l a  He de�eived me / humoured me . 
( 6 0  ) wH � t hwa na  He �heated me . 
( 6 1 )  wH � s e n a  He ins tru�ted me . 
Personal pronouns which are range s can oc cur in e ither the dati ve or 
the nominative . The use of the dat ive serves t o  bring the pronoun into 
focal prominence within the c lause . 
( 6 2 )  wH j i t a a  l umanka l a  He 
( 6 3 )  wH l..!.. l uma nka l a  He 
( 6 4  ) wH � I wa am a n ka l a  He 
( 6 5 )  wH l..!.. I wa amanka l a  He 
( 66 )  wH j i t a a  k h a n a  He 
( 6 7 )  wH l..!.. k h a n a  He 
The nominative form i s  nonfoca1 . 
remembered me (fo�a Z ) . 
remembered me (n"nfo�a Z ) . 
forgo t 
forgo t 
saw me 
�aught 
me (fo�a Z ) . 
me (nonfo�aZ ) . 
(fo�a Z ) . 
sight 5?.l. me (nonfooa Z ) . 
The choice of case forms for patient s within the undergoer comp lex 
which are not personal pronouns may be des cribed as follows . If t here 
is no dativ& site , if the undergoer is sent ient and focal , and if i t  
oc curs in a c lause type of t h e  transit ive o r  stative set , then the 
undergoer is dati ve . Otherwise it i s  nominative . 
For a patient to occur in the dati ve case it must be sent i ent , focal , 
and an undergoer of a bitransi t ive , transitive , or stat ive c lause type 
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which has no dative goal-site . In the fol lowing c lauses , the choi ce of 
the dative or t he nominative form for the patient depends upon the 
degree t o  which the subj ugation of a pati ent t o  an action or state i s  
prominent o r  focal . 
( 6 8 )  w��  s a l a  g a l a  
( 6 9 )  w�� s a l a  yata  g a l a  
( 7 0 )  kha k h ya !  
( 7 1)  k h a  yata khya ! 
He rode the horse (neutra Z focus 
upon the act as a who Ze ) . 
He rode the horse (subj e cted h im to 
be ing ridden, pa tient re Zation is 
foc a Z )  . 
Scare the hens away (fo cus is upon 
the act as a who Z e  or perhaps even 
upon some grain that the hens are 
not to eat) ! 
Scare the hens away (patient re Za­
Hon is  foca Z ) ! 
Patients which occur in receptive , b irecept ive , attributive , or bi­
attribut ive c lause types can be nominat ive but not dati ve . 
( 7 2 )  wa s l t a He died.  
( 7 3) waya maca b u l a  She de Z ivered a c h i Z d .  - ---
(Example 73 is ambiguous . It could also be glossed , 'His (or her) chi Zd was born. ' }  
Pati ent s whi ch are insent ient can b e  nominat ive but not dat ive . It i s  
not possible t o  make the patient relat ion of insent ient undergoers 
prominent by use of the dat ive . 
He beat the mattres s .  
Insentient obj ects  appear i n  the dative only within the range role of 
the site comp lex ( limit of extent , effect ) .  
( 7 5 )  t h u k i yata  j ! j  d he ba 
b l  i d h u n a 
( 7 6 )  t h u k i yata  c h u  yae t e na? 
I have a Zready paid money for this . 
What are you go ing to do about this 
mat ter ? 
With certain verbs a certain amount of prominence can be gained by 
sub s t itut ing a locative range of . the site complex for a nominative 
insenti ent pati ent of the undergoer comp lex . 
( 7 7 )  w��  l asae da l a  He beat upon the mattress . 
The choi ce of case forms within t he undergoer comp lex i s  summarised 
in Figure 5 .  
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R o l e  C a4 e 
Dative 
Patient 
Nominative 
Range 
< Dat,ve 
Nominative 
Co nd���o n4 on �he cho�c e 0 6  ca4 e 
( any 4�ng l e- num b e4ed 4 e� 0 6  con­
d���on4 4 u 6 6�ce4 �o allow a 
mapp�ng ) 
1 .  No dative s ite l BT , T ,  or S 
clause l personal pronoun . 
2 .  No dative site l BT , T ,  or S 
clause l sentient noun l patient 
relation is focal . 
1 .  Dative site . 
2 .  BR , R, BA, or A clause type . 
3 .  Patient relation is nonfocal 
for a sentient noun . 
4 .  Insentient noun . 
1 .  No dative sitel BT , T ,  or S 
clause l personal pronoun or 
sentient nounl range relation 
is focal . 
1 .  Dative s ite . 
2 .  BR, R ,  BA, or A clause type . 
3 .  Range relation is nonfocal .  
4 .  Insentient noun . 
F i gure S .  PAIRINGS OF ROLES AND CASES WITHIN THE NEWARI 
UNDERGOER COMPLEX 
In Figure 6 we summarise the relationships of semanti c  role to sur­
face case in Newar i . Figure 6 has the names of the various case s as the 
headings of i t s  columns , the names of the semant ic roles as the headings 
of its rows , and an indicat ion of the sememi c complex and function in 
the cells . Empty cells represent pairings whi ch have not been found 
and which presumab ly do not belong to the system . The relevance of the 
three functional complexes ,  actor , undergoer , and site , should not be 
difficult t o  see , given the rather comp lex mapping relations between 
role and case in Newari that are pictured here . 
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Comi-
Nomina:ti.ve El[.ga..ti.ve Ge.rU:Uve Va..ti.ve .ta.t.(.ve Lo c..a.ti.v e 
Agent Actor Actor Actor- Actor-
ST , I BT, T Experiencer embedded 
( 1 ,  2 )  ( 3 ,  4)  T-Set (11 ,  Site (14) 
12 , 13) 
Iru.Vtu.- Actor 
ment peripheral 
( 5 , 6 ,  7 )  
Pa..ti.ent Undergoer Statant Patient-
non-focal S embedded 
(48-54) (8-10) Site ( 15 ,  16) 
Undergoer 
focal (57-61) 
FOlUneJL Site Site 
insentient sentient 
Source Source 
(38-41) ( 32-35) 
Range Site Site- Site Goal Site Site 
non-focal Experiencer unaffected/ sentient insentient 
Location (46) (24-27 , limit (20-23 )  Location Location 
undergoer 
29-31) 
Undergoer 
(36 , 37 ) (45 , 46,  77)  
non-focal unaffected 
(55 , 56 , 63 ,  (62 , 64 , 66 , 
65,  67 , 68 , 69 , 7 1 ,  75 , 
70) 76) 
La..tteJL Site Goal Site- Site Goal Site Goal 
insentient/ Experiencer sentient insentient 
non-focal (28) (17 , 18 , 19) focal 
(74) (42-44) 
Bene6c:td.ive Site Goal 
benefactive 
auxiliary 
(47) 
F i gure 6 .  PAI RINGS OF SEMANT IC ROLE WITH MORPHOLOG I CAL CASE W I TH­
IN THE CLAUSE IN  NEWARI . 
Numbers  in the c e l l s  refer t o  examp l e s  g i ven in the 
text above . 
A. �E & T . �MIDWffi 
NOTES 
This is a revised version of an article published in N ep�l 
Szudie� in Ling ui�zic� I ,  pages 3 9 - 5 4 , published by the 
Summer Institute of Linguistics , Institute of Nepal and 
Asian Studie s , Kirtipur , 19 7 3 .  
1 .  Newari is  a Tibeto- Burman language spoken by approximately 4 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 
over half of whom live in Kathmandu Valley . The theoretical framework 
of this paper incorporates both the deep structure roles of Grimes 19 7 5  
and the role complexes of Hale 19 7 3 .  The transcription scheme for 
Newari consonants here employed uses the stops , p ,  p h ,  b ,  b h ,  t ,  t h ,  d ,  
d h ,  k ,  kh , g ,  g h ;  the affricates , c ,  c h ,  j ,  j h ;  the nasal s ,  m , mh , n ,  
n h ,  n [ Q ] ; the liquids , 1 ,  l h ,  r ,  r h ;  the fricatives , s ,  h ;  and the 
glides w, and y .  The vocalic nuclei o f  Newari include the short vowels , 
I ,  e ,  a ,  a ,  and u ;  the long vowels , I I ,  e e , aa , a a , and u u ; the complex 
nuclei a e  [ E ]  and ae [ � ] ; and the diphthongs ,  a i , au , a i , a u ,  and u l . 
For each of the oral nuclei listed here there is a corre sponding nasal 
nucleus . Nasality is indicated by a subscript hook : i ,  T '  etc . 
We wish to thank Mr David Watters , Professor Kenneth L .  Pike , and 
Dr Joseph E .  Grimes for stimulating discussions on grammar in general 
and Mrs U .  Kolver for discussions of Newari in particular that have 
proved helpful and enlightening . The stimulation we enj oyed from Pike 
came in a workshop conducted pursuant to contract No . OEC- 0 - 9 - 0 9 7 7 2 1-
2 7 7 S ( 014 ) with the Institute of International Studies , U . S .  Department 
of Health , Education and Welfare . Our contact with Grimes was made 
pos s ible by NSF grant GS- 3 1 S 0A 1 .  We wish to express our deep apprecia­
tion to both of these agencies . None of those who have helped us is to 
be blamed for any defects of presentation or fact that may be found 
herein . It is quite unlikely that any of them would have put things 
together quite the way that we have . 
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2 .  The case marker constitutes the last element o f  the noun phrase in 
Newari . It may fol low the noun directly as in s a p h u u  'book ' ,  s a p h u l l l  
' in the book ' ,  s a p h u 1 i i  ' from the book ' .  If a quantifier follows the 
noun , the case marker will follow the quantifier as in s a p h u u  c h a - g u u  
' one  book ' s a p h u u  c h a - g u  1 i i ' i n  one boo k ' s a p h u u  c h a - g u  1 i I ' from one 
book ' .  The case marker will attach to a pronoun , a determiner , or even 
an adj ective provided only that the element in question occurs at the 
end of the noun phrase . For this reason we refer to case as a morpho­
logical form of a noun phrase rather than as the morphological form 
of a noun or pronoun . The case labels ,  nominative , ergative , dative , 
comitative , locative , and genitive used in this paper correspond re­
spectively to the terms , unmarked , agent-marked , goal-marked , 
associative , locative , and genitive used in Hale 1 9 7 3 .  
3 .  There are two pos s ible agreement patterns , a conj unct pattern in 
which the actor is inflectionally ident ified in the verb as the speaker 
in indicative sentences : 
j I a na wa na I went there . 
or as the hearer in the interrogative : 
c ha g a n a  wa na Where did you a!!...? 
and a disj unct pattern in which the actor is viewed as distinct from the 
speaker in indicative s entences :  
wa a na wa na  H e  went there . 
wa g a n a  wa n a ?  Where did h e  a!!...? 
Where the actor is not viewed as identical with either the first person 
of the indicative or with the second person of the interrogative , only 
the disj unct inflection can occur in the finite verb of a s imple c lause . 
With first person actors in the indicat ive , however , e ither a conj unct 
or a disj unct form can occur depending upon whether the speaker wishes 
to identify himself as the conscious actor as he would in 
j I a n a  wa na  I went there . 
or as an unconscious or involuntary qctor viewed by the speaker t emporar­
ily as having the status of a third person as in 
j i  a n a  � I went there ( inadverte n t Zy or a8 a 
third per8on ) . 
In questions , this kind of shift in agreement pattern is used to mark a 
rhetorical question . 
j l  a n a  w a na l a? Ma w a na r a e !  Did I a!!... there ? Certa inZy no t !  
I t  should also b e  mentioned that there are impersonal verbs which can 
occur only in the disj unct form as the finite verb of a s imple claus e . 
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4 .  The names for the various claus e types are taken from Hale 1 9 7 3 . 
In that work , c lause types are defined in terms of the predicate cate­
gories , state and event , and in terms of the role complexes , actor , 
undergoer , and s ite . Bitransitive ( BT )  clauses have actors , undergoers , 
and s ites and are events . Transitive clauses ( T )  have actors and under­
goers and are events . Semitransit ive ( ST )  clauses have actors and 
s ites and are events . Intransit ive ( I )  clauses have actors and are 
events . These four clause types constitute the tAan�itiv e � et ( T-set)  
of c lause types . Parallel to this are three other sets of clause type s , 
the �eeepti v e  � et ( R-set)  consisting of the types , bireceptive ( BR)  
( undergoer , s ite , event ) ,  receptive ( R) ( undergoer , event ) , semirecept­
ive ( SR)  ( s ite , event ) ,  and eventive ( E )  ( event ) ; the � tativ e � et 
( S- s e t )  cons isting of the types , bistative ( BS )  ( statant , undergoer , 
s it e , state ) ,  stat ive ( S )  ( statant , undergoer , state ) ,  semistat ive ( SS )  
( statant , site , state ) ;  and descriptive ( D )  ( statant , state ) ;  and the 
att�ibutiv e � et ( A- set)  cons isting of the types , biattributive ( BA )  
( undergoer , site , state ) ,  attributive ( A )  ( undergoer , state ) ,  semi­
attributive ( SA )  ( site , state ) ,  and circumstantial ( state ) . 
5 .  The instrumental role is somewhat marginal in Newari . I t  is 
certainly by no means the case that instruments can be used naturally 
wherever an agent can occur . There seem to be relatively few in­
stances in which an instrument surfaces as an ergative noun phrase 
within an independent clause .  We do have examples such as those given 
here but the more general pattern for the expression of the instru­
mental is that of the conj unctive clause . 
w� �  bepaar  yanaa d heba muna  He accumu �ated money � doing 
bU8 ine8 8 .  
J ha n g a a  � s a n kaa bwa l a  The b ird f�ew � moving its  wing8 . 
6 .  The terms , indirect obj ect and inner locative , are here viewed as 
names of grammat ical functions in contrast to the term , site , which is 
viewed as the name of a s ememic function . Similarly , the terms , 
subj ect and obj ect , are grammatical functions in contrast to the terms , 
actor and undergoer , which are s ememic functions . Languages differ ac­
cording to whether grammatical function or sememic function is more 
accessible to beginning analysis . In Newari , s ememic function is much 
eas ier to work with than grammatical function at early stages of the 
analysis . 
7 .  For an illustration of an ins entient range ( limit of extent , effect ) 
which is dative , see Examples 7 5  and 7 6  below . 
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PERSON MARKERS : 
FINITE CONJUNCT AND DISJUNCT VERB FORMS IN NEWARI
1 
AUST I N  HALE 
1 .  T H E  P R O B L E M  
Anyone who att empts  t o  learn Newari s oon becomes aware that i n  
certain declarative clauses there i s  one form o f  the verb ( the conj unct 
form) t hat normally occurs with first person actors and that there i s  
another form of t he verb ( the disjunct form ) that normally occurs with 
non-first person actors . 2 Thus , with the verb , w a n e  ' to go ' ,  we get 
the following forms in t he past tense : 
1 .  J i  a n a  wana . I went there ( aonjunat) . 
2 .  C h a  a n a  wa n a . You went there ( di8junat) . 
3 .  Wa a n a  wa n a . He went there ( di8junat) . 
One might be tempt ed s imply t o  cons ider wana  to b e  the first person 
form except for the fact that in que st ions this i s  the normal second 
person form , 
4 .  C h a  a n a  wana l a7 Did you go there ( aonjunat) ? 
and for the fact t hat the conj unct form can be a normal third person 
form in c ertain embeddings , as , 
5 .  w��  wa a n a  wana d h a kaa 
d ha l a .  
for example , in Sentence 5 :  
He 8aid that he  went there ( him-
8 e z,f} . 3 
In this context the disj unct form also occurs but with a d ifferent 
meaning : 
6 .  W��  wa a n a  wa n a  d h a kaa 
d ha l  a .  
He 8aid that he (8omeone e Z,8e)  went 
there . 
Sent ence 6 could in fact b e  an example of direct quotation where 
Sent ence 5 could only be an indirect quotat i on . 4 As a direct quota­
t ion Sentence 5 would have to be recast as follows : 
7 .  Waa  " J I a n a  w a na , "  d h a kaa  
d ha l  a .  
He 8 aid. "I went there . " 
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To complicat e  matters s t i l l  further , one soon discovers that there are 
impersonal verb s which have no finite conj unc t  forms at all . 5 
8 .  J i i wa k h�  s l l a .  I came to know that fac t  ( disjunc t ) . 
C h � �  wa k h �  s l l a .  
WH wa k h �  s I I  a .  
9 .  J l i wa s a a  ta l a .  
C h � �  wa s a a  ta l a .  
You came to know that fac t  (disjunct ) .  
He came to know that fac t  (disjunc t ) . 
I heapd that noi s e  (disjunct) . 
You heapd that noise (disjunct) . 
W��  wa s a a  ta l a .  He heapd that noi s e  (disjunct ) .  
The problem to which this paper i s  addres sed , then , i s  t hat of determin­
ing what it i s  t hat controls t he use of finite conj unct and disjunct 
forms of the verb . 
2 .  C O N J U N C T , D I S J U NC T ,  A N D  T H E  T R U E  I N ST I GATOR  
The prob lem regarding impersonal verb s point s up a very central fact 
about the conj unct-disj unct pattern in Newar i . Finite conj unct forms 
are appropriate only where the actor of the c lause i s  p ortrayed as a 
true instigator, one respons ible for an int ent ional act . Even with 
pers onal verb s d i s j unct forms replace conj unct forms where the actor 
is not portrayed as true inst igator . Thus t he c erb pa l a  in Example 10 
i s  conj unc t , 
1 0 . J i ! l a  p a l a .  I cut the meat ( intentiona Z Zy ) . 
whereas in Example 11 pa l a  i s  d i s j unct : 
11 . J i i  l a  p a l a  - c h a  k h a na I cut the meat (quite by accident) 
makh u  l a? y ou saw me didn ' t  you?  
The same distinction i s  made in questi ons . As shown in Example 4 a 
conj unct form will normally accompany a second person quest ion which 
has a personal verb . Thus Sent ence 12 has a conjunct verb as one would 
normal ly expect : 
12 . C h a  d a na l a? Did you get  up (vo Zuntapi Zy ) ?  
Thakurlal Manandhar has pointed out , however , that where the action i s  
port rayed a s  invo luntary and the actor for thi s reason does not figure 
as a true inst igator , the disjunct form will occur , as it does in 
Example 13 : 
13 . C h a  d a n a  l a? Did you g e t  up (invo Zuntapi Z y ) ? 
The reason that impersonal verb s have no finite conj unct forms i s  thus 
qui t e  c lear . They have no actors that qualify as true inst igators . 
So , while taye ' to heap ' i s  impersonal and has no finite conj unct form , 
n e ne ' to Zis ten ' does have a fini te conjunct form s ince it also can 
have a true inst igat or . Similarly , d u ne  ' to co Z Zaps e ' is impers onal 
but t h u n e  ' to paz e to the gpound ' is personal . Signifi cantly , those 
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verb s whi ch lack personal conj unct forms also lack normal imperatives . 
The few impersonal verb s , such as s l ye  ' to die ' that do oc cas ionally 
occur in the imperative have rather special semant ic interpretations 
in this usage . 6 They are not thought of as commands in the ordinary 
sense . 
3 .  Q U OT E S , Q U O T E  F RA M E S ,  A N D  C O - R E F E R E N T I A L  A C T O R S7 
Consider again the following sentenc e s : 
1 .  J I  a n a  wana . I went there . 
5 .  w��  wa a n a  w a na d h a kaa " d ha l a .  He said that he went there (him­
se �f) . 
7 .  w��  " J I a n a  wana" d h a kaa d ha l a .  He said "I went there . " 
Let us refer to the underlined c lauses in Sentences 5 and 7 as q UOZ�4 
and t o  the non-underlined portions as q u o z �  6 �am�4 . In 5 the actor of 
the quot e  frame , w�� 'he (agentive form) ' refers to the same individual 
as the actor of t he quote ,  wa ' he ' .  In Example 7 the act ors w�� ' he ' 
and j i  ' I ' both refer t o  the same person . In both 5 and 7 the verb of 
the quote ,  wana  ' went ' ,  i s  conj unct in form . This correlation sugges t s  
that t h e  u s e  o f  conj unct forms is not related t o  t h e  person o f  t he 
actor as such but i s  re lat ed rather t o  co-reference of actors . If the 
actor of the quote refers t o  the same individual as the actor of the 
quote frame , then the verb of the quote i s  conj unct in form . 
Can this observation b e  extended t o  account for the c onj unct forms 
in unembedded c lauses such as Sent ence l? If we follow Saddock , 1 9 7 4 , 
in positing an abstract performati ve for all such sent enc e s  then t here 
appears to be quite a natural extensi on of t hi s  ob servation which 
account s for the conj unct form of wani 'went ' in Sentence 1 as we ll as  
for the di s j unct form of d hi l a  ' said ' in Sentences 5 and 7 .  From this 
general point of view we can look at Sentence 1 as a qubt e  within a 
quot e frame where t he quot e  frame i s  a verbalisation of the speech act . 
For a declarat ive sentence such as Example 1 the quote frame could be 
supplied as follows : 
la o [ J  i I c h  i t a ]  " J  i a n a  wa na" 
[ d h ayi] . 
[ I say to you ] "I went there . " 
An imp l i c it quote frame of this sort const itut e s  an abs tract perform­
ative in Saddock ' s  view . Once such a quote frame is supplied it i s  
easy t o  s e e  how the account of conj unct and disjunct forms that has 
been suggested above for the verb s of emb edded quot es can be naturally 
extended t o  ac count for unembedded c lauses as well . Sentence 1 has the 
conjunct form , wa na ' went ' ,  because its actor , J I  ' I ' , refers t o  the 
actor of the implicit  quote frame . Sent ences 5 and 7 have the disjunct 
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form, d ha l a ' said ' ,  because in each case the actor , w�� ' he ' ,  does not 
refer to the same individual as the actor of the implicit  quote frame , 
name ly the speaker . This also exp lains why the conj unct form i s  as­
sociated with first person actors in independent declarative c lauses . 
Direct quotes involve the same pattern of verb forms as unembedded 
c lauses . Where the quote has a first person actor it also has a con­
j unct main verb regardless of the form of the quote frame subj ect . 
14 . J i i  " J l a n a  wa na" d h a k a a  I said "I went there . "  
d h aya . 
15 . C hH " J i a n a  wa na" d h a kaa You said "I went there . " 
d ha l a .  
16 . WH " J i a n a  wa na" d h a k a a  H e  said "I went there . "  
d ha l a .  
17 . J i i  " C h a a n a  wa n a "  d h a kaa I s aid "You went there . " 
d h aya . 
18 . C hH " C h a  a n a  wana"  d h a kaa You said "You went there . " 
d ha l a .  
19 . WH " C h a  a n a  wana"  d h a kaa He said "You went there . " 
d ha l a .  
2 0 . J i I "Wa a n a  wana"  d ha kaa I said "He went there . "  
d h aya . 
2 l .  C h {l {l  I OWa a n a  wana"  d h a kaa You s aid "He went there . "  
d ha l a .  
2 2 . WH I OWa  a n a  wana"  d h a kaa He said "He went there . " 
d ha l a .  
In Sentences 14 through 22 the conj unc t  forms are underlined . For every 
conj unct form there is a first person actor . In 14 , 15 , and 16 the 
actor of the quote refers t o  the same individual as the actor of the 
quote frame . In 14 , 17 , and 2 0  the actor of the quote frame refers t o  
t h e  same individual a s  the actor of the implicit  quote frame , name ly 
the speaker.  
4 .  Q U E S T I ON S  A N D  T H E  C O - R E F E R E N C E  R U L E  
Consider now Examples 2 and 4 .  
2 .  C ha a n a  wa n a . You went there (disjunct) . 
4 .  C h a  a n a  wa na l a? Did you go there ( conjunct) ? 
To thi s poiQt we have seen t hat the disjunct form in Example 2 can be 
explained on the basis of the fact that even though cha 'you ' is 
p ortrayed as true inst igator it does not refer t o  the same individual 
as the actor of the implicit  quote frame , namely the speaker . What 
explanat ion , then , can be offered for the faot that the verb in 
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Example 4 is  conj unc t ?  Two possible lines of explanation can be given 
whi ch are very nearly equivalent . One i s  that in true questions the 
conj unct-disj unct patt ern is det ermined by the form ant i c ipated in the 
answer . Thus , Example 4 ant i c ipates some reduced form of Example 1 as 
an answer . 
1 .  J I  a n a  wan a .  I went there ( aonjuna t ) . 
Simi larl y ,  Examples 12 and 13 also have verb forms which differ in their 
expected responses , 12 expect ing 12a :  
12a . J I  d a na .  I g o t  u p  (vo luntari l y ) . 
and 1 3  expecting 13a : 
1 3 a .  J i  d a n a . I go t up (invo luntari l y ) . 
Another way of accounting for these examples i s  t o  say that the conj unct 
form is required in true quest ions whenever the actor-instigator of the 
verb refers t o  the same individual as the g o al of i t s  quote frame , 
whether stated or implicit . The norm i s  i l lustrat ed by the following 
paradigm . 
2 3 . W{I{I  J l t a a  " C h a a n a  w a n a  
l a? "  d h a kaa d ha l a .  
2 4 .  W{I{I  c h a n t a  " C h a  a n a  wana 
l a? "  d h a kaa d ha l a .  
2 5 . W{I?  wa i t a " C h a  a n a  wana  
l a? "  d h a kaa dha l a .  
2 6 . W{I{I  j l t a a  I O W a  a n a  wa n a  
l a?"  d h a kaa d ha l a .  
2 7 . W{I \I  c h a n t a  I O Wa a n a  w a n a  
l a? "  d h a kaa d ha l a .  
28 . W\I{I  wa l t a I O Wa a n a  wana  
l a? "  d"h a kaa d ha l a .  
He asked me "Did you go there ? "  
He asked you "Di d  you go there ? "  
He asked him "Di d  you g o  there ? "  
He asked me "Di d  he go there ? "  
He as ked you "Did he go there ? "  
He asked h im "Did h e  go there ? "  
The conj unct forms in 2 3-28 are underlined . 
One might say ,  then , that in statements the inst igative or perform­
at ive focus is upon the speaker but that in true questions t he focus i s  
upon t he hearer . Alternatively one might say that the conj unct­
disjunct form of a true question anti cipates  t hat of its answer . 
5 .  T R U E  Q U E S T I O N S . R H E T O R I CAL  Q U E ST I ON S . A N D  T H E  F I RS T  P E RS O N  
The paradigm given in Examples 23  through 2 8  contains no  first person 
quest ions , no rhetorical questions , and no que s t i ons that portray the 
action as involuntary . The lack of first person quest ions in this 
paradigm i s  not an overs ight . First person quest ions are tri cky . If a 
question i s  a true request for informat ion , the questioner profe s s e s  
not t o  know t h e  answer . In a first person que s t ion , however , the 
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speaker cannot ask a true question about an action in which he portrays 
himself as a voluntary insti gator . Either he was the voluntary insti­
gator and knows perfec t ly well what he did or else he performed the act 
unwittingly and was not the voluntary inst igat or .  Newari grammar allows 
no other options . It  i s  possible to have a true que st ion such as 2 9-B 
in which t he speaker has forgotten the act in quest ion . 
2 9 . A :  C h � �  n haca I p ! ! I waag u Did you see  them fighting some time 
k h �  l a7 back? 
B:  J i  ugu i l ae ana w a n a  
l a7 
'Did I go there at that time ( I  don ' t  
reca t t ) ? 
A :  C h a  d u  t h � �  cw� � .  It s e ems that you were there . 
But even here the speaker can be an inst igator only from someone else ' s  
point of view . For true first person ques tions , then,  i t  i s  the im­
personal pattern that is followed . There is no personal int errogative 
form for true first person quest ions . The gap in the paradigm is real . 
Of course not all questi ons are true que stions . The que stion in 
3 0-B is a rhetori cal quest ion used as an emphatic denial . 
3 0 . A :  C h a  n � �  a n a  wana . You went there too . 
B :  J i  a n a  wana l a7 Did I go there ? (I mos t certai n ty 
did no t ! )  
Sentence 3 1  would be t he second person form of such an emphati c  denial . 
3 1 .  C h a  wa l a  l a 7  Did you come ? (Most  certain ty no t ! )  
Rhetori cal questions are different from true quest ions bot h  in form and 
in interpretat ion . As far as conj unct and disjunct forms of the verb 
are concerned they follow the dec larative pattern . Neither 3 0 -B nor 3 1  
expect an answer . They are not reques t s  for information . The inter­
rogative part i c le ,  la has a strong negative interpretat ion in these 
examples and both of the actors , J I  and c h a  figure as voluntary 
ins t i gators . 
Intere st ingly enough , Example 3 0-B could also be used as a test 
que st ion in a s ituat ion in which the speaker knows t he answer . Test 
questions do expect answers but they are not reque sts  for information . 8 
6 .  S UMMA R Y  O F  T H E  F I N I T E  C O N J U N C T - D I SJ U N C T  PATT E R N S  
There are t hree maj or patterns o f  finite conjunct and disjunct forms : 
an imper sonal pattern , a declarative pattern , and an interrogative pat­
tern . In the dec larative pattern t he conj unc t  form i s  used with finite 
verbs whose actor-instigator refers t o  the same individual as t he actor 
of the quote frame ( the speaker ) ,  whether expres sed or implicit . In 
the interrogat ive pattern the conj unct form i s  used where the proposed 
actor-instigator of the verb refers t o  the same individual as t he goal 
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of the quote frame ( the hearer ) .  Otherwi se , disjunct forms are used . 
These patterns are summarised in Figure 1 . The numbers in the cells  
. refer t o  the examples c ited above . 
( Ac.�olr.. it. no� 
( Ac.�o lr.. it. r nt.�iga.�olr.. ) r nt. �iga.�olr.. ) 
Ac.�olr.. it. Declarative Interrogative Impersonal 
c. o - lr.. e 6 elr.. en�ia..e. Pattern Pattern Pattern 
wi�h : 
Quote Frame Conj unct ( 1
4 
Dis j unct ( 8 ,  
Actor ( Speaker ) 5 ,  7 ,  10 , 1 - ( Gap ) 9 ,  11 ,  1 3 a )  
16 , 1 2 a ,  30-B ) 
Quote Frame Disj unct ( 2 ,  Conj unct ( 4 ,  Disj unct ( 8 ,  
Goal ( Hearer ) 17-19 , 3 1 )  12 , 23-2 5 )  9 ,  13 , 2 9-B ) 
Other Disj unct < 3 ,  Disj unct Dis j unct 
6 ,  20-22 ) ( 2 6-28 ) ( 8 ,  9 )  
F igure 1 .  SUMMARY OF F I NITE CONJUNCT - D I SJUNCT PATTERNS IN 
NEWARI VERBS 
NOTES 
1 .  This paper is a revised vers ion of a paper written in 1 9 7 1  and 
circulated in mimeographed form . The analysis of the 1 9 7 1  paper was 
restated and incorporated in Sresthacharya , Maskey , and Hale 19 7 1 ,  
pp . 9 9 - 10 0 .  The writer wishes to expre ss appreciation to Mr Thakurlal 
Manandhar , Mr Punya Ratna Baj racharya , Mr I swaranand Sresthacharya , 
Mr Tej Ratna Kansakar , and Mr Jagan Nath Maskey for their help in 
approaching this problem . 
The transcription used in this paper is a phonemic representation of 
spoken Kathmandu Newari . The transcription distinguishes five short 
vowels : i ,  e ,  a ,  a ,  and u ;  seven long vowe ls : 1 i ,  e e , aa , a a , u u , a e , 
and ae ; and five diphthongs :  a i , au , a i , a u , and u i . The s equences ,  wa 
and waa  could alternatively have been interpreted as  the vowels 0 and 
00 respectively . The nasalisation of vowels is contrastive and is re­
pres ented by a subscript hook ( i , � � , etc . ) .  All oral vowels have 
nasal counterparts .  For a discussion of the phonetic variants of Newari 
vowels see Friedman , Kansakar , Tuladhar , and Hale , forthcoming . For a 
statement of the relat ionship of this transcription to the Devanagari 
repres entation see Hale and Hale 19 7 6 . 
As for consonants ,  the transcription distinguishes four maj or series 
of consonants ,  a voiceless serie s : p ,  t ,  c ,  k ,  5 ;  a voiced series : b ,  
d ,  j ,  g ,  m ,  n ,  n [ � ] ,  I ,  r ,  w ,  y ;  an aspirated series : ph , t h , c h , k h ; 
and a breathy s erie s : b h , d h ,  j h ,  g h , mh , n h , I h ,  r h , and h .  
2 .  Conj unct and dis j unct forms are distinguished both in the past and 
future tenses of the verb . Past disj unct forms end in a ,  past conj unct 
forms in a ,  and future disj unct forms in I .  Future conj unct forms end 
in e except following w and 1 where e becomes I .  Thus the verb wane  
' to go ' has four forms ( past disj unct : wa n a ; past conj unct : wana ; 
future disj unct : wa n i ; and future conj unct : w a n e )  whereas a verb such as 
b l y e ' to give ' in normal speech has but three ( past disj unct : b l l a ;  
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past conj unct : b i ya ;  future dis j unct : b i  I ;  future conj unct : b l l ) .  
For a fuller treatment see Hale 19 71c ; Sresthacharya , Maskey , and Hale 
19 7 1 ,  pp . 7 9 ff . ; Hale 19 7 3 ;  and Sresthacharya 1 9 7 6 .  For a discus sion 
of Newari tenses see Bendix 19 7 4 .  
3 .  d h a kaa i s  invariant and cannot be negated . For this reason it is  
better to view it as  a quotative comp lementiser than as the irregular 
causative absolute form of d haye ' to say ' .  It is optional and may be 
omitted , though in natural speech it is normally pres ent . With other 
verbs of saying its omiss ion is even less natural . Other verbs that 
take the quotative complement include taye ' to hear ' ,  n e n e  ' to ask,  to 
�is ten ' ,  ka ne ' to te � � ' ,  s i ye ' to know ' ,  cwa n e  ' to be under the impres­
s ion that, to s eem that ' ,  g yaye ' to b e  afraid ( thinking) that ' ,  and 
many others . 
w��  in Sentence 5 is the agentive form of wa ' he ,  she,  i t ' .  For a 
fuller account of Newari noun inflection and classification see Ha le 
19 7 1b ;  Hale and Manandhar 1 9 7 3  ( reprinted in this volume , pp . 7 9 - 9 3 )  
and especially the very valuable work of Kolver and Kolver 19 7 5 . 
4 .  Direct quotation in Newari is ent ire ly natural and exhibits the 
full range of forms . Indirect quotation is somewhat less natural . 
Speakers with whom I have checked generally rej ect indirect quotation 
of questions as well as indirect quotations of statements which involve 
first person actors in construction with dis j unct verbs . Thus , a 
sentence such as 
W�� j i  wa J a  d h a kaa d ha J a .  He said that I cam e .  
i s  normally disallowed as an indirect quotation , though i t  would be 
acceptable as a direct quotation , 'He said "I came ( invo �untari �y ) . " ' 
5 .  Impersonal verbs do , of course ,  have non-finite conj unct forms in 
constructions such as the following : 
J i i  wa s a a  taya cwa n a . I was hearing that nois e .  
where taya i s  conj unct in form due to its occurrence with the continu­
ous auxiliary , cwa n e . The auxiliary is the finite form in this example . 
6 .  Impersonal verbs comprise a significant s et of verbs in Newar i .  
O f  the four sets o f  clause types distinguished by Manandhar and Hale 
( MS ) only one set has actors . The verbs of actorle s s  clause types are 
all impersonal . Included here are verbs such as d h u ne ' to be finished ' ,  
ch i n e ' to b e  comfortab � e ' ,  ba J J ay e  ' to b e  s trong, durab � e ' ,  d u n e  ' to 
co � �aps e ' ,  b u y e  ' to be we � �  cooked ' ,  and say e ' to tas te good ' .  
7 .  In the 1 9 7 1  vers ion of this paper the term ,  sentential matrix , is 
used in place of the term quote frame . The term ,  sentential matrix , is  
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also to be found in Schottelndreyer , ' Person Markers in Sherpa ' ,  in the 
same sense as the term , quote frame , in this paper . Schotte lndreyer ' s  
paper is to be found in this volume , pp . 1 2 5 - 3 0 . 
8 .  Such questions , which test the hearer ' s  knowledge ,  may pose 
problems parallel to those mentioned above for true questions with first 
person actors . When one is asked whether or not he did something and 
is cast as the instigator of the act , he is then presumed to know the 
answer . If both the speaker and the hearer know the answer and if the 
speaker p4 e4um e4 that the hearer knows the answer , it is pointless even 
to ask a test question . Test questions thus appear to have a second 
person gap parallel to the first person gap which exists for true 
questions . 
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I .  T H E  P R O B L E M  
GLIDES IN SHERPA 
BURKHARD SCHOTTELNDREYER 
The low front and back vowels in Sherpa have been a prob lem in the 
phonemic interpretat ion . 
Kent Gordon in ' Sherpa Phonemic Summary ' 1969 , introduced six vowe ls 
I i , e ,  a ,  n ,  0 ,  u /  and the co-vowel s  /y/ and /w/ . In comb ining /y/ and 
/w/ with the two central vowe ls /a/ and /n/ , whi ch he labelled a s s imil-
ating , the vowel s  were grouped as follows : 
I y a l  [ al ' ] [ al ]  [ e ' ] [ e? ] 
I ynl [ e J  [ e > ] 
Iwa l  [ '0 '  ] [ o? ]  [ ::> .  ] 
Iwnl [ '0 ] 
This solution , however , created s ome prob lems in that palatali sation 
of the ini t i al consonant and the co-vowel I y l  pre ceding la l and Inl in 
s ome instances were not eas i ly readable .
1 
In order t o  overcome this prob lem an e ight vowe l system was intro­
duced tentatively . The two addit ional phonemes were : lall and 1 0 / . 2 
Further research re sulted in a third solution cons i s t ing of s i x  
vowel s  without co-vowe l s .
3 
Thi s , however , was p o s s ible only by inter­
pret ing the low back vowe l ,  for instance , by a trigraph : [ wo ? ]  l own/ , 
as in 1 ' 1 6wn/ ' li v er , . 4 
When thi s s o lution was set forth re latively few examples containing 
this vowe l had been found . Since then we concentrated our work on the 
verbal system of Sherpa and a number of verb stems containing the low 
back vowe l appeared . Most verbs in Sherpa are monosyllab i c . Therefore 
repre senting t he vowel s lot of a monosyllab i c  verb s tem by a trigraph 
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tends t o  ob s cure the structure of the verbal system .  For that reason 
again an alternative was sought . 
I I .  A P R O POSAL 
Here we sugge st a solution propos ing the six vowe l phoneme s / 1 , e ,  
a ,  n ,  0 ,  u /  and co-vowe ls I y l  and Iw/ . The co-vowels , however , will 
not co-oc cur with the central vowels lal and Inl , as was suggested 
earlier , but with the mid front and mid back vowe ls lei and 10/ . 
The two co-vowel s  then,  will lo we4 the mid front and mid back 
vowe l s : 
Iye l 
Iwol 
In order to account for the variants of Iyl and Iwl the following 
environment s are relevant . 
a .  After I h l  and before l u i  and 1 0 1  
b .  Els ewhere after I h l  
c .  Word-initi al before l u i  and 1 0 1  
d .  Intervocalic , adj acent t o  I I I  and l u i  
I y l  
Iwl 
' norm ' 
1 .  [ y ]  
6 .  [ w ]  
a 
2 .  [ w ]  
b c 
3 .  [ Y ]  4 .  [ w ] 
d 
5 .  [ i ) 
7 .  [ u ]  
The numbers of the chart above refer to t he examples  that follow . 
1 .  [ v ]  voiced high front unrounded glide : 
I " y a k u l  [ y �k u ] , brother- in- Law ' 
I ' g y a m u l  [ g Y � . mu ] ' fat ' 
I " g yo.p l  [ 9 Y A p' ] ' baak s ide ' 
2 .  [ W ]  voi cele s s  high front rounded glide : 
I" r h y u l  [ � Wu � ]  ' monkey ' 
3 .  [ Y ] voic e le s s  high front unrounded glide : 
I " k h yy e n i l  ' having froz en ' 
4 .  [ w ]  voiced high front rounded glide : 
I " y u l l  [ w� 1 ]  ' v i L Lage ' 
5 .  [ i ] voic ed high front unrounded vocoid : 
I ' pe y l /  I [ pe ' � ] , (I)  opened ( i t )  , 
GLIDES IN SHERPA 
6 .  [ w ]  voiced high back rounded glide : 
I"wok l  ' u nder> ' 
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I ' k l w i / ' do (Pr>esen t/Fu tur>e disjun c t )  
7 .  [ u ]  voi ced high back c losed rounded vocoid : 
I ' k l w u l  ' did (you) d o  ( i t ) ? '  
The examples above show that the variant s  of l e i  and 1 0 1  following 
the co-vowe l s  I y l  and Iwl respect ively are lengthened . 
There are a few cases of I y e l  that do not have lengthened variant s ,  
but rather a short one which i s  followed by an opt ional glottal stop . 
I" g y e l  
I"wyel  
I"myel  
[ g Y e ? ] 
[ Wa3 ? ] 
[ me ? ] 
' eight ' 
' ther>e is ' 
' ther>e isn ' t '  
The variant s of l a l  by definit ion are inherent ly longer than 
variant s of I nl following a post consonantal I y / . ( See examp le 1 above . ) 
The s top s p ,  t , d ,  9 tend t o  be opt i onally palatali sed preceding 
front vowe l s , especially l e i . Thi s type of palatalisat ion , howeve r ,  i s  
subphonemic and therefore not re flected in the phonemic orthography . 
Cons ider the following examples : 
I ' g e k e n l  [ g y � � e !;l  I g � � e !;l ] ' teacher> ' 
I ' d y e l  [ 2 Y!J! '  I 2 � '  ] , her>e ' 
I ' p y e l  [ py � . I p� ' ] , r>at ' 
I ' p e l  [ p Ye A I p e A ] ' open ' 
I" t y e l  [ k y � . I k� '  ] ' ther>e ' 
A single I y l  following I n l  a lways i ndicat e s  palatali sation of I n / . 
( Formerly we had phonemi ci sed [ � J  by I n g y l  whi ch will be I n y l  henc e­
forth . ) If two I y l  oc cur postconsonantally the first one will indicate 
palatalisat ion of the consonant , the second acts  as a co-vowe l .  There­
by we different iate the following pair : 
I ' n y e l  
I " n y ye ky o k l  
[ A� ' ] 
[ Aa3 � � Y o �� 
' my ' 
'pot,  vesse "" 
A single I y l  pre ceding le i after consonant s other than I n l  may be 
regarded a co-vowe l .  If two Iyl oc cur the first one wi ll s ignal 
palatali sation and the second one act s as a co-vowe l .  
1 ' 1 y e m u l 
I ' ky e p l a a l  
I " k h y y e n i l  
[ l al ' mu ] 
[ �al � P� l a J  
[ kYal � n I J A A 
' nice ' 
' for> giv ing bir>th ' 
' having fr>ozen ' 
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I I I .  I N I T I AL C L U S TE R I N G W I T H  I y l  A N D  Iwl 
The chart below demonstrates  syllab le initi al clustering with I y / . 
l .  p y  2 .  t y  3 .  � y 4 .  c y  5 .  ky  
6 .  c h y  7 .  k h y  
8 .  d y  9 .  J y 10 . g y  
l l . s y  12 . s y  
13 . n y  
14 . I y  
15 . I h y 
16 . r y  
17 . r h y  
18 . wy 
The numbers of the chart above refer to the examples below . 
l .  I ' p y e l  [ p� . / p y � . ) ' ra t ' 
2 .  /" t y e l  [ � y � . I �� . ) ' there ' 
3 .  I" � y e p l [ �� . p' ] ' to as k '  
4 .  I ' c y e p /  [ t sa! � p' ] ' to p �ay , 
5 .  / '  k y e p / [ �a � p' ] ' to give b irth ' 
6 .  /" c h y e l  [ t s f� . ] ' great (man) , 
7 .  / " k h y y e n l /  [ �Ya � Q I ] ' having frozen ' 
8 .  I ' d y e l  [ d Y a ·  / d � · ]  ' here ' A 
9 .  I ' J y e p l  [ J a · p ]  ' to change ' 
10 . I ' g y em u /  [ g Ya · m u ] 'reddish-brown co �our ' 
ll . I ' s y e l  [ s � · ] ' mane ' 
12 . I " z y e p /  [ h � p' ) ' to die ' 
13 . / ' n y e l  [ A� ·  ] 'my ' 
14 . I ' l y e m u l  [ l � . mu ) ' nice ' 
15 . I '  I h y e l  [ \ �� . ) 'nave � , 
16 . I " r y u l  Ow¥ . ) 'puppy ' 
17 . I " r h y u /  [ � � u q  'monkey ' 
18 . I " w y e l  [ wa ? ) ' there is ' 
The following chart gives syllab le init ial c lustering with Iw/ . 
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1 .  kyw 
2 .  pw 3 .  ! w 4 .  cw 5 .  �w 6 .  kw 
7 .  thw 8 .  ! hw 9 .  � hw 10 . khw 
11 . bw 12 . d w  13 . � w  14 . j w  15 . g y w  
16 . s w  17 . �w 
18 . n y w  19 . I)W 
20 . I w  
2 1 .  I h w  
22 . rw  
23 . ww 
The numbers in the chart above refer t o  the following examples . 
1 .  I " k ywol [ �y�� ] ' bend ( i t ) ! '  
2 .  I " pwol [ pWO � A ] ' di p !  ' 
3 .  I " �wol [ !w�� ] ' ti e  ( i t )  ! ' 
4 .  I ' cwol [ t s WO � A ] ' s train ( i t ) I '  
5 .  I ' c.wol [ dWO � A ] , sweep ! ' 
6 .  I ' kwol [ kWO � A ] ' s p l i t  ( i t ) ! '  
7 .  I" t hwop l a a l  [ to a A , A - 0 '  p I a ] ' in order to pia k ' 
8 .  I ' ! hwol [ ! �O � A ] ' s nap i t  (away ) ! '  
9 .  I ' c.hwol  [ t � �O� A ] ' deaorate ! ' 
10 . I ' khwo n l l  [ k!?tlY ' �  i )  ' having brought ' 
11 . I ' bwol [ bW� y  ] ' hide ( i t ) ! '  
12 . I ' dwo p l  [ w a d � .  p' ' to put on ornamen ts ' 
13 . I " � wo p l  [ � W� ? p' ] ' to go ' 
14 . I '  j wo l  [ w a d z  � . ] ' k . o .  game ' 
15 . I " g yw o l  [ g y�y ] ' to e3:pand ' 
16 . I ' swol  [ s W� y ] ' ao l leat  ( i t ) ! '  
1 7 .  I ' zwol [ �WOY A ] ' aross ( i  t )  I ' 
18 . I " n ywopl  [ Ao� A p' ) ' mad ' 
19 . I ' n gw o l  [ I)WO? A ] ' au t  arops l ' 
20 . I ' l wo l  [ �O� A ] , liver ' 
21 . l ' l hwo l [ �� O? A ] ' hunger ' 
22 . I ' rwol [ l'�� ] , s tudy ( s i lent ly ) ! ' 
23 .  I ' ww o s u n g l  a [ w� ' S U I) ] ' (h e )  aame ' 
B. SCHOTTELNDREYER 
NOTES 
1 .  For detailed review of these problems see ' A  Note on Sherpa Vowels ' 
by Burkhard Schottelndreyer and Austin Hale in Tone S y� t em� 0 6  T�b eto ­
Bu�man L ang uag e� 0 6  N epal , in : Hale and Pike , Oeea��o nal Pap e�� 0 6  the 
Wol6 enden S o e�ety o n  T�b eto - B u�man L�ng ui�t�e� , vol . 3 .  Part I ( 19 7 0 ) . 
Urbana : University of Illinois . 
2 .  See ' Sherpa Word Lis t '  ' and ' Sherpa Texts ' in Tone S y� tem� 0 6  T�b eto­
B u�man L ang uag e� 0 6  Nepal , parts II and I V . 
3 .  See ' Sherpa Segmental Synopsis ' in Tone S y� tem� 0 6  T�b eto - Bu�man 
L ang uag e� 0 6  Nepal , part I .  
4 .  Sherpa words have four contrastive pitch contours , arising from the 
intersection of two tones , High (marked by , on initial vowel )  and Low 
( ' ) ,  with two contours , Rising (marked by I initial ) and Falling 
( I I  init ial ) .  For a note on phonetic realisation of the contours see 
footnote 5 to the following article , pp . 1 2 2- 3 . 
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VOWEL AND TONE PATTERNS I N  THE SHERPA VERBI 
BURKHARD SCHOTTELNDREYER 
This brief discussion of Sherpa vowel and tone patterns may be used 
to accompany a dictionary t o  enab le the reader t o  handle the prob lem of 
vowel and t one changes that may occur within a given Sherpa verbal 
paradigm . 
Since this paper deals exclus ively with vowe l and t one patterns , the 
rules for final consonant delet ion and the derivati on of verb forms are 
not included here . 
I .  T H E  B A S E  FORM  
The base form of a verb in Sherpa i s  here viewed as an abstract 
repre sentat ion from which all forms of the verb may be derived by a 
set of rules . Verb s will be entered in the dictionary according t o  
their b a s e  forms . The purpose of this sect ion i s  to introduce the 
reader t o  certain conventi ons used in spelling base forms . 
The vowe l of the verbal base may e ither be stab le or unstab le . 
Stable vowel s  remain the same in all forms of t he verb and are repre­
sented by means of lower case characters in the verbal bas e .  The fol­
lowing stable vowe ls occur in Sherpa verbal bases : 2 
I .  e .  o .  u .  a a  
Unstab le vowe ls part i cipate i n  various vowel shift patt erns within 
their paradi gms and are represented by means of upper case characters 
in the verbal base . The following unst able vowels oc cur in Sherpa 
verbal bases :
3 
E .  A .  O .  AA . w O  
A l l  verbal bases end i n  consonants .  The final c onsonant of a base 
may e ither be stab le or transient . Stable cons onant s occur in every 
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form of t he verb and are represented by an unparenthesised character . 
The following base-final stable consonant s occur in Sherpa verb s : 
p ,  k ,  1 ,  r ,  m ,  n ,  n 9  
Transient consonant s oc cur in certain forms o f  the verb but are 
e lided in other forms . The following trans ient
" 
consonants occur in 
Sherpa verbal bases : 
( p ) , ( t ) , ( k ) , ( r ) , (w ) , ( n ) , ( n 9 )  
The table below indicates which consonant s occur only a s  stable con­
sonant s ,  which oc cur only as trans ient consonant s ,  and which occur as 
stable consonant s in certain verbs and as transient cons onant s in others . 
6 unc.tion 0 6  ba.6 e 6 0 JLm 6ina! c.on.6o nant 
c.on.6 o nant p t k 1 r m n n 9  w 
stab le x x 
transient x x 
stable and/or x x x x x 
transient 
Tab l e  1 .  STEM F I NAL CONSONANTS IN  SHERPA 
In t he following sections we will see that the base final consonant 
p lays an important role in predi ct ing the pattern of tone shift s and 
vowel shifts whic h  a given verb follows . 
I I .  P R I N C I PAL  PARTS A N D  V O W E L  P A T T E R N S  
T o  account for the vowe l patterns that occur we have set u p  seven 
principal parts in the Sherpa verb . These parts reflect all contrastive 
vowel shift s .  
FIs Present/Future Impersonal 
Fc j Present/Future conjunct
4 
Fd j Present/Future disjunct 
P I s  Past Impersonal 
Pc j Past conj unct 
Pdj Past di s j unct 
Imp Imperative 
Given these seven principal parts all possible forms of a verb may be 
derived . 
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We have said above that the base final consonant p lays an important 
role in determining the pattern of tone shifts and vowe l shifts whi ch a 
given verb follows . For the purpose of determining vowe l shift s ,  we 
may distingui sh four clas s e s  of final consonant s as follows . 
Cla.6 .6 Unal Con.6 onant 
e k ,  I , r ,  m ,  n ,  n 9  
p p 
( p )  ( p )  
( e ) ( t ) , ( k )  , ( w )  , ( r ) , ( n )  , ( n 9 )  
Each c lass marks a di fferent pat tern o f  vowe l shift s ,  a s  i s  indi­
cated in the following table . 
v owel 0 6  ba.6 e PlLlnclpal PalLt.6 
and 6 lnal co n.6 • F l s  Fc j Fdj P I s  Pcj Pdj Imp 
e e e e e e a a  0 
E P e e e a a  a a  a a  0 
( e )  e e e a a  a a  a a  wo 
e a a a a a a a  0 
A P a a a a a  a a  a a  0 
( e )  a a a a a  a a  a a  wo 
e 0 0 0 a a a a  0 
0 p 0 0 0 a a  a a  a a  0 
( e )  0 0 0 a a  a a  a a  wo  
AA  ( p )  a a  a e a a  a a  a a  0 
w O  ( p )  wo wo e 0 0 0 0 
Tab le 2 .  VOWEL PATTERNS OF S INGLE - BASE VERBS 
There are also verbs in Sherpa that have two stems . These wi l l  b e  
referred t o  as twln- ba.6 e forms . One s tem, having a voiced initial s t op 
or voiced affricate , wi l l  oc cur in t he PlLe.6 ent/ FutulLe t ense ( Fl s ,  Fc j , 
Fdj ) .  The other s tem , having the voice le s s  stop or affricate counter­
part will occur in the Pa.6 t ( P I s ,  Pc j ,  Pdj ) and ImpelLatl v e  - the P-base . 
We may d i st i nguish two k inds of twin-base verb s : those whi c h  have an 
upper case vowe l in the P-base and those that have a lower case vowel 
in the P-'base . 
For example : 
' bok  / pokq  ' to take from fire ' 
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has a lower case vowel in the P-base and 
D e l I T A l q  ' to s eparate ' 
has an upper case vowe l in i t s  P-base . 
There are no twin-base verbs with upper case vowe ls in the first 
base . The shifts manife sted by the second s tem of a twin-base verb are 
s l i ght ly different from the corresponding shi ft s manifested by a s ingle­
base verb . These shifts are summarised in Tab le 3 .  
P- ba� e vowel and v owel 0 6  
6inal c. o n� o nan.t P I s  P c j  Pd j Imp 
A c 1m , I I a a a a  0 
A p a a a 0 
AA (w)  a a  a a  a a  wo 
Tab l e  3 .  VOWEL PATTERNS IN TWI N - BASE VERBS 
I I I .  T O N E  PATT E R N S  
Every base form i s  marked for t one . 5 Most base s ,  however , manifest 
a shift of t one in the past disjunctive . The final consonant of the 
base indicat e s  whether or not the base parti cipat e s  in a tone shift . 
It also indicates whi ch t one shift oc curs . Tab le 4 shows how the base 
final cons onant correlates  with t one shi ft s  in the past d i s j unct ive for 
bases with the vowe ls I ,  e ,  0 ,  and u .  
ba� e 6inal v o wel 0 6  bM e 
c. o n� o nan.t i ,  e u ,  0 
c ,  (w )  l 1 , r , m , n l 4 4 
k 5 5 
( c ) H 3 3 L 4 4 
( t )  5 4 
Tab l e  4 .  TONE PATTERNS OF S I NGLE - BASE VERBS 
The tab le above may be read as follows : 
a )  A verb with a final consonant c and the vowe l I has pitch contour 4 
in the past disj unct ive form . 
b )  A verb with a final consonant k and the vowel 0 has the " same " ( s )  
pitch contour in the past disjunctive form as the base . 
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Tab le 5 gives t h e  t one shifts for b a s e s  with vowel s  E ,  A ,  0 ,  A A ,  and 
wO in past d i s j unctive : 
bu e 6inal vo wel 0 6  ba� e 
c. o n� o nant E A 0 AA wO 
c ,  (w )  / I ,  r , m / 4 4 4 4 
p 4 4 H3 
L4 
( c )  ( p )  
H 3 3 3 3 *  3 
L 4 4 4 4 
k s 
Tab l e  5 .  TONE PATTERNS OF S INGLE - BASE VERBS 
*In this category pitch contour type 3 has been ob­
served for all past forms . 
The tone patterns for twin- ba� e verb s are different from the ones 
di s cussed above . Consider Table 6 ,  which give s the t one shifts in past 
disjunctive . The other past forms and imperative have the same tone as  
the P-base . 
6inal c. o n� o nant P - ba� e pa�t di� ju.nc.ti v e  0 6  P - ba� e 
p ,  ( t ) 3 ( I ) 2 
c ,  ( w )  / J  , m / 2 ( q )  3 
k ,  ( t ) 2 ( q )  2 
( p )  4 ( 0 )  3 
Tab l e  6 .  TONE PATTERNS OF TWIN- BASE VERBS 
I V .  D E R I VAT I ON P R O C E D U R E  
HOW TO DETERMINE THE VOWEL PATTERN FOR A GIVEN VERB 
Doe s the dictionary entry give o n e  or two base forms ? If o n e  base 
form i s  given , follow directions under A below .  
I f  two base forms are given , follow d irect ions under B below . 
A .  What kind o f  vowel d o  you find in the bas e ?  
1 .  lower case vowel : no vowe l change . 
2 .  upper case vowe l ( E ,  A ,  0 ,  AA , w O ) : 
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look at Table 2 .  
Find the vowel and the final consonant of that verb and then 
look at the adj acent row of vowels t o  find the shift s .  
B .  What kind o f  vowe l do you find i n  each o f  the base forms ? 
1 .  i f  bo�h forms give lower case vowe l s , there i s  no vowel change . 
2 .  i f  the � ec o nd base form has an upper case vowe l : look at 
Table 3 .  
Determine vowe l and final consonant of the second base form , 
find the equivalent s in Table 3 ,  and there obtain the vowe l 
changes .  
HOW TO DETERMINE THE TONE PATTERNS FOR A GIVEN VERB 
Doe s the dictionary entry give o n e  or �wo base forms ? If o ne form i s  
given , determine the kind of vowe l of that entry . 
For lowe� case vowels follow directions under C below .  
For uppe� case vowels follow direct ions under V below .  
I f  �wo base forms are given i n  the dictionary follow directions 
under E b e low . 
C .  1 .  Determine the vowel and final consonant of the base form and 
look at Table 4 .  The tab le gives the tone shift of t he past 
disjunctive form of the verb . 
2 .  If the base-final consonant i s  ( c )  also determine the t one of 
the base . If the base i s  marked by ' q ' , look under H ( which 
means high t one ) . If i t  i s  no� marked by ' q '  look under L 
( which means low t one ) of Table 4 .  
V .  1 .  Determine the vowel and final consonant and look at Table 5 .  
2 .  I f  t he vowel i s  0 and the final consonant p ,  also determine the 
t one of the base form in the dict ionary . For high tone , marked 
by ' q '  look under H .  For low tone , which i s  unmarked ,  look 
under L of Table 5 .  
3 .  I f  the final consonant of the base form i s  a ( c )  or ( p )  also 
determine the tone of base and then look at Tab le 5 .  
E .  1 .  For twin-base verb s determine the final consonant and the tone 
of the � ec o nd base form given in t he dictionary . Look at 
Table 6 and find tone shift s of the past d i s j unct ive form of 
the verb . 
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V .  SAMP L E  D E R I VAT I ON 
To i l lustrate the use of the tab les and the derivati on procedures we 
will exemplify some vowel and t one patterns . In this paper we are 
conc erned with vowel and tone patterns . Therefore the rules that are 
needed to derive the principal part s from the base form , and the rule s 
for final consonant deletion are not included here . 
A. VOWEL PATTERNS 
The seven principal part s are given here in the order suggested on 
page 114 . We will derive the tone patterns for the following verb s 
under 8. TONE PATTERNS. 
' d e ( t } ' to 8 tay ' Thi s  dict ionary entry i s  a s ingle base form . The 
base form has a lower case vowe l ,  which indicates that this verb does 
not undergo vowel shift s . We then have the following seven principal 
part s : ' d e t u p  ' d e t i N  ' d e k i w i  ' d e t u p  ' d e t i  ' d e s u n g  ' d e 
s O ( k } ' to ao t teat ' This base form has the upper case vowel 0 and a 
final parenthe s i sed ( k ) . The transient final ( k ) i s  grouped under ( c ) . 
We look at Table 2 and obtain the principal part s : s o k u p  s o k i N  s o k i w l  
s a awu p  s a a y l  s a a s u n g  swo 
' l hAA ( p } q ' to 8 e e ' Thi s  i s  a s ingle-base form with the upper case 
vowe l AA and a verb final parenthe s i sed ( p ) . Looking at Tab le 2 we ob­
tain the following vowel shi ft : ' I h a a pq ' l h a y l N q ' I h ew l q  ' I h a awup  
' I h a a y l ' I h a a s u n g  ' I hoq 
, b e  ( t ) / ' p e ( t ) , to open ' Thi s  i s  a twin-base verb . Both forms 
have the lower case vowel e whi ch s ignals t hat t here will be no vowe l 
shi ft . The seven principal part s are : ' b e t u p  ' b e t i N  ' be k i w l  ' pe t u p  
' p ey  i p e s u n g q  ' pe 
gem  / kAmq ' to dry ' Thi s i s  a twin-base form . The first base 
having the lower case vowe l e doe s not undergo vowel shift . The second 
base form , whi ch i s  the past base , has the upper case vowel A and there­
fore wi l l  parti c ipat e in vowe l shift in past and imperative . The final 
consonant is m ,  whi ch has been grouped under c .  The forms of the 
present /future are : gembup  gem l N  gemg i w l  
tain : kamb u p q  kam i q  ' ka a m s u n g  komq 
8 .  TONE PATTERNS 
Looking at Tab le 3 we ob-
Since the t one shift s of all three Tab les 4 ,  5 ,  and 6 apply to past 
disjunct ive ( note one except ion in Tab le 5 )  we will give all examples  
be low in the  past disjunctive form only . For all other forms of t he 
verb the t one i s  that of the base . 
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' d e ( t ) ' to s tay ' 
vowe l e and a final 
which means ' s ame ' .  
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This i s  a s ingle-base form with the lower case 
parenthe s i sed ( t ) . Looking at Tab le 4 we obtain 
In this case the t one is stable . ' d e s u n g  
, 5 ' 
' d z e ( k )  ' to c Zimb ' Thi s  i s  a s ingle-base form with the lower case 
vowe l e and a parenthes i sed final ( k ) . The base is not marked by ' q ' , 
which indicates that we have t o  look under L of Tab le 4 .  For the past 
disj unc tive we thus obtain : 4 .  d z e s u n g  
z O rq ' to drive catt Z e ' Thi s  i s  a single-base form with the upper 
case vowel 0 and a final r whi ch is grouped under e .  Looking at Tab le 5 
we obtain for the past d i s j unctive : 4 .  z a a r s u n g  
1 0 p q  ' to s tudy ' Thi s  i s  a s ingle-base form with the upper case 
vowe l 0 and a final consonant p .  The base also is marked by ' q '  ( hi gh 
tone ) . From Tab le 5 line p looking at H we obtain : 3 .  ' l a a p s u n g  
s O C k )  ' to co Z Zect ' Thi s i s  a s ingle-base form with an upper c ase 
vowe l ,  0 ,  and a final parenthesised ( k ) , whi ch i s  grouped under ( e ) . 
The base i s  not marked for tone , thereby indi cat ing low t one ( L ) . 
Entering Tab le 5 at l ine ( e )  and looking at L we obtain : 4 .  s a a s u n g  
' b e e t ) / ' pe ( t )  ' to open ' Thi s  i s  a twin-base form . The second 
base form has a final parenthe sised ( t )  and i s  not marked by ' q ' . Thi s  
indicates that it has a pitch cont our 3 .  Looking at Tab le 6 ,  l ine 1 ,  we 
obtain 2 for the past disjunctive form and 3 for the other pas t and 
imperat ive forms . 
p e s u n g q  ( past disjunctive ) 
' p e t u p  ' pey i ' pe 
BASE FORMS OF SOME SHERPA VERBS , 
' b A ( k ) to hide 
' b e e t )  / ' pe ( t )  to open 
' bo k  / pokq to take from fire 
' ea k  ( irreg . ) to break 
' e h a a ( w )  to become s o Z id, 
e hAmq to dance 
' j l ( t )  / ' e  i ( t )  to put into 
' e u r q  to c Zimb 
d Am to tie 
' d e ( t )  to s tay, s i t  
d e p  / ' t Ap to winnow 
' d O r  to c Zean 
fre eze 
dwo ( p )  / ' tA A ( w )  to put on ornaments 
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' d u ( n g )  to beat 
' d ze ( k )  to c "limb 
Da a ( w )  to have eaten enough 
De l / TA l q  to s eparate 
gem / kAmq to dry 
' h i p  to h ide 
' j  A r  to s tir 
, j O k  to put 
kA ( k ) q  to sp "li t 
khAA ( p ) q  to sme H 
konq to wear 
' kwO ( p ) q  to dig 
k u ( t ) q  to app ly 
' ky E l q  to hand over 
kyA l q  to s e t  rig h t  
' k y u ( k ) q to vomit  
, I A ( k ) to "lick  
I A ( n g ) q  to take 
, I hAA ( p ) q to look 
I O pq  to s tudy 
, I um to fa H 
ne n q  to press on 
' n gwO ( p ) q  to count 
p h a k  ( irreg . ) to s trike 
' p hAp to land 
p h i r q to jump 
' p h u ( t ) to b low 
p u ( n g ) q  to pour 
' re k  to touch 
r he ( k ) q  to burn 
, r 0 ( k ) to s tudy s i lent ly 
tAp  to measure 
t hA l q  to cros s 
' t O n g q  to send 
t s h O l q  to s earch 
t s i ( k ) q to pi le  
' TA ( k )  to t i e  
' T h i I to wrap 
' y u C k )  to wa l k  
' z e ( w )  t o  know 
z O rq to drive c a t t l e  
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NOTES 
1 .  I am indebted to Austin Hale for valuable suggestions in approaching 
this problem . 
Also I wish to thank Mr Ang Nyima Lama , Mr Kunga Jangbu Sherpa , 
Mr Ang Gelbu Lama and Miss Ang Kandi Sherpa for their help in gathering 
the material . 
2 .  We found two verbs with the vowel a .  These verbs , however , break 
rules in two ways , and therefore we regard them as be ing irregular . 
1 .  The vowel a characteristically occurs as A ,  that is it occurs 
generally with verbs that undergo vowe l changes . In this case , 
a is stable . 
2 .  The base final k ordinarily requires the same type of pitch 
contour throughout the paradigm . These two verbs , however , have a 
raised pitch contour which is different from the expected contour . 
3 .  S ince 0 following w patterns differently , it is listed here 
separately . 
4 .  The meaning of the terms ' conj unct ' and ' dis j unct ' are not given in 
terms of first , second , and third person subj ects . The conj unct form 
s ignals referential conj unction of its subj ect with the matrix focus . 
The dis j unct form signals referent ial disj unction of its sub j ect and the 
matrix focus . 
See papers in this volume on person markers in Newari by Hale ( pp .  
9 5 -1 0 6 ) ,  and in Sherpa by the present author ( pp .  1 2 5 - 3 0 ) .  
5 .  Sherpa may be described as having two tones or four contrastive 
types of pitch contours : 
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tone 1 
tone 2 
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ba6 ically A�6 �ng 
pitch c o ntouA 
cv c V 
C V CV 
1 
3 
2 
4 
ba6 ically 6 alling 
pitch co nto uA 
cv c V 
e v e  V 
In the tone 2 basically falling contour the pitch is basically 
level , but may drop a little on the second syllable . 
tone 1 ( also 
1 and 
tone 2 ( also 
3 and 
Pitch contour 
high tone : H )  includes pitch contour 
2 .  
low tone : L )  includes pitch contour 
4 .  
1 is symbolised by I • • •  q 
2 " 
3 " 
4 
" " 
" " 
• • •  q 
" . ( unmarked )  
types 
types 
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This symbolisat ion of the contours is simplified somewhat for text 
orthography ( in this and the following article ) as compared with the 
phonemic orthography used in the preceding article . For example : 
C o ntouA Pho n emic Text 
1 High Rising l e u r  " c u r q  
2 High Falling " c ham  c h amq 
3 Low Rising " dl k  " e a k  
4 Low Falling " d e p  d e p  
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PERSON MARKERS I N  SHERPA 
BURKHARD SCH�TTELNDREYER 
( The work which led to the writing of this paper was stimulated by Austin 
Hale ' s  1971 paper , ' Person Markers : Conjunctive and Disjunctive Verb 
Forms ' .  Although his paper dealt exclusively with Newari , the analysis 
presented seems to fit Sherpa equally well. In order to highlight the 
parallels between Newari and Sherpa , we will follow the organisation and 
terminology of Hale ' s  paper in presenting the Sherpa materials . A re­
vised version of Hale ' s  paper is included in this volume , pp . 95-106 . ) 
I .  T H E  P R O B L E M l 
Before our at tention had been called to the problems involved , we 
had viewed the person markers in Sherpa in much the s ame way as Hale had 
viewed person markers in Newari . In the dec larat ive we had basi cally 
two marker s ,  one marking first person subj ect , the other marking non­
firs t person subj e ct . 
1 .  n g a  1 e p  I q .  I arrive d .  
2 .  ' k h y o r a n g  1 e p s u n g q . You arrived.  
3 .  ' t i  l e p s u ng q . He arrived . 
In the interrogative we also find two markers , one marking verb s 
with second person subj ect s , and another marking verb s with first or 
third person subj ect s .  The shift o f  patt ern i s  s imilar t o  that found in 
Newari except that the s econd p erson marker i s  phonologically different 
from the first person marker of the dec larat ive . 
4 .  nga  l e p s u n g q 1  Did I arriv e ?  
5 .  ' k h y o r a ng l e p u p q 1 Did you arriv e ?  
6 .  ' t  I 1 e p s u n g q 1  Did h e  arriv e ?  
With Sherpa also the data may be looked a t  and explained a s  a dis­
cours e  oriented set of person markers . 
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I I .  MAT R I X  F O C U S  A N D  T H E  P E R F O R MAT I V E  
( For detailed discussion of this section see Hale , p .  96ff . in this volume . ) 
The following two examples make i t  c lear that our previous ly chosen 
labe ls , first person and non-first person are rather misleading . 
7 .  ' t i k i , ' t i l e p i q , He said that he (hims e Zf) arri v e d .  
' s i ky a a s u ng . 
8 .  ' t i k i ,  ' t i l e p s u n g q , 
' s i ky a a s u n g . 
He said that he (someone e Zs e )  
arriv ed.  
I f  we unite the dec larative ' first person ' marker with the int er­
rogative ' second person ' marker , calling both of these conj unct forms , 
then the examples above show that conj unct forms occur with subj e c t s  of 
all three persons . We may view the dec larat ive ' non-first person ' 
marker and i t s  ident ical interrogat ive ' non-second person ' counterpart 
as disj unct forms . If we do , the examples above show that subj ects  of 
all three persons also occur with disj unct forms . 
The meaning of the terms ' conj unc t ' and ' disjunct ' are thus not 
given in terms of first , second , and third person subj ect s . The con­
j unct form s ignals referent i al conj unction of i t s  subj ect with the 
matrix focus .
2 
Thus the verb form l e p l q  in example ( 7 )  i s  conj unct 
thereby signalling that ' t i  and ' t i k i  both refer to the same individual . 
The d i s j unct form s ignals referent ial disjunct ion of i t s  sub j e ct and the 
matrix focus . Thus the verb form l e p s u n g q  in examp le ( 8 )  i s  d i s j unct 
thereby s ignalling that ' t l and ' t i k i refer to different individuals . 
In declarat ive sentences the matrix focus will be on the speaker . 
In i nterrogative sentences the matrix focus i s  on the hearer . 
I I I .  D I R E C T  Q U OTAT I ON 
The following table i s  a modified version of t he rule proposed by 
Hale for Newari . The int errogative portion of the rule for Newari 
i dent i fi e s  matrix focus with the obj ect s ince the hearer of a direct 
quotation is marked as the obj ect . In Sherpa the hearer i s  marked as  
the indirect obj ect . Hence matrix focus for int errogative que stions in 
Sherpa is upon the indire ct obj ect . 
Disjunct 
Dec larative Subj ect of the verb 
has a different referent 
from the subj ect of i t s  
matrix . 
Interrogative Subj ect o f  the verb 
has a different referent 
from the indire ct obj ect 
of i t s  matrix . 
Conjunct 
Subj ect of the verb has 
the same re ferent as the 
subj ect of i t s  matrix . 
Subj ect of the verb has the 
same referent as the 
indirect obj ect of i t s  
matrix . 
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9 .  nye  " n g a  J e p i q " ' s i k y a a y i .  I said "I arriv ed " .  
10 . ' k h yo ro  " n g a  J e p i q " 
' s i ky a a s u n g . 
11 . ' t i k i  " n g a  J e p l q "  
' s i k ya a s u n g . 
I 
12 . nye  " ' k h y o r a n g  J e p s u n g q "  
' s i ky a a y i .  
13 . ' k h yo ro  " '  k h y o r a n g  
J e p s u n g q " ' s i ky a a s u n g . 
1 4 .  ' t i k i " ' k h y o r a n g  
J e p s u n g q "  ' s  i k yaa s u n g . 
15 . nye " '  t i J e p s u n g q "  
' s i ky a a y i .  
16 . ' kh yo ro  " '  t I J e p s u n g q "  
' s i k yaa s u n g . 
17 . ' t i k i  '" t i  J e p s u n g q "  
' s i k y a a s u n g . 
You said "I arrived " .  
H e  said " I  arri v ed " .  
I said "You arri v ed " .  
You said "You arrived " .  
H e  said "You arriv ed " .  
I said "He arri v ed " .  
You said "He arrived " .  
H e  said "He arriv ed " .  
1 2 7  
We have said that in de clarat ive s entences the matrix focus wi l l  b e  
o n  the speaker . The above declarative examples , according t o  the 
theory , call for c onj unc t forms of the verb when the subj ect of the 
sent ence refers to the subj ect of the matrix .  
In sentences ( 9 ) , ( 12 ) ,  and ( 15 )  the form ' s i ky a a y i i s  conjunc t . It 
signals that its subj ect nye is identi cal with the speaker , who may be 
called Jangbu . 
Also J e p i q  in sentence ( 9 )  i s  a conj unct form . It signals that i t s  
subj ect n g a  refers t o  the same person a s  the matrix subj ect nye , who i s  
Jangbu .  
I n  sentence ( 10 )  ' s i k y a a s u n g  i s  a disj unct form s ignalling that i t s  
subj ect ' k h yo ro  i s  not identi cal with the performative subj ect , t he 
speaker . 
The conj unct form J e p i q  indi cates  that its  subj ect n g a  i s  ident ical 
with the matrix subj ect , ' k h y o ro . 
The d i s j unct form of J e p s u n g q  in sentence s ( 12 )  t o  ( 17 )  indi cate s  
that i t s  subj ect i s  different from i t s  matrix subj ect . 
The disj unct form of ' s l k y a a s u n g  in sentences ( 13 ) , ( 14 ) ,  ( 1 6 ) , and 
( 1 7 )  signals that i t s  subj ect i s  not the speaker . 
In applying the proposed theory to interrogative quotati ons we will 
expect a conj unct form when the subj ect of the quoted verb i s  ident ical 
with the indirect obj ect of the matrix verb . 
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1 8 .  ' t i k i  n g a l a a " n g a  
l e p s u n g q 7 "  T i s u n g . 
19 . ' t i k i  ' kh yo r a n g l a a  " n g a  
l e p s u n g q 7 "  T i s u n g . 
20 . ' t i k i  ' t i l a a  " n g a  
l e p s u n g q 7 "  T 1 s u n g . 
2 1 .  ' t i k i  n g a l a a ' ' ' k h y o r a n g  
l e p up q 7 "  T i s u n g . 
22 . ' t i k i  ' kh y o r a ng l a a  
" ' k h y o r a n g  l e p u p q 7 "  T i s u n g . 
He asked me "Did I arrive ? "  
He asked you "Did I arrive ? "  
He asked h im "Did I arriv e ? "  
He asked me "Did you arrive ? "  
He asked you "Did you arriv e ? "  
23 . ' t i k i  ' t i l a a  " ' k h y o r a n g  He asked him "Did you arrive ? "  
l e p u p q 7 "  T i s u n g . 
2 4 . ' t i k i  n g a l a a " ' t l  l e p s u n g q 7 "  He as ked me "Did he arriv e ? " 
T i s u n g . 
25 . ' t i k i  ' kh y o ra ng l a a " ' t l 
l e p s u n g q 7 "  T i s u n g . 
He as ked you "Did he arriv e ? "  
26 . ' t i k i  ' t l l a a  " ' t i  l e p s u n g q 7" He as ked h im "Did h e  arriv e ? "  
T i s u n g . 
In sentences ( 2 1 ) , ( 2 2 ) , and ( 2 3 )  only we find the interrogative 
conj unct form l e p u p q , indi cating that ' k h y o r a n g  and the addres see in 
t�ese sentence s are the same person . 
I V .  I N D I R E C T  Q UOTAT I ON 
" In direct quotation the directly quoted first person refers 
to the person who o�iginally ut tered the quoted material , 
and a directly quoted second person refers t o  the person who 
was originally addre s sed as hearer . In indirect quotation 
the indirec t ly quoted first person refers t o  the ae�ual or 3 
quoting speaker and the second person t o  the ae�ual hearer . "  
27 . n y e , n g a  l e p l q ,  ' s i ky a ay l . 
28 . n y e , ' kh y o r a n g  I e p s u ng q , 
, s i k yaay  i . 
I said that I arrived . 
I said that you arriv e d .  
29 . nye , ' t i l e p s u n g q , ' s l ky a ay l . I s aid that he arrive d .  
30 . ' k h yo ro ,  n g a  l e p s u n g q , 
' s i ky a a s u n g . 
31 . ' k h y o ro , ' k h y o r a n g  l e p i q ,  
' s i ky a a s u n g . 
You said that I arrived . 
You s aid that you arrived . 
32 . ' kh y o ro , ' k h y o r a n g  l e p s u n g q , You said tha t you arriv e d .  
' s l kya a s u n g . 
33 . ' k h yo ro , ' t l l ep s u n g q , 
' s l ky a a s u n g . 
You said that he arrived . 
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34 . ' t i k i ,  n g a  l e p s u n g q , 
' s i ky a a s u n g . 
35 . ' t i k i , ' kh y o r a ng l e p s u n g q , 
' s i ky a a s u n g . 
7 .  ' t i k i , ' t l l e p l q ,  
' s l k ya a s u n g . 
8 .  ' t i k i ,  ' t l l e p s u n g q , 
' s l ky a a s u n g . 
He 8aid that I arrived.  
He  8aid that you arriv e d .  
H e  8aid that he  arrived.  
He  8aid that  he arrived.  
The conj unct form in ( 27 )  indicates that n g a  and nye  refer to the 
same person . 
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A more explicit trans lation for sentence ( 3 1 )  may be : ' You, Jangbu, 
8aid that you (JangbuJ arrived . ' We have a conj unct form l e p l q ,  re­
ferring to the same person . For s entence ( 32 )  as sume two hearers , ' You, 
Jangbu, 8aid that you, Lhakpaaq, arrived . ' The disjunct form l e p s u n g q  
indi cates  different persons . 
Indirect quotat ion of quest ions i s  not natural in Sherp a .  Hale has 
also dis covered that in Newari indirect quotation of quest ions i s  
highly unnatural , and that examples ( 42 ) - ( 4 6 )  o f  his 1971 paper are 
rej ected in favour of their more natural direct quot at ions by most of 
his  informant s .  Informant s agree that they are grammati cal , but not 
natura l ,  not used .
4 
V .  R H E T O R I CAL  Q U E S T I ON 
Unlike the ordinary quest ion t he rhetorical question does not call 
for an answer . Thus a change of speaker i s  not expected , the matrix 
focus does not seem t o  be on the hearer , but on the speaker . It will b e  
expected then that the rhet orical question w i l l  be different ly marked 
from the ordinary one . Consider the following examp le : 
36 . ' t i k i  ' t l l a a " ' k h yo r a n g  
' g a a l nok  i N ? "  T i s u ng . 
He a8 ked him "Di d  you go ? "  
The intonation of sentence ( 36 )  i s  that of a question ,  howeve r ,  t he 
verb ' g a a l nok  represent s a disjunct ive form , which will make the 
s entence a declarative one . 
B .  SrnOITEUID�Y� 
NOTES 
1 .  I wish to express my s incere thanks to Mr Ang Nyima Lama , Mr Kunga 
Jangbu Sherpa and Mr Ang Gelbu Sherpa for their help in approaching this 
problem .  
2 .  Hale gives the following definition : 
"The element which is compared with the subj ect of the verb 
in determining whether the verb is to be a conj unct form or a 
disj unct form will be referred to as the ma��ix 6 o eu� . 
Stated differently , when the verb occurs in the conj unct form 
it s ignals that both its subj ect and the matrix focus 
des ignate the same individual . When the verb occurs in the 
dis j unct form , it s ignals that its subj ect and the matrix 
focus des ignate different individuals . "  
3 .  Hale , Austin , 19 7 1  Person Markers :  Conj unctive and Disj unctive 
Verb Forms . MS . S . I . L .  
4 .  Hale , personal communication . 
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